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Jo Crass, city clerk, seen
on highway billboard

Calloway basketball player City planners approve suit
returns from tour of Europe over subdivision issue

See Rainey 's column on page 54

See story on page 111

See story on page 2.4
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Effects of Hardin ammonia spill unclear

PROTECTION FROM FUMES - Marshall County Chief
Sheriff's Deputy Andy Sedlock, center, dons a gas mask and
other gear before exploring the site of an ammonia spill at Hardin Tuesday night. Assisting him from left to right are state
police trooper E.R., McIntosh,,Billy Carroll of the Marshall Coun-

ty Ambulance Service, and Junior Lane, ambulance service
director. The spill sent a cloud of gas drifting through the community just north of the Calloway CotInty line.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Collins releases uncommitted delegates
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Martha Layne Collins today released Kentucky's 33 uncommitted delegates to the
Democratic National Convention and said they are free to
vote for the candidate of their
choice.
But Mrs. Collins made it clear
at a news conference this morning that she thinks former Vice
President Walter F. Mondale
already has enough delegates to
claim the nomination to oppose
President Ronald Reagan.
Mrs. Collins met with Mondale
at his Minnesota home on Sunday and he asked Mrs. Collins to
release those delegates.
She had asked the state's
Democrats to select uncommitted delegates and said today she
wanted to ensure Kentucky got
the best deal it could before
releasing the delegates.
Mrs. Collins said she discussed several Matters with Mondale that are or particular interest to Kentucky, but,"I didn't
ask for any assurances."
Nonetheless, Mrs. Collins indicated that there were some
areas of mutual understanding.
For example, Mrs. Collins

said Mondale pledged to do
everything he, could to preserve
the Appalachian Regional Commission, which has funneled
millions of dollars into the state,
and the federal synthetic-fuels
program.
Mrs. Collins said she also told
Mondale she wanted a Kentuckian named to the board of
the Tennessee-Valley Authority.
Mrs. Collins said she had no
idea where the majority of the 33
uncommitted delegates - the
largest bloc of any state would throw its support. "I
haven't polled the delegation."
Mrs. Collins reiterated her
pledge to remain personally uncommitted to any single
candidate.
But in her prepared text, Mrs.
Collins said, "It has become apparent that Walter Mondale, in
fact, does have more than
enough delegates to assure his
nomination at the San Francisco
convention."
Mondale won 19 of Kentucky's
63 delegates in caucuses earlier
this year. Six delegates went to
the Rev. Jesse Jackson and
three went to Sen. Gary Hart of
Colorado. Later defections and

promises made to the Jackson
forces gave Mondale 20
delegates and Jackson seven
prior to Mrs. Collins' release.

Upon accepting the convention chairmanship in January,
Mrs. Collins requested that the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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_kty CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
An anhydrous ammonia spill which sent a gas cloud wafting
through Hardin Tuesday night polluted a nearby stream and apparently injured some horses,'but officials believe it caused no
serious injuries to residents.
The gas from the spill did, however, cause nearby persons to
suffer tears, vomiting and difficult breathing. Many fled the area
and some were treated at the Marshall and Murray-Calloway
County hospitals. Persons reported smelling the gas cloud as far
as about eight miles away.
State environmental officials this morning were determining
how to clean up residue from the spill, which occurred near a
farm field north of Ky. 80 and about 1,4 mile east of the highway
1824 intersection. The spill occurred around 8 p.m. when a truck
was off-loading ammonia into a storage tank located off a dirt
road north of Ky. 80 at Commerce Drive. officials said. A line connecting the truck to the tank broke, releasing gas and liquid ammonia and emptying the tank of its 18,000 pounds. The reason for
.the leak has not been determined. •
The truck is owned by the James T. p3nglisillrucking firm of
Benton, and the tank is owned by Hardin G-rain, a-grinary leased
by ConAgra and owned b_y_Jack Dunigan_The_ammonia is used to
attract moisture into farm soil. It was the granary's second ammonia spill within the last few years. After the previous spill,
which occurred at the granary itself, the storage tank was movii
to its present site, police said.
A group of boys working a nearby farm field said they could see
the smoke-like gas "shooting out" of the tank connection when
the leak occurred. They left the area by driving three-wheelers
along a railroad track, they said.
The gas cloud drifted mainly west and north from the site. Mike
McCoy, owner of a Chevron gas station at the Ky. 80-1824 intersection, said he could hear the leak "whooshing" as the gas
cloud overcame him.
"I was bawling and throwing up," McCoy said. "I closed up
and left." Several other .persons were leaving quickly too, he
said: "They just went through the stop sign."
Dean Siress, a resident of the nearby Hillsdale Apartments
said she, her husband and child also drove away from the area.
"By the time we--got to the -stop sign tat 1824). you couldn't
breath," she said.
Coleman Jones, owner of farm property near the tanks, said he
was at the Country Crossroads Restaurant when the spill occurred. When he went outside, he said, "the fumes were so.strong we
could barely get to the car."
• The Crossroads closed early at about 8:15, and the fumes caused difficult breathing and watering eyes inside the restaurant,
said Lisa Culver, daughter of the owners. All cooking utensils
were washed, and state health officials made the restaurant
Throw out all its prepared food, she said. The restuarant opened
• at normal hours today.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Reagan urges states
to raise drinking age
ORADELL, N.J. (AP ) - tional tragedy involving transit
across state borders. We just
President Reagan said today he
reversed his position against can't tolerate this anymore."
Reagan said he had hoped
punishing states that. fail to
adopt a minimum drinking age states with legal drinking, ages
of 21 because "the carnage must below 21 would act on their own
to follow the national standard
end, arid now."
In a speech prepared for advocated last year by his commission on drunken driving.
students, faculty and parents at
But only four of the 23 states
River Dell High School here,
that have considered the issue in
Reagan said his decision may
recent months agreed to go
appear to be "at odds with my
philosophical viewpoint that along.
"Now it appears that things
state problems 'should involve
state solutions - and it isn't up 'have stalled," Reagan said.
Referring to his cjecision a
to a big and overwhelming
government in Washington to' week ago to support Housepassed legislation to withhold
tell the states what to do."
But teenage drunken driving ,part of a state's federal highway
is "more than just a state pro- funds for failtire to go along.
blem," Reagan said. "It's a na(Cont'd on page 2)

Today: Partly sunny hot
and humid with a 40 percent
chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. Highs in the
low 90s. Winds variable less
than 10 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of
thunderstorms in the evening. Lows in the low 70s. Light
and variable winds.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake ..
359.3
Barkley Lake
359.4

KW-honors Sears for work,
'reviews year during annual event
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
About 200 members and
'friends of Kentucky's Western
Waterlands gathered at
Paducah's Executive Inn Tuesday evening for the 16th annual
meeting of the tourism promotion agency.
Among special awards
presented during the evening
was one to CallOway Countian
Gilbert Sears who retired
earlier this year from the
University of Kentucky's extension servire."
Presenting the award in the
absence of Congressman Carroll
Hubbard was another Calloway
Countian, Max Hurt. Hurt, a
_member of-/CWW- 4er -man,—
'
being
honored for the many contribu-

tions he has made to tourism
Kentucky through KWW;
during his years with the UK exHe said he felt that the "real
tension service.
people who deserve applause
Work4tg for several years as
are those who have served on
an economic development
the board of directors" during
specialist for UK and an advisor
the 16 years' existence of KWW.
to KWW, Sears developed the
"They are responsible for
original program for the
many accomplishments while
development of a department of
assisting tourism in west Kdntourism in state government and
tucky. Over the last 15 years this
served on the tourism task force
organization has rAiged $1.5
during the administration of
million dollars and all of it has
Gov. Julian Carroll.
been expended to promoteoand
He also served as chairman of
enhance and move forward
a steering committee responsitourism in west Kentuck)
,and
ble for the organization of the
Kentucky," he said.
Kentucky Tourism Federation.
, Sears and wife Jane own and
accepting the award foK
reside on a farm in the Cherry
many years outstanding service' Corner community. •
to Kentucky tourism and KWW,
The annual award of
-Seapet-7:d-the eivwdne-was-pro- — Mem er 0! Th Year
was
"-ittrtITTInVE Veen abielciserve-the- given to--Paducah -Mara- owner
tourism industry ,in western
(Cont'd on page 2)
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TOURISM EFFORTS RECOGNIZED -Gilbert Sears, who retired earlier this year from
the Univers
KenftwIty EglentliTSIFSerdeeitiithoicored Tat's -tAf iTe
-iiir-1 nebTinem
-bers of Kentucky's Western
Wateriand, a tourism promotion agency. Sears accepted the award from Calloway
Countian Max Hurt
who made the presentation In the absence Of Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
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KTVW honors Sears, reviews year activities...
(Cont'd from page 1)

1

Frank Evans who moved to
Paducah in 1972 and joined
KWW in 1976.
Evans, owner of Paducah's
TraveLodge, is also a member
of the Paducah Chamber of
Commerce, serves on the board
of the McCracken County
Tourism Commission and is a
member of the Paducah Lions
Club.
He served as a member of the
committee that conducted a
feasibility study of locating a
convention center in Paducah
and currently serves as a
member and third vice president of the Kentucky Hotel and
Motel Association.
The guest speaker for the an-

Work interrupted
at-Fisher-Price
The Fisher-Price plant was
expected to be back to full
operation by the 4 p.m. shift today, after experiencing a power
outage late Tuesday.
Power for the entire plant was
knocked out when lightning
struck a switching gear at 5:30
p.m., said personnel manager
Keith Hays. The plant was down
until midnight, he said. Between
200 and 250 employees were
idled.
The fabrication assembly portion of the plant was back in
operation for the midnight shift,
Hays said. However, the
molding plant was/still down as
of this morning. Hays said it is
anticipated that portion of the
operation would be back on line
for the 4 p.m. Wednesday shift.
The outage caused no injuries
and no equipment damage that
can't be repaired, according to
Hays.

Collins
releases
delegates...
(Cont'd from page!)
bulk of The Kentucky delegation
remain uncommitted.
"AS I have said often in recent
weeks, I would ask them to remain uncommitted until such
time that it was in Kentucky's
best interest to do otherwise,"
she said.
Mrs. Collins said she told Mondale that she would be "very
firm, very decisive and as fair
as possible" as chairman of the
convention.
And though they did not
discuss Mrs. Collins as a possible running mate, she said Mondale wanted to know what kind
of vice presidential nominee
Mrs. Collins would prefer.

Reagan urges
support...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Reagan said this was a case in
which "the problem is so clear
cut and the benefits are so clear
cut" that he had "no misgivings
about a judicious use of federal
inducements to encourage the
states to get moving."
With about half the states accepting the 21-year standard and
about half with drinking ages
ranging from 18 to 20, Reagan
said the nation has become "a
kind of crazy quilt of different
state drinking laws, and that has
led to what have been called
'blood borders,' with -teenagers
leaving their homes to go to the
nearest state with a lower drinking age.
"And they drink — and get
drunk — and careen on home —
and get into trouble of all sorts,
including auto accidents."
He said statistics show that
people 18 to 20 years old are
more than twice as likely as any
other age group to be involved in
an alcohol-related traffic
accident.
In an aside in which he urged
his audience not to use illegal
drugs, Reagan reflected on his
life in Hollywood and Los
Angeles, where he said he "saw
a lot of people who were living
fast lives.
"As a man who has lived 73
years and who has seen a lot,"
the president said, "I just want
to tell you: Don't take drugs. ...
Don't fall for that stuff about
'life in the fast lane.' That's
where all the worst crashes are.
"Many of us who are older
have lost friends to one addiction or another. And some of you
have lost — or will lose —
friends to drugs, to the addle•
tions that will squeeze them,.to
death or the impairment that
will make them make the wrong
moite
%last cw" Your generaDOW' 1es-71st iome of its
favorites, like John Belushi and
so many others."
'

nual event was Gene Childress,
executive director of government services at Kentucky State
University.
Childress, who trains government employees to be more effective in their jobs, compared
the goals and functions of
organizations such as KWW with
the popular children's story The
Wizard of Oz.
The story begins with Dorothy
trying to keep her dog Toto from
being taken away from her. As
she tries to develop a plan to
save the dog a mighty Kansas
tornado comes along sweeping
the farmhouse away and setting
it down in the Land of Oz.
In his comparison Childress
called Oz the land of opportunity, but noted that Dorothy was

still not so.tisfied and wanted to
go back home to Kansas.
On her journey down the
famous Yellow Brick Road,
Dorothy is joined by the
Scarecrow who wants a brain,
the Tin Man who wants a heart
and the Lion who wants courage.
He then relates that upon arriving at the gates of Oz they
learned "the great lesson of life
— there ain't no free lunch."
Childress compares the story
with organizations to help illustrate that "there are no
wizards — only people" and that
only by working together toward
the same goal can a group of
people make signification
accomplishments.
He compares the many
obstacles along the Yellow Brick

Road to happiness with the
many obstacles and interruptions that organizations
encounter.
He stressed too that Dorothy
and her three unusual companions had what they were seek'
ing within themselves all the
time but they didn't believe in
themselves enough to realize it.
"You have to build a better
you and then you can build a better community, a better
organization," he added.
He cautioned members of
KWW to be careful as they left
the "Oz" of the annual meeting
to go back to the "Kansas" of
everyday activities. He warned
them about the flying monkeys
and the wicked witches in the
world and stressed that there

are no wizards — only people
who believe in themselves and
who work together to accomplish the things they find
needing to be done.

the late Vice President Alben
Barkley. The organization also
supported the opening of White
Haven welcome conter and supports the effort to secure the National Boy Scout Museum at
MSU.

Members and guests of KWW
were treated to a special
preview of "Sing Out, Kentucky," a musical review tracing the cultural heritage of the
Commonwealth directed by Dr.
Mark Malinauskas, director of
theatre at Murray State
University.

She also reported that KWW,
located on U.S. 62 in Lake City,
Is working toward acquisition of
a tract of land located at the intersection of Kentucky 453 and
Interstate 24. She reports the
location at the "gateway to
LBL" will be a good one for
KWW headquarters and tourist
information center.

Out-going President Ruth
Ryan briefly reviewed the
year's activities of KWW and
reported the organization was
actively involved in seeking
government support for
"Angles" the Paducah home of

Members of KWW's board of
directors for 1984 from Calloway
County are Tom Brown, Bill
Cherry and Stan Key.

Hardin ammonia leak...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Area residents reported strong gas smells some three miles
away, by the Union Hill Church of Christ and and by South Marshall School. One sheriff's deputy said he could smell it at his
home about two miles west of Benton.
. Marshall County sheriff's officers, Kentucky State Police
troopers and Marshall County disaster and emergency service
crew members arrived at the scene. Calloway County Sheriff's
Department officers were also standing by. The dirt road was
blocked off, and officials checked residences north and west of
the area to make sure residents were all right.
Marshall Chief Deputy Andy Sedlock said no one was
evacuated to his knowledge, but that many left the area.
Some persons were taken to the hospital for burning in the
lungs, according to state police. Sedlock said he wasn't aware of
any serious injuries resulting from the gas. The gas makes
breathing difficult because it attracts moisture to the lungs and
can cause "chemical pneumonia," Sedlock said.
Darwin Sirls, address unknown, was in satisfactory condition
this morning at the 'Marshall County Hospital. Three others who
had gone to the hospital for observation were not admitted.
Jane Simpson, Route 1, Hardin, and Irene Chitwood, Route 5,
Benton, were treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The truck driver who was present when the spill occurred left
the scene and was taken to the hospital, officials said.
A -nearby field contained 14 horses, whose exact condition was
unknown as of this morning. Owned by Ed Jones,„some of the
horses were seen bleeding at the nose and panting bya man who
ventured into the area soon after the spill.
An official of the state department of natural resources identified some "minor pollution" and some fish killed in a nearby
stream this morning, according to Sedlock. They were checking
pollution levels downstream to see if there is enough to cause concern, he said.
Nearby residents were being advised this morning to wash
their garden vegetables and kitchen utensils. The Hardin Little
Giant grocery, though it didn't receive any fumes, was required
to wipe off all its exposed produce and health officials checked
other food items such as bread for contamination.

Commission seeks agreement
with Gordon on subdivision
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission recommended Tuesday
that suit be filed against Marshall Gordon, developer of Ingleside Subdivision, unless he
meets conditions commissioners
say are required by subdivision
ordinances.
In a unanimous vote taken
after a 90-minute closed session,
the commission recommended
the legal action to city council
due to Gordon's alleged failure
to make required improvements
ahd post a performance bond.
The suit would seek to enjoin
Gordon from selling more lots
until he satisfies the required
conditions. Planners recommended the action be taken by
July 2, by which time they hope
a meeting with Gordon will have
resolved the problem.
Ingleside Subdivision has been
planned for development west of
Doran Road and south and west
of Gatesborough Subdivision.
The subdivision plat was approved in 1980 and signed by
then Planning Director Steve
Zea and former commission
Chairman Greg McKeel.
Though approval of the plat was
conditioned upon Gordon's
posting a performance bond sufficient to meet the cost of water,
sewer and street construction, it
was signed without the bond's
having been posted, commissioners ,pay.
Besides failing to post bond,
Gordon also failed to make the
required improvements within
18 months of the plat's approval,
as required by ordinance, commissioners claim. Gordon has
now installed a sewer line, and
says he has contracted for a
water line and is in the bid process for constructing street
curbs and gutters. The city has
constructed a main sewer line
across the property.
Gordon declined to comment
on the commission's action or on
his version of events leading up
to the action. He did say he plans
to come to Murray later this
month to meet with commission
Chairman Jack Gardner and
Planning Director F.T. "Butch"
Seargent.
_Otledon now president of
Southwest Allitouri State
University, Waifilaffillerly Murray State Via Prealdent for
;
•

University Services and was a
planning commission member
when the original plat was
approved.
Commissioners recommended
suit be filed unless Gordon
meets three conditions: provide
three signed copies of a revised
plat calling for development of
only one phase of the subdivision; produce letters from water
and sewer contractors stating
that those improvements have
been paid for and will be completed; and post a bond of an
amount to be negotiated.
The commission originally expected a bond of more than
$300,000. based on the cost of the
improvetnents for the entire
subdivision as determined by an
engineering study. After the
subdivision issue was raised by
the commission last October,
that wa's reduced to $50,000, according to a commissioner.
As of last fall, at least 10 lots
had been sold and one house
built on the property. Two other
residences were reportedly
under construction. Without
water lines, however, the homes
could not connect to the city
water system. In the revised
plat area, four lots have been
sold, according to Gordon.
Commissioner Charlie Adams
latet said the commission hopes
to settle the issue with Gordon
without having to go to court;
otherwise, he said, commissioners would not have voted to
wait for the outcome of the proposed meeting with Gordon.
"The only thing we're wanting
to do is bring the thing to a close,
get it all fixed up and bring
everybody water, sewer and
streets," Adams said. "We'll try
to work with him any way we
can, but he's got to work with
us."

Ted Behie'iiid Robert Whitmer

Murrayans teach Kentucky history,
through 'Sing Out, Kentucky' cast
Ted Belue and Robert
Whitmer of Murray, students at
Murray State University, are
teaching Kentucky history this
but they are not giving
summer,
!
any lectures.
Belue and Whitmer are
members of the cast of "Sing
Out, Kentucky!" — a group of
vocalists and string musicians
who are performing at West
Kentucky state resort parks
through August 18. The show is a
musical revue of the history of
the Commonwealth.
All of the music in the
50-minute program, directed by
Mark Malinauskas, an associate
St
professor ofreech
and theatre
at Murray
te, was written by

Kentucky authors or passed
down by early settlers.
The show begins with folk
music from the Daniel Boone
era and continues to current
Kentucky musicians such as Bill

tucky Dam Village Convention
Center; Wednesdays and
Thursdays at Kenlake State
Resort Park Lodge in parlor B;
and Fridays and Saturdays at
Lake Barkley State Park in the
lodge. Tickets are $2 for adults,
$1 for children or $5 per family.
Belue, a graduate student,
plays the banjo in the group.
Whitmer plays guitar.

Monroe and Merle Travis. John
Jacob Niles, who cataloged the
music of East Kentucky, is the
source of many of the songs.
Some of the tunes include
"Keep on the Sunny Side,"
which is used in a Hatfield and

Whitmer is the son of Nancy
Whitmer of 810 N. 19th St. and is
a senior majoring in music. He
also plays in numerous bands including the university Jazz
Band, Dan Steele Dance band.
Equinox Jaz Band and Old Town
Tavern Quartet.

McCoys skit, and "Two
Brothers," as the audiences are
"lectured" about Kentucky's
unique role in the Civil War.
Performances are 8 p.m. Mondays and Tuesdays at the Ken-

More arrests end manhunt
for North Carolina escapees

MCCH board
of directors
will meet

North Carolina on June 1, and
PHILADELPHIA (AP4 —
two more were caught June 8 in
Twenty heavily armed FBI
Vermont.
agents took two escaped death
The Murray-Calloway County
Hogan said agents believe the
row inmates from Virginia by
Hospital's board of directors
Brileys had been in Philadelphia
surprise thanks to "patience and
will meet in regular session
since June 1. He said FBI direcintensive surveillance" around
Thursday evening at the
tor William Webster had
the home of the ,corivicted
hospital at 7 p.m.
telephoned him Tuesday to conmurderers' uncle, authorities
•
gratulate him on the capture.
said.
The brothers, as they were led
James Dyrel Briley and Linpast reporters on their way to
wood Earl Briley were arrested
confinement at police headwithout a struggle Tuesday
quarters, maintained their
night outside a car repair shop
innocence.
in a poor residential
neighborhood of north
The Murray City Council will
Philadelphia.
meet in special session ThursThe arrests ended a manhunt
day evening at 5:30 p.m. for the
from North Carolina to Canada
readings of two ordinances and
that began May 31 when the
one municipal order. The orLynn Maddox, owner of The dinances deal with changes in
Brileys escaped from the
21-leritage Village in Gilbert- the sale of cemetery lots and the
Mecklenburg Correctional
sville, reports today that general fund budget. The
Center near Boydton, Va., with
authorities have no leads in
four other convicted murderers.
municipal order deals with job
determining who apparently
The Brileys were to be arreclassifications and
walked away with about $5,000 promotions.
raigned today before a U.S.
worth of Indian, artifacts late
magistrate on charges of
A brief report from the MurMonday or early Tuesday.
unlawful flight to avoid confineray Planning commission is also
Maddox says the items were
ment, said FBI agent John L.
on the agenda.
buried about one to two inches
Hogan. He said they probably
beneath loose dirt behind one of
would waive extradition to face
the main buildings in the village.
the charges in Virginia.
He says he buried the artifacts
The Brileys' uncle, Johnnie
so that visitors to The Heritage
Council, 45, of Philadelphia, was
Village could experience the
also to be arraigned on a charge
Mayfield Mayor Virgil
search and discovery of Indian
of unlawful harboring of a
Gilliam announced this week
relics.
fugitive, said Hogan.
that a pole agreement between
Hundreds of the artifacts were
The FBI agents moved
American Television Comknown to be in the location Monmunications, Inc. and the
cautiously in the final hours of
day evening between 7 and 9
their quest to capture the
Mayfield Electric and Water
p.m. when the business closed
Brileys, who were convicted of
System would allow workers
but none could be found Tuesday
nine murders between them,
there to begin stringing cable for
morning.
fearing one slip-up would doom
the city's new cablevision
The site was not protected by
their efforts at rounding up the
system.
fences or electric eyes but Madlast of the six escapees, Hogan
An agreement between the
dox reports that some type of
two had been delaying progress
said.
protection will be installed to
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
of the system, but according to
"It just took some patience,"
rwo US. Navy a viators
-Through-pattenre- anti- _ -prevent a Ilice-oecurance,------1----Gilliam, no future problems are--He says he and his staff are
injury but their F-14 fighter
anticipated. The actual hanging
intensive surveillance, we came
busy today burying over 2,500
plane was badly damaged when • up with them."
of cable is currently expected to
artifacts so that the search and
It slid across the flight deck of ,
The_May. 31 escape WO
begin within the next two weeks.
the carrier America after its left _ —largest-death _ _row ..broakocit _in - 7AUSEuy.p.f...tridian reit-Cr-by
The athdtuir •ATC agreed to
Heritage Village visitors can
main wheel collapsed on
,history. Two of the
pay the city for use of the poles
resume as quickly as possible.
touchdown, the Navy said today,
was not disclosed.
escapees were captured in

City council
calls special
session Thursday

Artifacts missing
from Heritage

ATC to begin work
on Mayfield system

U.S. fighter
plane damaged
in carrier landing
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royko says

Baseball cap
shortage coming

It's really not hard to understand
why some people become thieves.
Anytime you have slums and
poverty, there will be some who try
to break out by stealing their way
to a better life, even if it's only for a
day.
That was true in Dickens' London and Hugo's Paris. It was true
when the great wave of Irish,
Polish and Italian immigrants
came here and were crammed into
tenements. And it's just as true today in the poorest black and
Hispanic neighborhoods.
But it's a lot harder to figure someone like Chicago's Judge John
M. Murphy, the little white-haired
Traffic Court fixer.
Murphy is not a stupid or ignorant man. He's not some slum
kid who dropped out of school
before he learned to read or write.
He went through high school, college, law school. Somewhere along
the way, he studied philosophy and
ethics. He's a member of a church
that is very clear in definin& right
and wrong.
When he shoved those wads of
ten-spots in his pocket, he wasn't
doing so out of desperate need.
Judges aren't paid a fortune, but he
&lade more than $50,000 a year not
including his bribes, of course —
which most people would be glad to
struggle by on.
And if he needed more, he could
have always turned in his black
robe and gone out and hustled a liv-

7

Gas price promises
Congress deadlocked last year over price controls, on natural gas appears to be heading
toward another standoff this year. The House
Energy and Commerce Committee has approved
a gas price bill, but by a 22-20 vote reflecting a
sharp difference of opinion over what the policy
on regulation of the natural gas industry ought to
be.
The,success of decontrol of domestic crude oil
prices during the Carter and Reagan administrations makes an impressive case for letting
natural gas prices be dictated by.market conditions. The last price controls on oil were lifted
early in 1981, triggering a boom in drilling and
contributing to the world-wide surplus that has
stabilized prices and may even drive them further down.
The natural gas industry,- of course, is not a
mirror image of the oil industry, even though
energy companies often are producers if not
distributors of both oil and gas. The regulatory
history of the gas industry, with its pipeline networks and link to local public utilities, is far different from the traditional free-market
economics of oil companies competing to sell us
their brand of gasoline.
Yet, the energy market, like any other, is
responsive to the forces of supply and-demand.
The Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 was designed
to phase out price controls, but it turned out to
have some una41cipated side-effects when the
oil surplus develbped after 1981. Prices for gas
delivered to consumers rose sharply in relation
to the price of oil, leading consumer advocates to
call for a freeze on prices at the wellhead which
otherwise are due to be decontrolled next;Ian. 1.
The bill approved by the House committee, sponsored by Rep. Philip R. Sharp, a Democrat from
Indiana, would impose such a freeze.
- 'We 'think the House bill is bad legislation, a
retreat back toward price regulation that can only compound the proiplems of the gas industry
while providing no benefit to consumers in the
long run. It would be preferable to leave the 1978
act in place than to reintroduce the notion that
the public is somehow "protected" by price
controls.
The United States is genetously endowed with
natural gas, but we are using gas faster than
underground deposits are being located and
developed as productive gas fields. Extending
the price controls on "new" gas until 1987, as the
House bill intends, would only discourage exploration and development an lead to shortages
a few years hence. The government does consumers no favor when it mandates a low price
for natural gas — and creates conditions assuring that there will not be enough gas to go around
on some cold wintry day in the future.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband
works for the railroad. He is ill now
and has told me to be looking for a
BA-6 form from the railroad. Just
so I can better understand what to
look for and what it means, can you
give me some information about
this form and what to do with it
when it comes? K.S.
ANSWER: The U.S. Railroad
Retirement Board recently completed the preparation of the Certificates of Service Months and
Compensation, Form BA-6. These
annual statements are important
because they provide an employee
with a record of his or her ser+vice
months and creditable compensat1on-1n 1983, as well as cumulative
railroad retirement credits after

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers. $3.75 per month, payable in advance.
By mail In Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky.. and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn.. 1129.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations $47 50 per
year.
paiper--ne 8.11V—
phone 75.6-i916.
The Murray Ledger & limes is a member of
Astioclated Press, Kentucky7 Press Association
and
Southern
Newspaper
Publiehers
Association.
The Associated Press hi exclusively entitled to
news originated by The Murray I.edger & Times.

arokA---atorthi.

1936. The statements are also used
by employees when they apply for
unemployment or sickness benefits
with the Board.
BA-6 forms have been prepared
for all employees who worked in
1983, regardless Of the number of
months worked or the amount of
compensation earned. Most
employees will receive them
directly from the Board by mail in
early July, although some BA-6
forms will be distributed through
employers. Employees who worked for a railroad in 1983 and do not
receive a Form BA-6 by July 31, or
need a replacement form due to
loss, may obtain one by contacting
any Board office.
Each employee should check to
see whether his or her own record
of service and creditable compensation agrees with the Board's
figures on the BA-6 form. The important figures that .should be
checked are "Total Retirement
Credits" and "Retirement Credits
year 1983." In checking the 1983
compensation total; employees
should be aware that only earnings
up to ,$2,975 per month were
creditable for railroad retirement

letters to the editor

penalty would be if he should be
caught, Murphy did it. As Otto
Kerner did it. And Eddie Barrett.
And Tom Keane. And all the other
kinky public officials who have
been caught and convicted in
Chicago. Smart men,some of them
brilliant. Well educated, well paid,
and capable of earning big money
honestly.
The question is always the same:
-a simple "Why?" What makes
them grab? They never answer
that question. Part of their code is
that they do their time and even go
to their grave without admitting
that they did it.
But there are theories. Most of
the better ones come from politicians themselves, or those who
spend their work days watching
politicians.
One is that Chicago's political
system — crooked since the first
Indian was fleeced — has always
attracted people who already have
some larceny in their souls. As an
old ward boss once told me: "It's
somAthing like a saloon. Not
everybody who walks in is a real,
falling-down drunk. But you don't
see many teetotalers coming
tlirough the door, either."
Another theory is that there exists the Law of OpPOrtunity. It
holds that as opportunity for graft
Increases, the number of people
taking advantage of the opportunity will rise. And that the only thing

in that year. Therefore, the maximum amount of creditable compensation that can be shown on the
form for 1983 is $35,700. If there is a
name difference, employees should
keep in mind that the form contains
only the first 10 letters of the last
name. In addition, employees who
first worked for a railroad in 1983
may receive BA-6 forms showing
only the first 5 letters of their fast
name,followed by an asterisk. This
Is not a name discrepancy.

To The Editor,
In your Garrott's. Galley item of
14 June,1984, concerning the driver
who passed on a double yellow line,
let me expound on that. I direct my
comments to Mr. Garrott.
1. "Uncle Henry and Aunt Minnie
were pedalling happily along at
about 50 miles per hour. strung out
behind us were seven or eight more
cars.
2. "Fortunately, there was just
enough room behind „,'Uncle Henry
and Aunt,Miruile' and the car immediately behind them for the two
to dart back into the west bound
lane.
••
3. "I managed to beep the
Mustang — in sight until I wound
up right behind it — there I got its
license number."I am curious of the following:
Why did you not turn into the police
the license number of "Uncle
Henry and Aunt Minnie?" They
were the reason that the Mustang
driver had to jeopardize her life —
and others — primarily for
"pedalling along
about 50 miles
per hour late on Memorial Day
afternoon" and causing a build up
of slow moving traffic on a major
road.

Including the Mustang — in that
line of traffic. You don't say whether or not
there was a double yellow line
when the Mustang pulled out to
pass.
You don't say that you slowed
down when you recognized a
dangerous Situation. Your only
concern appears to have been to
obtain the license number of the
Mustang.
You don't say how close you were
following the car in front of you,
but if you were close enough to
become "literally sickened," that
means your license number should

Rector thanked
for sports article

Dear Sports Editor,
I am writing to thank you for
such a great article on the Bonne
Belle Running Clinic for Women
(Tuesday, June 12, 1984, issue of
the Murray Ledger & Times). I truly feel that t was because of the article that 4te had such a tremendous turn4it for our first meeting
of the clinic (31 women).
The artiOie was well written, Interesting,'informative, eyeWhy did you not turn into the
catching, and I cannot imagifie
police the license numbers of all
how it could have been better done.
those cars between you and "Uncle
Again, thank you. You've made a
Hgnry and Aunt Minnie," for ...tremendou
s „contribution to the
•Talibvicing -tcio ealimie The
— beginning of whit we hope
to be "a
that there should be five car
very successful and enjoyable run-,
lengths between "Uncle Henry and
fling experience-for many women.'
Aunt Minnie" and each and every
Sincerely,
• car behind them. A quick count by
Eva King
.-ur own words show there was
R.R. 1, Box 102A
between ten and eleven cars — 'not
Fartfingtom Ky.42040
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looking back

Ten years ago
The mobile home of Mr.and Mrs.
Ronald Hostmeyer and their four
children on Rt. 3, Murray, was
destroyed by fire yesterday.
A delegation from Murray and
Calloway County visited parks in
Paris, Clarksville and Portland„
Any employee who receives a
Tenn., yesterday to get ideas for
BA-6 form with an incorrect name
the new Murfay-Calloway County
or social security number can obPark. Members included County
tain a corrected form if he or she
Attorney Sid Easley, Mayor John
brings proper identification to any. Scott,
Magistrate Tommy Bogard,
Board office. Any other discrepanParks Director Gary Holman,
cies in BA-6 forms should be
Murray State, Golf Coach Buddy
reported to the Director of ComHewitt, and- Councilman Ed
pensation and Certification, U.S.
Chrisman.
Railroad Retirement Board, 844 N.
Miss Ruth Titsworth, datighter-ef—
Rush St., Chicago, Ill. 60611. The
Dr. and Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, and
employee must include his or her
James Baird Pickens, son of Mr.
social security number in the let,
and Mrs. Bill Pickens of Mayfield,
ter; otherwise, no corrective action
were married June 1 at First Chniscan be taken by the Board. The
tian Church.
time limits for correcting errors
are shown on the back of the BA-6
Twenty years ago
form.
Darrell Shoemaker has be,en
named as Master Commissioner of
Calloway County by Circuit Judge
,Earl Osborne to assume the vacancy created l?y the death of Carl
7
Kingins.
Marine First Class Thomas 0.
Young, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Truman 0. Young, is serving in the
be turned in to the police because of
Philippine Islands.
.
your driving.
State Seaator Owen Billington
You said nothing about "Uncle .spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Henry and Aunt Minnie" pulling
Rotary Club. 1;le walintroduced by
over to the roadside and allowing
formek Senator, George E.
all of the traffic' behind them to
Overbey.
pass, then continuing on with their
James Overby, Atthrney for
non-concerned afternoon drive.
Calloway County. 'spoke at a
Granted,. 55 miles per hour is the
meeting of the Civitan Club at
speed limit, that is a fact of life,
Paris, Tenn. John Williams of Murhowever, people like "Uncle Henry
ray. a former Civitan Lt. Goverand Aunt Minnie" are probably the
nor, installed the Paris club
cause of more accidents than any
officers.
other driver, especially those who
pass on double yellow lines.
Thirty years ago
Both groups are endangering
Mrs. Virginia Irvrm Dixon and
lives in their own fashion, but I
Mrs. J.A. Outland of Calloway
believe "Uncle Henry and Aunt - County attended a meeting of
Minnie" are the ones who should be
public health nurses held at
ticketed for endangerment.
Paducah-McCracken County
Thank you,
Health Center.
Rolan M.Conoley
Recent births reported at the
Rt.34 Box 27
urray Hospital Include a girl to
Murray, Ky.
r.' and Mrs. Clifton Smith, a boy
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee Tucker
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
Dixon.
to the editor are welcomed and enMrs. Paul Lyles of Murray is piccouraged. All letters must be signtured as retiring treasurer of the
ed by the writer and the writer's
Susanna Wesley Fellowship of the
address and phone number must
Memphis Conference of the
be included for verification. The
Methodist Church.
phone number will not be publishMiss Mavis Dean Webb,
ed.
daughter of Johnnie Webb of LynnLetters should be typewritten
ville, and Alfred Hugh Murdock,
and double-spaced if possible and
son of Mr. and Mrs. B.W. Murdock
should be on topics of general inof Lynn Grove, were married May
terest.
20 at Corinth, Miss.
EdiWrazeiellve-Lbexight.to _amAir. and Mrs. James Thompson.
dense or reject any letter and
and
daughter, Amy Kathryn, of
frequent
writers.
limit
Lexington and Mr. and Mrs.-Jonn
Address correspondence to:
David Thompson and sons, David
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
and Mark. of Seminole, Texas, are
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
the guests of their mother, Mrs.
Gels Thompson, Coldwater Road.
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that makes public officials like
Murphy different is that public officials have so many bribes waved
at them. As that same politician
put it: "The reason many honest
people are honest is that they never
had a chance to be dishonest."
And there is also the insider
theory, the clout theory, the one-ofthe-boys theory. They amount to
the same thing: When you become
part of the fix, you become part of a
special Inner -clrivIe:-Yoirere one Of
the wheeler-dealers. You have the
power to grant favors that go*
beyond the law. You wield influence. And influence is what the
whole Chicago game — politics,
governments, business, money —
is all about.
Or, who knows, maybe Murphy
just liked to bet on slow horses.
Whatever his motive, he's now
going to pay a terrible price. A far
worse price than some ordinary
grab-and-run thief ever pays.
Your run-of-the-mill thief might
be pinched. He might do time. But
who knows about it and,who cares?
Maybe his mother. For the street
bum, there's no disgrace. It Tight'
even increase his social stature.
But now everybody knows about
Murphy. Every lawyer, every
judge, every neighbor, every loved
one, every member
-. of his parish,
every old friend, every clerk in the,
stores where he shops, every con in
the prison he's surely going to, and
everybody who' looks at a
newspaper or TV.
Disgrace and humiliation. He's
got it by the ton. And I can't believe
that any sleazy lawyer, any
bagman, an fixer, could raise a
bribe big enough to make it worth
the price Murphy is now paying.

Writer responds to Garrott's comments

Miirray Ledger & Times

. The Murray Ledger 49, Times Is published
every afternoon except r Sundays. July 4,
Christmas Day, New
Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc ,
1001 Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.. Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071.
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ing, as so many other lawyers ?Jo.
And some honest judges have'done.
But clearly he preferred being a
judge, and you can't blame him.
The hours are wonderful,the work
Isn't demanding, there are lots of
holidays, long weekends and
vacations.
The perks are great. Anywhere a
judge is known, he's treated with
respect and deference. Ordinary
people look upon judges with awe.
Even the laziest, booziest judge is
referred to as "your honor." And
when • they enter their workplace,
the whole room has to stand. How
many' people get that kind of
welcome when they show for work
— even late?
It's not a bad job. Decent pay, a
nice title, a few flunkies, public and
professional respect. Most people
wouldn't ask for more, and
gratefully settle for a lot less.
But Murphy wanted more. And
he took it in the grubbist, grungiest
possible way! grabbing payoffs
from pointy-shoe lawyers for
twisting drunk driving verdicts. At
least a zoning fix or an assessment
fix have a neatness to them. But
how do you look at yourself while
shaving when you know that you're
going to your courtroom to fix a
case that began with some mope
weaving drunkenly down a
highway and being dragged puking
and swearing from his car.
Knowing the law, knowing right
from wrong, knowing what the

heartline

wf,:ikxq
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by mike royko

Why'd ya do it, Judge Murphy?

A whole lot of people who never gave two
thoughts to the issue of free trade vs. protectionism may soon be hit over the head with it.
There's going to be a shortage of baseball caps
this year — and the industry thinks it will be
worse in July, the peak of the cap-wearing.
season.
Apparently the United States and Taiwan the
latter the world's major producer of baseball
caps, although Korea comes a close second )
have an agreement limiting textile imports into
this country. It covers baseball caps. Thus, as
the Los Angeles Times recently reported, when
the U.S. Customs Service earlier this year began
monitoring textile imports more carefully, the
number of caps available plunged precipitously.
And to cap it off, McDonald's Corp. seems to
have cornered a good part of the Taiwanese
baseball cap market for fan Olympic Games promotion it is planning. Industry rumors have it
that the hamburger chain is buying 12 million
caps (and guess what they:11 say on them I.
That's forced several other baseball cap importers to lose sales or buy more expensive
American-made caps, which, they grumble, is
what McDonald's should have done if it's trying
to promote an "image of Americanism." But
McDonald's says it's only watching its costs;
how much more Anerican can you get?
No. ore's expecting a capless All-Star Game
come July — just a little shortage in the stands ...
and among truck drivers 'and cabdrivers and
lawn mower pushers. There'll be fewer -Corporate cap giveaways, too, which the importers
say is a phenomenon second only to matchbook
giveaways — or used to be. ( And you thought
economic theory was abstract.)
So don't promise to eat your hat if your team
loses; it might be hard to replace.

WALTER L. APPERSON, President.
Editor & Publisher.'
TED DELANEY.Circulation & Production
Manager
RICK ORR, Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
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MURRAY TODAY
Coming community events are listed
•"s"'

k,
-

Thursday,June 21
World's Fair, July 7 to
11, by Alumni Association of Murray State
University should be
made by noon today by
calling 762-3737.
---Men's Stag Night with
Chester Wildey as chairman will be at6 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
"Sing Out, Kentucky"
---will be presented at 8
Junior Golf will be at 9
p.m. at Kenlake State a.m. at
Murray Country
Resort Park Lodge.
Club.
------Thursday, June 20
Men's Stag Night with
"Sing Out, Kentucky" Clayton
Har,grove,
will be presented at 8- Willie Scott,
Tommy
p.m. at Kenlake State Sanders and Bill FanResort Park Lodge.
drich in charge will be
at
6 p.m. at Murray
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Club. _
E.psilon Sigrü. Alpha Country
_
will meet art p.m. with
The Single Connection
Chi Chi Stiiinett, 602
will
meet at 7 p.m. in
Meadow Lane.
Educational Building,
---W a d esb or o First United Methodist
Homemakers Club will Church.
---meet at 1 p.m. at Sirloin
Al c
liesoh
Stockade.
Anonymous and Al---Temple Hill Chapter Anon will have closed
No. 511 -Order of the meetings at 8 p.m. at
Eastern Star will meet First Christian Church,
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
hall.
753-7764, 753-5094 or
---Twin Lakes Antique 753-7663.
Car Club is scheduled to
Events in Land Betmeet at 7 p.m. at
Gateway Steak House, ween the Lakes will include Bluebird Box InDraffenville,
spection at 1 p.m. at
---Reservations for trip Woodlands Nature
to New 'Orleans and Center and Quilt Pattern Swap at 2 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850.
- -Daily Matinees
Murray Women of the
Cheri & Cine
Moose will meet at 8
All Seats $2.00
p.m. at lodge hall.
---"Harvey" will be
" 1130.
7410. 9:06
presented by CommuniCute* Clever
Mischievous
ty Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Intelligent
Playhouse in MurrayDangerous
STEVEN
Calloway County Park.
SPIELBERG
Present.
---Mothers Day Out will
GtEMLINS
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
_
_
Carol Poe Group of
111111EHMEINI First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Denise
Travis.
---Murray Civitan Club
central contar 753-3314 will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homepla,ce Family
Restaurant.
Wednesday,June SO
Murray Swim Team
will have a meet at the
Greenville Country
Club.
---Methodist Men of
First United Methodist
Church will have a dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m
in social hall of church.

CINE 1&2

CHERI 3
1: 30. 3 • 40, 't AN). 0,15

,

FORD
INDIANA JONES
and the Temple
of Doom
wei.1••••
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Thursday,June 21
Murray Art Guild will
meet at 10 a.m. at the
guild.
--. 0 . P . E .
(Hypoglycemic!) of'
Paducah Encouraged)
will meet at 7 p.m. in
library of Grace
Epicopal Church, 820
Broadway, PAducah.
For information call
1-442-1712 or 1-554-9681.
---Friday,June 22
Horse show by Benton
Optimist Club will,be at
7:30 km.inH.H. Lovett
City Park, Benton.
---K en tu c k y Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal-Employees will
meet at - 11:30 a.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
---• Golden Age Club will
meet at 10:30 a.m. in
social hall of First
United Methodist
Church.
---Round and square
dancing will be f.com
7:30- to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
---Make Today Count
will meet at 10 a.m., at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
--Registration for
children's project, "The
World In Your Own
Backyard,'" -to start
Tin
9
qt Calloway

Friday, June 22
Public Library will
close today.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky"
program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
---"Harvey" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
---Applications for first
Murray State University Summer Dance
Workshop should be
made by today. For information call 1762-4483.
Twilight golf for men
and ladle-a -will be at 5:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
a
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
- -Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Family, Fun
Fishing Weekend at
Piney Campground.
---Events at Murray
Moose Lodge Will include games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
Craig Hargrove in
lounge from 9 p.m, to 1

"ONOSTEVETERSIPIN
*NM Merrily
*Ilan Ayltreyd
I:30. 3:
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The

GETTING IT OUT (X)
— Plus —
Naked Are
The Cheaters

The self portraits of- Richard Jackson, and
fer an interesting con- Alfred and Emily
trast in styles; one is Wolfson, in addition to
darker in tone with the five paintings from
more linear marks, the MSU collection.
while the other is, Droege taught drawbrighter in color and ing and painting at Murmore freely drawn. The ray State. He currently
third drawing, an untitl- teaches at Indiana
ed charcoal study of a University, South Bend,
seated woman turned where he has beep on
away from the viewer, the faculty since leaving
is probably the most MSU.
lyrital and understated
The artist's work has
piece on exhibition.
been exhibited at the
Despite the variety in Butler Institute of
Droege's style, techa-- American Art, .J.B.
gue, and media, one ele- Speed Art Museum,
ment_ seems perv_aaive .Bro.oks Memo-rial
throughout. The figures Gallery, Joslyn Art
in each of Droege's por- Museum, and at many
traits express an at- other institutians.
titude, a sense of perDroege holds a BA
sonality. The paintings from Pennsylvania
and drawings are not State University, and an
The same color simply renderings of MA and MFA from the
scheme and free brush what people look like, University of Iowa.
work found in the but a reflection of the inThe Clara M. Eagle
background of dividual which goes
"Jeanette" is echoed in beyond surface Gallery is open 8 a.m. to
5 p.m., Monday - Frithe only landscape 'in- appearances.
day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
cluded in the exhibition.
The works on exhibi- Saturday, and 1 to 4
Three drawings are tion are on loan from p.m., Sunday. Admisalso included in the ex- Dr. and Mrs. Hal sion is free. The gallery
hibition, two of which Houston, Harry and will be closed July 4.
are self portraits dime in Jeanette Furches, Fred For informatLan
pastels.
and Linda Shepard, telephone 762°3784.

Concord event planned

Brandon Ashley born

The mother is the former Sun Hui Yu. The father
is the hon-commissioned officer in charge of the
MARS Communication Station at Camp Red
Cloud. Grandparents are Mrs. Levicie Zambella
and the late Bill Zambella of Murray. Greati,
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Murphy of
Murray.

Trinity plans supper
The Trinity Mission Church will have a bean
and ham supper with all the trimmings on Saturday, June 23, at the Dexter Community Center.
Serving will be from 5 to 8 p.m. The cost will be
$2 for all you can eat, including drink, but dessert
will be extra.
•

from the new

JCPenney Catalog
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A yard sale will be held FridaY and Saturday,
June 22 and 23, at the Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Church. The hours will be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
the church, located on Highway 94 East.

Art Guild will meet
The Murray Art Guild will hold its monthly
meeting on Thursday, June 21, at 10 a.m. at the
Guild, located at 103 North Sixth St. The agenda
for the meeting will be the election of officers,
programs for the fall and other business matters. All members are urged to attend, said Larne Clark, president.

Service at Mt. Carmel
A Friendship Service, sponsored by the Coldwater Circuit Churches, will be Sunday, June
24, at Mt. Carmel United Methodist Church. The
special worship service of Word and song will
begin at 11:15 a.m. followed by dinne at about
12:30 p.m. At 1:30 p.m. an afternoon of gospel
singing will begin featuring the choir from the
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
There will be congregational singing and other
special music provided, according to the Rev.
Dan Leslie, pastor.

753-0317

bi
tc

Horse _show on Friday,
The Benton Optimist Club will sponsor a horse
show during the Benton Western Days Celebration on Friday, June 22, at 7:30 p.m. at the grandstand in the H.H. Lovett City Park at Benton.
Classes will be held for saddlebreds, western
pleasure, walking and racking horse. Prizes will
include money, silver and ribbons. For information, call the Benton Community Center,
1-527-0026, between 1 and 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday, or Pat Hillyer at 1-527-0157.

NARFE group will meet

ni
ol
19

ct

7

The Kentucky Lake Chapter of the National
Association of Retired Federal Emproyees will
meet Friday, June 22, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade. Dr. Virginia Slimmer, associate professor of home economics at Murray State
University, will present a slide presentation on
"Christian Symbols." All members and federal
employees nearing retirement are urged to attend, a spokesman said.
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Singles plan discussion

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH
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TENDER BITE-SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER
The Captain has a special value for you...his
- Tender Bite Size Shrimp Dinner! An extra large
serving of delicious bite size shrimp, natural
cut french fries,
creamy cole
slaw,southern
style hush pup, pies, cocktail
sauce and
lemon wedge.

D's.
Captain
seafood place
a grefflittle

t.4

1.

Yard 'sales scheduled

The Single Connection will meet Thursday,
June 21, at 7 p.m. in the Education Building,
First United Methodist Church. "Singleness is
the Mother of Invention" will be the topic for
discussion. The group will go later to a
restaurant for refreshments. For information
call Dick at 436-2174 or Jill at 753-1701 or 752,-6654.

Bamboo Garden

115 N. 4th Street
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Compton reunion Sunday

We must close at the
end of June
t,o
clear out! Everything must go..
merchandise, fixtures, desk...
And YoU Get The Savings!

q,
n,

strokes are clearly
visible. '
The range of Droege's
technique is probably
best characterized in
the;portrait "Jeanette,"
The figure's face is
painted in a relatively
tight, realistic style using more naturalistic
colors. In thebackground, and contrasting against the
figure, is a highly stylized and visually active
forest scene painted in
bright greens and
yellows.
The portrait 'Karen"_.
presents similar contrasts, with a very flatly
rendered background
set against the loosely
painted face of the
subject.

Ladies plan meeting

FINAL
MARKDOWN...

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

An exhibition of paintings and drawings by
Tony Droege is on
display through July 6
at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, upper level.
The gallery is located on
the fourth floor of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
The works exhibited
are on loan from private
collectors living in Murray, and from the MSU
Permanent Collection.
The paintings and drawings date from the
mid-1960's to the early
1970's, generally corresponding to the 1968-71
time period during
which Droege served as
a member of the Murray State faculty.
Oil portraits dominate
the exhibition. They
range in style from the
painterly, loosely brushed, and colorful early
self portrait to the more
subdued colors and
brushwork found in the
untitled portrait of
female dancer. But in
all the paintings
Droege's use of color is
distinctive and his brush

---Friday night social for
Mrs. Kathy Henson, Rt. 9, Benton, will be the
Kings and Queens Golf
Tournament will be guest speaker at the meeting of the Marshall
from 7 to 11 p.m. at Mur- County Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship on Tuesday, June 26, at 10:30 a.m. at the Ken Bar Inn on
ray Country Club.
U.S. Highway 641 near Kentucky Dam. The
---meeting will be in one of the upstairs meeting
rooms with luncheon to follow at 1 p.m. in the
dining room. A nursery is provided for small
children.
stomach-wrenchers is
"somewhere in between
an obsession and a hobThe annual Compton family reunion will be
by," she said.
"When the park closes held Sunday, June 24, at the picnic shelter at
for the winter at the end Kerglake State Park. A basket lunch will be servof November, I go into ed at noon. For information persons may call
coaster withdrawal," 753-5346.
she said. "I had a rough
month of December last
year."
The graduating classes of 1933, 1934 and 1935 of
It's unlikely LaMarthe New Concord High School will meet at 10
cus A. Thompson envia.m. on Wednesday, July 4, at the home of Mr.
sioned such addictions
and Mrs. Wendell Allbritten, located near old
when he built the first
New Hope Church on the New Concord Road.
commercial coaster at
Lunch will be provided. Persons should call
Coney Island, N.Y., in
753-4496 to make lunch reservations.
1884. But it's almost certain that his relatively
tame, 6-Mph Swithback
Gravity Pleasure - Sgt.-and Mrs.-Lester Ashley; eamp Red Cloud,
Railway wouldn't have Korea,-.are the parents-of--a son, Brandon,
satisfied Ms. Abrams' weighing seven pounds three ounces measuring
craving for thrills.
20 inches, born on Sunday, June 10, at 2:35 a.m.

No Passes,

chestnut st. 753-3314

Exhibition works by Tony Droege
now displayed, Clara Eagle Gallery

Woman likes roller coasters

ATLANTA (AP) Betsy 'Abrams thinks
roller -coasters are a
scream - but instead of
terrified, she's
tantalized.
On Tuesday, to
celebrate the 100th birthday of the rollicking
ride in America, she'll
be taking her 1,000th
trip aboard the Mind
Bender at Six Flags
Over Georgia.
Ms. Abrams, a
2 7 -year-old
Senior citizens ac- meteorologist, spends
tivities will be from 10, four days a week at the
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel amusement park - she
and Douglas Centers has a season pass - and
Mind Bender
and --from- 4411 m. -to- 3 - rides the
as many as 22 times in a
p.m. at Ellis Center.
visit.
Her passion for the

THE SEARCH
FOR SPOCK
-

kfrray Ledger & Times

.to litirkeen. editor

111 N. 12th
753-9383
Good In Murray Only
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Paducah Is Expecting
A New Arrival!
Coming In July

Save $30
Now 39.99

-••••• ••••

20-pc. English,
ironstone set '1

tal
ou
M.

Orig. $70. Regency English
ironstone.dinnerware by
Johnson Brothers' is chip and
crack reSistant, dishwasher
safe, goes from freezer to
oven. The 20-pc service for
four includes 4 each: dinner
plates. cups, saucers, soup
cereal bowls,dessert salad
'plank-Catalog 4XY7868953k Accessory pieces
shown are also on sale. You'll.
outt-fow'
- Summer Sale Catalog

The JCPeriney Phone 759-408
Catalog Department'
Penner COtnr
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Call Patricia
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Gray-Requarth wedding planned

•,/

Dr. and Mrs. Richard
C. Gray of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Staci Kay, to
Robert Edward Requarth, son of Mrs. Anna Requarth and Gerry
4quarth, both of
Murray.
Miss Gray is' a 1984
graduate of Murray
High School.'
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Gray of
Apache Junction, Ariz.,
and ,of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Gadberry of
Mesa, Ariz.
Mr. Requarth is a 1981
graduate of Murray
High School and is attending Murray State
University.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Roberta and Frank Re. .
quarth of Murray and of
Mrs. Paul Lockhart of
Harahan, La.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, July
28, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
wedding and the
reception.

iney'6 212,v.
1)1 R.I I I )C1

What started out as a clever
birthday present, ended up as a
national billboard advertisement for Hawaiian Tropic.
If any of you think you
recognize your City Clerk, Jo
Crass, on the billboard, you are
,right.
Some of Hunt Smock's close
friends, including Jo, Mary Jane
Jackson, Sharon Wells and Jean
Hurt, dressed in all of their
Hawaiian Tropic t-shirts and
hats, accompanied by their
Hawaiian Tropic suntan lotions
and screens, posed for a picture.

After it, turned out so well,
they had it blown up, and
presented it to Hunt for his
birthday.
He liked it and came up with
the idea of using it in a billboard
— his company'0 artist drew the
picture from his snapshot, and
voila', you have the billboard on
641 North highway, out by the
skating rink.
Drive by and see it. You may
recognize a few people.
• • •
The Trips and Tours Committee of the Friends of the Art
Guild is planning a one-day trip

I/)/)CI"( HI

to St. Louis on Aug. 10.
The highlight of the trip will be
an evening performance of the
"Broadway classic, -SugarBabies" with Mickey Rooney
and Anne Miller.
The afternoon will be spent
shopping at Frontenac's and
dinner will be at a top St. Louis
restaurant.
Cost will be approximately
850. Call the Guild in Paducah
for reservations.
I wish Mickey Rooney a
speedy recovery. He has been
hospitalized in Maine this- week,
but is feeling much better.

Science program planned at library

Preceptor Omicron Chapter meets

The
FirstColony
Cel-fee&Te

••••

ing year are a&followas Brown, service.
Barbara Chilcutt, vice
Plans for the coming
president; Rowena sorority year were
Emerson, recording decided. \
Mrs. Brown announcsecreta-ry; Mary
Graves, treasurer; Deb- ed that the major serbie Lyons, correspon- vice project for the
ding secretary; Linda sorority will be a donaDarnell, extension of- tion to St. Jude's
ficer; Brenda Estes, Children's Hospital at
social; Vicky Holton, Memphis, Tenn.
ways and means; ha
Prior to the_meeting
the members met for
dinner at the Brass
Lantern, Aurora. The
black Hefty garbage occasion was to
bag and a friend saw it celebrate the recent birand offgred $300 to buy thdays of Mrs, Darnell,
At," the Seattle interior Mrs. Holton and Mrs.
Williams
designer said.

Decaffelnating?
Try our special swiss chocolate almond coffee
for a delightful after-dinner treat.
98% caffeine free, no calories and
no chemical additives!

The
Panhandler
401 Maple St.

*Student assistants
will be Jennifer Rice,
Mike Harlan and
Tracey Brown.
"We have had requests for such a
children's program for
several years and with
Mrs. Sisk'-s enthusiasm

753-5679

On The Square

$259
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

4114

1/2 Pound of KING CRAB LEGS, w/potato,
bread, and a HOUSE SALAD prepared by
your Server

$895

MONDAY
LOW-CAL-PLATE Save $1.00 on either
of the three. Or have a Hamburger, dressed
whet., torn., onion, mayo. Save

$50

Chestnut St.
753-1314

SALE

I

M.em b e r S of the.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met Thursday, June
7, at the home of Barbara Williams. '
Mrs. Williams is the
newly elected president
of the chapter for
1984-85.
Other officers and
chairmen for the com-

*Donna Keller,
science teacher at Murray Middle School, ‘11
be the assistant director
of the program.

-

1/
3 TO 1/
2 OFF
All Summer Fashions
Donmoor—Sweet 'n Sassy—lzod—Wilson—Toddle
Tyle—Billy The Kid—Russ-IL. Sports And Many More
*Swimwear *Dresses *Tops
*Shorts *Pants *Sun Sus.
*Shirts *Pants (All Summer)

GUYS & DOLLS
HOUSE OF FASHION
Olympic Plaza
Infants — Young Juniors
Hours: 9-8 Mon.-Sat. Sun. 1-5

GUYS & DOLLS YOUR FASHION PLACE

Nina Jones graduates with honors

opportunities are of- and knowledge, we are many such - sessions,"
fered to increase their pleased to offer the commented Margaret
knowledge and enjoy- nature studies for what Trevathan, director of
ment of this.
is hoped to be the first of the library.
The library gardens
and grounds are exSTRONG STUFF
cellent sites for the acHARTFORD,Conn.( AP ) — "The "proof'. is in
tivities which will inthe powder.
clude the totitrs: Plants,
In Colonial days, the only way to determine
June 25; Insects, July 2;
The World of Little -how much alcohol was in liquor was to mix a
Things, July 9; Natural sample with gunpowder and set. fire to it. If it
Art, Sounds Around and • burned, it,was "proved.
Outdoor Manners, July
16.
Microscopes for each
WEDNESDAY
child will be available 6 Oz. Chopped Steak, w/potato, bread, along with materials and a HOUSE SALAD OR COLE SLAW
needed for their active
participation.

GUYS & DOLLS YOUR FASHION PLACE

"The World In Your
Own Backyard" is the
title of a new children's
project offered by the
Calloway County Public
Library.
The four-week sessions are scheduled for
the following Mondays:
Staci Kay Gray
June 25, July 2, July 9
and July 16. The sesand Robert Edward Requarth sions will be from 9 to
to marry at Cherry Corner Church
10:30 a.m. in the library
gardens and annex.
*Jane Sisk, biology
teacher at Calloway
County High School, will
direct the sciencerelated activities.
Children who will
enter the first and seNASHVILLE, TENN. ministrative position skills and in working said. "Dean Farris and cond grades next fall
— The granddaughter of which helps students with prospective I have talked about-the are eligible to para Murray area couple develop job-seeking employers," Farris various ways we- can ticipate. Enrollment
graduated with valedic- skills and helps them said.
develop our program, will be limited and the
tory honors from David secure employment
Jones.
and
I'm just really glad selection will be made
' extracurLipscomb College on following graduation.
ricular activities have to be coming in at a on a first-come, firstJune 2, and started imDean of Students Bob included the post of All point where there are so served basis. Registramediately on the col- Farris, Jones' im- Student Association many opportunities," tion for the program will
continue through FriJege's administrative mediate supervisor, senator three years, Jones said.,
staff.
saiii Jones' extracur- membership in honor
"I'm really pleased day, June 22.
Mrs. Sisk said the
Nina Gay Jones, ricular activities in col- societies Alpha Chi and about the job, and I hope
granddaughter of Rob lege will help her in her Phi Alpha Theta, social I can be very effective nature study program
and Mavis Jones of new position.
club Gamma Lambda, in placing students. I will be designed to inAlmo and of the late Pat
."We feel that she will and as a staff on the stu- think Lipscomb has a lot crease children's
and Larue Thompson-of bea fine asset to us, and dent newspaper, The to offer employers — we awareness of their outHazel, was honored dur- we welcome her to the Babbler.
just have to tell them door environment. She
states that she has
ing 6:30 p.m. com- team. Nina has had a
about it," she said.
Jones was accepted to
observed that the very
mencement exercises, wealth of extracurJones
is
the
daughter
Emory
young child is
as she received the ricular experience to law schools at
Vanderbilt Univer- of Dr. and Mrs. fascinated with nature
and
bachelor of arts degree prepare her for this job.
Franklin
Jones
of
activities and not many
summa cum laude in She's been a fine stu- sities this year, but said Nashville.
history/communicatio- dent, and she's well- she chose to work
ns.
known and well-liked instead.
Jones had already among the students. We
"I'm really excited
begun working as direc- think she'll do a fine job about all the
tor of placement for both in helping our possibilities of the
Lipscomb, an ad- students develop their placement office," she

Trashy fashions featured
NEW YORK (AP) —
When people call J. Jeffrey Hill's fashions
"trashy" or "fit for garbage ," he simply
smiles.
His designs — skirts,
coats, even -a Victorian
wedding gown — are
fashioned from plastic
trash bags.
"The whole thing
started out as a joke,
basically," said Hill, 27,
who never intended to
market the silver, black
and white creations. He
originally designed the
outfits to entertain
guests at a friend's party in February.
But much to his
"shock and surprise,"
he said, "People loved
it.,,

UNIFORM SALE!
All Dresses & Pantsuits

1%
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25%Off 20°/0
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1 5% Off
Good Selection -Of.
& Nursemate
Shoes

Tree Ripened Peaches
Peaches by the Pound
Lb *. 9°
June Apples
Watermelons...

CONCORD UNIFORMS
Highway 60 West
4Stics.---Pas't
••
Paducah, Ky,
Hrs. M-S 9:00-5:00 Friday till 6:30
•.Phone 442-6455
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$200

50°
2 Qt. Box
'
15°
Only

414

•- •
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2 Qt Box Only

•
,
We NOW Carry:
Flav-o-rich Milk, Wonder Bread, Pepsi Cor(Brand) Drinks and ice.

;4

•

4
.

is Back...
Come on in and see our new store, even if it
is just to browse around. But, we guarantee the\
fresh smell will get you every time!

Off

•-

c_Barn

Watkins
Distributor

408 N. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 40271

Labcoats, Pants & Tops

Hill satid he has
received' so much
publicity — with the
help of the firm that
manufactures the bags
--t,-__thattIlerbeitevs -peor
ple may be willing to
pay up to hundreds of
dollars for his trashy
fashions.
"I just finished a long
evening coat made of a

.•

New Summer Hours...
Mon.-Sat.8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

"Separates"
Culottes
Jumpers
&
Skirts
Jumpsuits

"They're comfortable," Hill said at an
outdoor fashion show in
Manhattan's garment
district. "You wouldn't
'necessarily wear one on
a hot, muggy day; that
wouldn't be realistic.
But they're great if someone spUls a drink on
you.—

•••

753-8214
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Where Low

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES

GOOD WED. JUNE 20

BEL AIR

SHOPPING

--------

CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

ott

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
PEPSI FREE,7UP, MT. DEW
DR. PEPPER OR CRUSH

WEEKLY

BLUE BONNET

CHICKEN OF THI
CHUNK

MARGARINE

TUNA

6 PK. 10 OZ.

53c

4114

89c

WEEKLY SPECIALS

: SEA

6

61
/
2 OZ.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

FLA11-0-RICH

FLAV-O-RICH

BLUE BARN

SOUR
CREAM

DOG
FOOD
25 LB. BAG

COTT A.E.4i
CHEEt

$
3
99

24 OZ.

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

fAYGO

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIG

PO PR

*OA;

BON'S
,

It MATE
DAIRY

HUNTS

SOFT DRINKS

•r

SUPER IN

TOMATO SAUCE

2 LITER PLASTIC

MER

;
itj !e
s
i
r reir..4

Z7
:6.1
4tke
-• •
4.#

SUPER INFLATION FIG

8.4/$1

79c

Sk\ONN etqlj

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

PUREX

PUREX LAUNDRY

BLEACH

DETERGENT

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER
_

TEXSUN PINK

'111111114tillially
-04941111
"AO

Texsun

GRAPEFRUIT

89

1 19

42 OZ.

PEPS
DR.

FABRIC
SOFTENER

1°9

46 OZ.

DIET
EE, 7UF
PPER 0

SNUGGLE

PINK
GRAPEFRUIT
JUKE —

JUICE
GAL.

SUPER IN

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTEP

33 OZ

X. 12 OZ.

69c

COMPARE OUR LOW PRICES
VANISH BOWL

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

CLEANER

LAST WEEKS NAME:
MARTHA FORTNER
CARD NOT PUNCHED

OZ

99

BUSH'S CHILI HOT

BEANS

$700.00

12

16 02

uswf014 moon

CRACKERS16 oz. 78

TEA

WESSON VEGETABLE

MUSSELMAN1 APPLE

3P1 OIL

E.T. BREAKFAST

CEREAL

SUNSHINE KRISPY

_24 02- $ 1 59

51 89 KETCHUP

32 OZ $

35 SAUCE.

32 OZ.

89

DRESSING 8 oz.

89

AUNT JEM1MA PANCAKE

Is oz. 99

MIX

32 OZ.

79

KRAFT STRAWBERRY

COUNTRY TIMELEMONADE

PRESERVES18 oz. $1 19

MIX

KRAFT GRAPE

GLASS PLUS

JELLY

32 OZ.

$ 1 09

REFILL

CRE

SAUCE

.io oz

CATSUP

DISHV

49U'

CALIFORNIA

•

MINUTE MAID

eoz.93c

COCOA
YELLOW CORN

. .16 OZ. 28c

KIDNEY BEANS

129

JENO'S

PIZZA
$10

is oz. 35'

SNO WHITE

5

FLOUR
CORN MEAL
CORN FLAKES

LB.

RED

5 LB.

is

79`
89`'

RADISHES

6
OZ.
BAG

FLAKE COCONUT.1201.99'

GREEN

BLACKEYE PEAS..is oz. 33'

SHORTENING

42 OZ. $ 1 59

ONIONS....

GREAT NORTHERNS...is oz. 3V

VEGETABLE OIL..

48 OZ.

FLAVORED GELATIN ....3 OZ.
APPLESAUCE

18'

—

TISSUE

1601. 39c

NAPKINS

32 OZ. 69'

FOAM CUM7—

•

APPLE- IIRCE-

BATHROOM

. 48 OZ. 73'

Ag,

sr"

.4 ROLL 69c

140

ft

oz. 99c

MIXED VEGETABLES...16 oz. 37'

TOMATO JUICE

•

2 LB. BAG

MUSHROOMS s oz

ORANGE JUICE
120Z.

CARROTS

CT.

69`

GREEN OR RED LEAF

LETTUCE

-sAr. -69'----

SALAD DRESSING32 oz. 89'

PURPLE TOP

TURNIPS

iAMETTE 3

it71

99'

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC LABEL ITEMS

IATES
AGH

PRODUI

24 OZ. $239

32 OZ.

12 OZ.

PAPER

$18q SF

BROOKS TANGY

_

SEVEN SEAS BUTTERMILK

SOFTENER33 oz. 79`
In
HEINZ 57 STEAK

KRAFT BARBECUE

HEINZ TOMATO
1401.

4 OZ. $229

JUICE

ii

FINAL TOUCH FABRIC

. LE

UID

e•

•••

:

•
0 0 P.. -•
,tia 1010-10r411.4...

4
.
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NO COUPON OR STAMPS NECESSARY
NORTHERN BATHROOM

TISSUE

HROUGH TUES. JUNE 26

48

4 ROLL PKG.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

F

Lim!' tiNt PLR FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.
EVERY DAY

iN

NK

WEEKLY SPECIALS

-RICH

WEEKLY SPECIALS

FAMILY PACK

FAMILY PACK'

CUT-UP

GROUND
BEEF

FRYERS

ES

0;
4
AI LB.

•
4.

1,,

$ 1 19
LB.

FLATION FIGHTER

COFFI
NON.
RE

I. MATE
DAIRY

Cffeene

IMER

59

Z

FLATION FIGHTER

Si

if, DIET PEPSI,
EE, 7UP, MT. DEW
PPER OR CRUSH

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

t. 12 OZ. CANS

K.C. STEAK

89

LB. $3
99

CENTER-CUT

PORK CHOPS

LB.

leo cr. 69c

PORK ROAST

s

BONUS PACK

BOLOGNA

CHICKEN BREAST

SWIFT SLICED

BONUS PACK

.4 OZ. 51 19

PEPPERONI

1 79

LOIN END

APER
fATES..

SWIFT SLICED

CHICKEN LEGS

LB.

99c

BONUS PACK

SWIFT MIXED

TURKEY ROAST

LB
.1 29

$149

2 LBS.

$289

CHICKEN THIGHS L4 89c

METTE 32 OZ.

AGHETTI

s1"

N DISHWASHING

puio .

12 OZ.

594

COUNTRY-STYLE RIBS OR

BACKBONE

LB.

1 39
•

FIELD FAMILY PACK

BONUS PACK

SLICED SLAB BACONLA $1"

CHICKEN WINGS

Le 59c
4

DELI SPECIALS

PRODUCE

B.B.Q.

HAM

18.2

OA

oz

PRODUCE

PRODUCE

COLE SLAW

LB

MACARONI SALAD

LB.

99c
89c

BAKERY SPECIALS
•

CALIFORNIA

NECTARIN

WASHINGTON

FRENcH BREAD

PEARS
0,a

LOAF

CREME HORNS
CINNAMON ROLLS

LB.
115

69

EA.401

25

Nrimamimillor

•

••••

•
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Jackson addresses mayors' conference
P.HILADELPHIA
(API — The,ReV. Jesse
Jackson addressed the
final session of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors
Tuesday with a speech
criticizing his rivals for
the Democratic
presidential nomination, as well as President Reagan.
In his 50-minute address to the 171 mayors
gathered here, Jackson
took pains to remind his
audience that he was the
only presidential contender of either party to
accept their invitation
to speak:
"Brothers Hart, Mondale and Reagan could
not make it here.
They've been chasing
each other all
throughout the season.
Here I am and there
they are," he said.
Hi-s speech, which
received a polite

ir'esponse from the
mayors — two-thirds of
- whom were Democrats
but who heavily favored
former Vice President
Walter F. Mondale for
the nomination — accused "both conservative
Republicans and liberal
Democrats, consciously
or unconsciously, of
basically following the
dictates of corporate
priorities for our
cities."
Of his Democratic opponents, Jackson said
that neither Mondale
nor Gary Hart, the Colorado senator, realize
that only by strongly enforcing voting rights
laws and building up
Southern rural power
can Northern urban programs be achieved.
And for Reagan,
Jackson said, "we must
completely reject

ERCHANTS
RAIN
NC.

Ronald Reagan's theory
of supply-side
economics We cannot
keep giving tax breaks
to runaway corporations and tax shelters to
the rich."
'On Monday, Housing
and Urban Develop-

ment Secretary Samuel sitive," Pierce told
Pierce said the presi- reporters. "He sent two
dent's decision to skip cabinet officers to this
the mayors' meeting meeting to represent
doesn't mean he doesn't him. Just because he
care about urban doesn't go somewhere
America.
personally doesn't mean
"I don't think that he doesn't have
means he's insen- concern."

Whistleblower's opinions have
been rejected as Air Force policy
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Air Force said
Tuesday that A. Ernest
Fitzgerald, a cost
analyst famed as a
whistleblower, has been
encouraged to give his
personal views to a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee but that his
prepared statement has
been rejected as an expression of official Air
Force policy.
This is the second
-time since 'March that
the Air Force has taken
this position on proposed testimony by
Fitzgerald.
In a statement, the
Air Force said that the
subcommittee was informed June 11 that Fitzgerald "would be
available to testify ... on

Top Educator
Leonard Diggs, a music instructor at O'Connell Junior
High
School in Denver, Colo., takes a break on his bassoon
after
receiving the first Phoebe Apperson Hearst Outstanding
Educator Award from the national Parents and
Teachers
Association. He was selected from more than 1,200
nominees
nationwide.

Goodyear worker seeking support

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
Y0

(

/1 S

i•ot this well of home for this price.

Well Mort Sells for Less • Wol-Mort Sells for Less• Wol-Mort Sells for Less•Wal-Mart Sells for Loss• Wol-Mort Soils

WAL-MART

641

AP Laserphoto

•

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $

16

-available to appear as
an Air Force employee
.... whose views are his
own and do not reflect
the official policy or
position of the United
States Air Force or the
Department of
Defense."
The Pentagon fired
Fitzgerald in 1969 after
he disclosed to Congress
large cost increases in
contracts for the C-5
c_argo plane After being
returned to his job two
years ago when he and
the Air Force settled a
lawsuit he had filed, Fitzgerald was named
management systems
deputy in the office of
the assistant Air Force
secretary for financial
management.
The United States and
China established
diplomatic relations in
1979 after decades of
animosity.

IndustrialRd.
753-3462
I
ERCHANTt
RAIN Formerly
Farris
NC. Grain Co.

June 19 as requested."
However, the Air
Force said it had conducted a review of Fitzgerald's prepared
statement "and has
determined that it cannot be cleared as an expression of official Air
Force policy."
According to the Air
Force statement, Fitzgerald was notified
Monday that "his statement_ has hot, _hem
cleared for presentation
as official policy."
"He also has been encouraged to honor requests for his appearance and to present
his views on matters
which have the subcommittee's interest."
The Air Force statement said Fitzgerald is

for

WAVEitLY, Ohio
(AP) — The Goodyear
Atomic uranium enrichment plant deserves
special consideration
because it has made
money for the government, says a worker in
the plant's engineering
division.
"Goodyear Atomic
has made a profit for the
government for 29
years," the employee,
Elliott Wettstein, said in

Less • Wol

Mort Sells

a public hearing Tuesday night. "It should al
least be given the same
consideration as
Chrysler."
He was referring to
the successful government program to rescue
the automaker.
Wettstein was one of
seVaral hundred people
who attended the hearing sponsored by the
U.S. Department of
Energy.

Sun Lovers
Salon

for

"The Ultimate
In Suntanning"

N.'Central Center

759-9995
Mon-Sat 9-9 Sun Noon-6

FREE
EAR
PIERCING

Because of a
worldwide glut of
enriched uranium, DOE
has said it might close
the Piketon plant or one
of its other plants in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., or
Paducah, Ky.
The Piketon uranium
enrichment plant
employs about 2,000 people. Local officials have
estimated hundreds of
other area jobs depend
on the Piketon

•
—a

Monday thru
Saturday
Call Today For
Appointment!
759-9671
r

a

VALUABLE COUPON

1

11

Sun Lovers Salon

i1

i Special Rates With This Coupon For i
1 The Months of June and July.
I

5 Sessions $20.00
a
I
10
Sessions $40.00
1
15
Sessions
$55.00
a
i Call For Appointment 759-9671
a Southside Shopping Center

a
I
a
a
1
1

0
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ar
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TOTAL
WEIGHT OF
DIAMONDS
•
0

It's fashionable, quick
and pain free! Have your ears pierced free
with the purchase of
one pair of earrings for
only 4.97
A trained professional
will pierce your ears
and insert a pair of
4MM. earrings (24kt.
gold plate over surgical
steel)
(Anyone under 18 must be
accompanied by a parent or
guardian)
Your friend & neighbor in

the jewelry business
.atils kit Las%

•,'

dii
thl
ph
Ca
Cc
all
rn
as
th

•

Free ear piercing available at your
Wal-Mart Jewelry Department...
EVERYDAY!

4.97

a

operation.
"Almost 9.3 percent of
the employees at the
Piketon plant are
residents of Jackson,"
said John Evans, president of Jackson City
Council. "The economic
impact of a closure
would be severe."
"This area has had
double:digit unemployment for so long, long
before others heard
what that was," attorney Robert Dever
said before the hearing.
"I think what they need
to look into is how
marginal all of our existences are ... as a
result of that."
The Piketon, Oak
Ridge ,and Paducah
plants enrich uranium
for nuclear weapons and
to fuel nuclear reactors.
DOE spokesman E.R.
Sullivan Jr. told -the
crowd that because of
the changing world
market, the price of the
U.S. uranium supply
went from the lowest in
1980 to the highest In
1684.
Carol Knapp-Ayers,
spokeswoman for DOE,
said Science Applications Inb., based in
California, will try to
determine what would
happen in each of the
three communities if the
local plant closed.
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his prepared text. "He's Gothic Cathedral God with unfailing paprobably the only bishop Basilica of the Assump- tience." Later, he placin the state who sings tion, applauding loudly ed a mitre on Williams'
'My Old Kentucky when the bishop-elect head and handed him a
Home' with more gusto was officially staff as a symbol that
Williams had become a
than Happy Chandler," presented,
Hughes said Williams shepherd of God's flock.
former governor and
Williams will live at
baseball commissioner. was called to have a
concern for all churches St. Pius X Seminary in
Hughes, of the Cov- and to join with his
Erlanger.
ington diocese, was the fellow bishops to work
Williams was born in
principal consecrating for human rights.
1936, and was ordained
bishop, assisted by ArHe annointed in 1963. Before coming
chbishop of Louisville Williams with oil say- to Holy
Trinity,
Thomas C. Kelly and ing,"Receive the gospel .Williams
served as
retired Bishop of the and preach the word of associate
pastor at St.
Covington Diocese
Richard H. Ackerman.

Rita Church in
Louisville and St.
Catherine Church in
New Haven. He was a
member of the Senate of
Priests and the Archdiocesan Planning
Commission and in 1976
taught in the Jesuit Missions in Belize, Central
America.
He graduated from St.
Mary's College in St.
Mary in 1959 and studied
at St. Mark's Monastery
in South Union.

Williams was pastor
of the Holy Trinity
Parish in Louisville.
Pope John Paul II appointed him at the request of Hughes. The
diocese serves 105,688
Roman Catholics.
Clekrgy and
parishioners packed the

, Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

/
1
4

Special,
Tues., Wed., Thurs. June 19, 20, 21

21 -Piece Shrimp Dinner $3.95
(Regularly 4.95)

Includes 21 Shrimp, hushpuppies,
onion rings, french fries and slaw
44.
Owners Louie and Sue Williams
Located approximately
Off Hwy. 121 South 15 miles south of Murra .

Gladly
Accept
Food
Stamps

SUPER MARKET
See A Free Movie On Parkers

Wednesday Only—Anyone Who Buys $25 Or More Groceries
Will Receive For 24 Hours A VCR Film
Over 350 Selections To Choose From
Film Available Mon.-Thurs.

Hyde Park 7.25 Oz.

Macaroni &

Velvet

Save 40'

Hyde Park

Cheese..4/$ 1

Kelly's Vienna

Save 29'

Sausage

5 Oz.

2/89C

,Prairie Farm

Save 10'-

Save 20°

Heinz Tomato

.Pepsi Cola, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew
1194--- 16 Oz. 8 Bottle Carton

Save 36'

Ketchup

32 Oz.

Reg. $2.88 Save 59'

Maalox

4

Hyde Park Pure Vegetable

Save 40°

Liquid

i Shortening

. .12 Oz. $229
Reg. $1.09 Save 40' •

5 Pack

Barbara Dee

Cookies

69°

Bic Shaver

20 Oz. Bag

Lipton

With $70.00 Purchase Or More
'
Excluding
Dairy, Tobacco Products
& Drinks On Special

Save 80'

Tea Bags.. . . 100 Count

$259

Maruchan Oriental Noodle Beef, Chicken or Pork

Soup Mix..3 Oz- Save 25' 5/!1

Shedd's Country Crock

Orange Juice

Margarine
Save 50'

3 Lb. Tub

and Ballard counties;
$45,699 for aarrard
County; $23,549 for
Laurel County; $18,000
for Marion County,
$7,763 for Crittenden
County, and $4,905 for
Carroll County.
However, the authority said Garrard
County's grant could only be used to help pay
for a new jail, since the
existing facility• was
deemed too decrepit for
renovation.

436-5496

PRICES GOOD
THROUGH
NOON 6-27-84

State panel OKs nearly
$400,000 for jail grants
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Eleven counties
will share nearly
$400,000 in jail improvement money
under action taken
Tuesday by a state
commission.
The grants to individual counties were
the last of their kind
planned by the Local
Correctional Facilities
Construction Authority,
although more could be
made if money becomes
available, according to
the panel's resoldtion.
The authority approved grants of $50,000
apiece for Hart, Powell,
Nicholas, LaRue, Perry

ler

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM

Governor appoints
state's attorney
FRANKFORT, Ky. June 21, 1988.
— LaVinia "Swain,
(AP) — John L.
Ackman Jr., a Phyllis Campbell, Bill
Williamstown attorney, R. Booth and Maggie Ighas been appointed ert to the Kentucky
commonwealth's at- Humanities Council untorney for the 15th til Jan. 1, 1986. Ms.
Judicial Circuit by Gov. Swain, of Louisville,
replaces Mimi Mattin of
Martha Layne Collins.
Ackman replaces Ot- Louisville; Ms. Camptis Lanter, who resign- bell, of JrIckson,
ed, according to a state- replaces Mrs. Donald
ment from Mrs. Collins' Chestnut of London;
office. The circuit in- Booth, of Morehead,.
cludes Grant, Owen and replaces- Ina Btown
Musselman Johnson of
Carroll counties.
The governor also Louisville; and Ms. Igmade several other e r t , of Paducah,
replaces Donald B.
appointments:
— R.B. Singleton, A. Hunter of Frankfort.
Dale Bryant and Lewis
Hopper to the Hazard
— Lynda G. Lobb,
Community College ad- Greensburg, and Nancy
visory board for terms L. Ray, Louisville, to
expiring May 15, 1988. the Kentucky EmploySingleton, of Hindman, ment Retirement
replaces Morris System board of
Shepherd, whose term trustees until March 31,
expired. Bryant, of 1988. Mrs. Lobb,field ofJackson, replaces the fice- supervisor of the
late.Atarie Turner and Green-Taylor unit of the
Hopper, of Hazard, was Cabinet for Human
reappointed.
Resources' Department
— Richard Lee for Social Services,
Walker, Columbia, to replaces Robert L.
the Kentucky Oil and .Doris Jr. of Frankfort.
Gas Conservation Com- Ms. Ray's was a new
mission, to serve until position.
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Auxiliary bishop of diocese ordained
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Very Rev.
James Kendrick
Williams, a five generation Kentuckian,
will tour all the Roman
Catholic churches in the
57-county Diocese of
Covington before taking
over his chancery
duties.
Williams, a native of
Knob Creek, about 60
miles south of
Louisville, was ordained
the auxiliary bishop of
the diocese in
ceremonies Tuesday by
Bishop William A.
Hughes, Joseph Cardinal Bernardin of
Chicago and 14 other
Catholic bishops.
His roots are deep in
the soil of this state and
he has great love for
Kentucky," said
Hughes, departing from
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Merit

Chicken of The Sea Light Chunk

Kraft

Tuna

Grape Jelly

Saltine Crackers
•

9Save

1 Lb. Box

4....zus.,

10°

/
12 Oz.

Good Thru Noon 6-27-84
With Coupon
Limit 2
Parkers

59Save

18 Oz.

50°

Good Thru Noon 6-27-84
With Coupon
Limit 2
PZParkers

79Save

• ........•••.
.

-\

50°

Good Thru Noon 6-27-84
I Parkers
Limit 2
With Coupon

.,,
--401:It
i
limilt1

If Garrard County is
unwilling to replace its
jail, its grant will go to
another county, the
authority said.

TiaWalite
HARDWARE STORES 0

BARGAIN
OF THE MONTH

FROZEN FOODS
Minute Maid

Lemonade...12
Potatoes

Can

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

20 Oz. Bag

Banquet

Cream Pies
Pecan Pie...

Jamestown Hot
or Mild Pork

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Arm

14 Oz.

Edwards 4.5 Oz. Pieces

,
A4

79
99° Chuck Roast $13,b8.
69°
Sausage
.2/99'

OZ.

Ore-Ida Shoestring

MEAT DEPT.

PRODUCE
ip

Yellow Ripe

$ 00

Bananas

99
1-Gallon-Jug With Shoulder Spout

Keeps beverages hot or cold Easy to fill wide mouth
opening built-in handle stops finger grip Almond 012

Murray Home & Auto
A

:hest nut Street
Murray, Ky.

•••

:At*

Phone
753-2571

Reelfoot Sliced

99°
89°
4P1
. Wienets
9

Lb.

Canteloupes
Fine For Stuffing

Bell Peppers
Size Yellow
m
3 Lb. Bag'
Onions
P*1171

D -1

Knott's

Salads

Grapes
Large

Pork Roast

Lean Tender IS
Pork Steak
$1.39 lb.

lb

3 Lb

Thompson White Seedless

Sweet
While &applies
Last

r

19

Lean Meaty Boston Butt

Ham R90
Chicken V
Pimento Cheese
8 oz Cup

Bologn'a
$ 1 49
1 Lb. Pkg.

Hyde Park Baking

Hens

79,t

99-0 Bacon $13
Reelfoot No. 1 Sliced

Reelfoot 12 oz. Pkg.

-

-12 oi.[mg.' • .
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Thursday's last day for cleaning

OBITUARIES
Mitchell, Rt. 8, Murray;
one niece, Miss Jackie
Mitchell; two nephews,
Guy Mitchell and Rocky
Mitchell.
The body has been
transferred to the
Walker-Feilbach
Funeral Hortie, 4315.
Talmadge Rd., Toledo,
Ohio 43823.
In charge of local arrangements was the
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

• Mrs. Ola Weldon
Parks Bailey, 90, 806
Olive St., Murray, died
Tuesday at 9:40 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. .
She was preceded in
death by her husband,
H.B. Bailey, Sr., on Nov.
7, 1972, and one son, Dr.
H.B. Bailey, Jr., on Feb.
2, 1972.
Mrs. Bailey was a
member of the First
Christian Church. She
and her husband owned
and operated for many
years. the H.B. Bailey
Jewelry Store, on the
WASHINGTON (AP ) count changes in buying west side of
the court
— The pace of the U.S. patterns as well as square.
economic recovery is prices, is rising at a rate
Born March 28, 1894,
slackening in the nearly of just 2.8 percent in the in Marshall County,
she
finished April-June April-June period, the was the
daughter of the
quarter but not as much lowest rate since the 1.5 late James Weldon
as expected, the govern- percent for the second Parks and
Mary
ment reported today. quarter o!1967.
Frances Peterson
And inflation seems to
Good as all the news
be remaining well under seemed, reaction was
control.
bound ta be mixed in the
The Commerce financial markets which
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
Department, releasing heavily influence U.S.
(AP)
Improving
its early "flash ,report" interest rates.
forestry
and
wood inon second-quarter exEconomists expected
pansion. estimated a 5.7 , that second-quarter dustries in the South
percent annual rate of growth would be slower depends on the regitin's
growth .in inflation- than the new report in- small landowners who
adjusted gross national dicates, thereby easing aren't making the best
product, the broadest dernands for loans and use of their timber, a
measure of U.S. reducing pressures forestry professor says.
Representatives from
economic activity.
driving inflation and inMeanwhile, the terest rates higher and the Tennessee Valley
department revised the threatening to bring the Authority,state forestry
already 'robust first- expansion to a officials, conservationists and landowners
quarter growth rate of premature end.
8.8 percent upward to
Cornmenting before met in Knoxville Tues9.7 percent, matching today's report, Robert day to discuss the future
the highest one-quarter Gough, vice president of of forestry in the area.
Participants in a
figure in.six years.
Data Resources Inc. in
Both the first- and Lexington. Mass. saida panel discussiop.agreed
second-quarter figures second-quarter growth that for healthy forestry
were higher than had rate under 5 percent and wood industries in
been expected by both was "what we're look- the region, landowners
must learn better
government and private ing for."
management
and
analysts. And if .the
He said he wouldn't be
GNP numbers weren't dismayed by a figure in harvesting techniques,
surprising enough, the the 5 percent range but and a market must be
report also said that that anything much found for their product.
Low -quality harddespite the rapid higher than that would
growth. a closely watch- almok surely lead to in- woods are predominate
ed inflation gauge is ris- creases in the interest in the Tennessee
ing in the current rates that have already Valley's forests. Most
quarter at the slowest been rising in the past wood industries are baspace in 17 years.
several months, hurting ed on softwoods, or
That inflation. such interest-sensitive pines.
TVA anticipates a
measilte, a GNP-linked parts of the economy as
pine shortage within the
gauge that takes int,p ac- housing.
next decade and
believes a market will
grow for the small,
Roorer-quality
hardwoods.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. pany asks to be released
1AP ) — An insurance from paying if any of the
company has asked in a officers and directors
federal lawsuit to be are found liable for the
released from liability failure of the bank, saycoverage for officials of ing it would never have
BECKLEY, W.Va.
United American Bank, issued the policy had it
claiming its clients been aware of the facts. (AP) — Recent finanAmong other things, cial problems have proengaged in "racketeering activities" that con- the lawsuit says the ap- mpted the United Mine
tributed to the bank's plication listed the bank .Workeraunion'J second,
as a commercial institu- largest'district to start
collapse.
The lawsuit filed tion and not part of a charging members for
Tuesday in U.S. District Butcher holding com- legal services, a District
Court by National Union pany; that many insider 29 offiaal says.
District Secretary
Insurance Co. of Pitt- loans, participation
sburgh, Pa., cites 18 loans with other But- Treasurer Harold
allegations that false cher banks and the total Hayden said Tuesday
statements• were made of outstanding loans that the legal services
or information was were not disclosed; and include helping union
omitted on the policy that names of all of- members obtain black
ficers and directors lung, workers' compenapplication.
sation, unemployment
"Plaintiff alleges that were not included.
The insurance com- and disability benefits.
the racketeering activity and pattern of pany gave $60,000 to the He said the district's
racketeering activities FDIC as receiver of compensation departenumerated herein UAB for refund of the ment soon will be in debt
If it doesn't begin to
caused the failure of policy premium.
The lawsuit also says
UAB and other banks in
the Butcher chain," the -the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. -was
lawsuit says.
United American negligent in "allowing
Bank, headed by Jake the Butchers to continue
Butcher, failed Feb. 14, to operate in the
1983. Since then, 10 reckless manner" and
banks controlled by But- should not be permitted
cher and his brother, to recover damages
C.H. Butcher(Jr., have from officers and
directors.
failed.
The Butcher brothers
"Officers and directors, and others, are not named in the
through patterns of lawsuit. The insurance
racketeering activities company must get perand a pattern of mi.ssion from a
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
racketeering," acquired bankruptcy judge to incontrol of UAB and clude them because
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347
other banks, the lawsuit they have been declared
bankrupt.
claims.
OPEN MON. THRp SAT. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Included in the list of
38. defendants are the
the Federal Deposit In.
1
1.87 For Developing Any
surance 'Corp., First
NU STUMP REMOVAL
Tennessee Bank as the
Ale ran rottnort• 3turnps
Size Roll Plus
to 24 below. Ott grourtd
successor to'UAB and
4319
433
or
4343
1 N.•435Now
C.H. Butcher Sr.
Nat'l 4.1 Grovr1
PER
The insurance corn-

Recovery slackening

Timber noted

Will H. Davis
dies; funeral
rites today

Lawsuit filed Tuesday

A hold-over from
other days before airconditioning, paved
roads, automatic
washing machines,
television and all our
modern conveniences
there remains "Spring
cleaning." Even today
when quilts, pillows and
winter wear can be fluffed, aired and given artificial sunshine, by
machine, one may see
occasionally the clothes
line filled with such
items getting their spring cleaning. But Thursday, tomorrow, is the
last day of spring.
Anything done in the
cleaning of closets,
under beds, behind
doors and under the
carpet after June 30 will
be considered out of
season. I've got to hurry
to meet that deadline.
All is in order but my
bedroom which looks
`like the leaving of "a
tornado.
Ever since Auburn
Wells, my fellow
historian, asked me to
lend my copy of the
"World War II Heroes of
Calloway County," this
room continues to show
that every nook and corner were explored and
left in boxes, bags, pileswaiting to be sorted, filed or thrown away.
After hours of searching, I remembered
that I gave my copy to
Dr. Keith Heim to be filed in the archives in
Murray. State library.
But this effort was
worth while, maybe, I
found things that had
been forgotten but
priceless to me. There
were • diplomas from
high school and college,
pictures of family and
school days in the
Galloway one-room
school where I taught;
picnics with my sixth
grade class freshman
English in Murray City
schools. We often finished our work ahead of
time so we could go to
the old picnic ground
where Circarama is just
south of the city limits
then. Imagine my umpiring_a baseball game
for the boys, J.B.
Wilson, Noble Dick,
Laverne Wallis, Harold

a room and each, I
presume, wondered
what the other would
look like, what age she
Observations
was, how she dressed, if
she snored or if she had
grandchildren. Well, I
give
a teacher's high
Hart
By Lochie
grade of A plus to mine.
We were soon calling
each other by first
names. Her first name
Gingies and others. The many of Calloway's is Opal. She and her husgirls — Alma Lee soldiers were quartered band retired from the
Outland, Nell Whitnell, there.
north and built a yearCharlotte Kirk, Martha
Murray Wins
round home on the lake,
Reid Kennedy, Mary
after 16 tries
near Hamlin. She
Things went well last spends much time
Virginia Diuguid, Mary
Margaret Holland — I week for Murray Ladies traveling since her huscan't remember all of in the annual George band died. We shared in
them — sat in the Hart Golf Tournament. our grandchildren
Mrs. Ola Bailey
bleachers of the grands- This event was the 17th stories, travels and in
Parks.
and the one in which the our Widowhood. Others
tand and cheered.
She is survived by one
One item found was Murray players won. enjoyed the guidance of
daughter, Mrs. Imogene
the receipt for my $100 That sweet, pretty, Margaret Marsden and
Jones, Union City,
payment as a teacher, athletic Velvet Jones led Jackie Weatherford,'of
Tenn.; one son, James
paid in thirds,,,Ici ,the the drive for tops. Each the Agency included
R. Bailey, Amelia
fund raised in the coun- year the Murrayans Nora Champion,
Island, Fla.; nine
ty to help build-the first win, in my opinion, and Margaret Roach, Johngrandchildren; 16 greatbuilding far Murray the participants from nie Elkins, Katherine
grandchildren.
State Nonnitl School- — elsewhere, in entertain- Deaton, Mr. and Mrs.
The funeral will be
now known as the ing. Every detail — the Noble Brandon.
Thursday at 10:30 a.m.
Museum. And that greens (except the last Jackie's 12-year old
in the chapel of J.H.
started a line of thought one rough following the daughter, Leslie, who
Churchill Funeral
that I plan to follow for floods) the decorations, was alone, got her
Home. Dr. David Roos
prizes, food and money's worth in the
next week's column.
will officiate.
That drive for courtesies were perfect Jim Nabors' show.
Burial will follow in
Calloway County's part and showed originality. When he in his one-andthe Murray City
— a guarantee — that Veneta Sexton and a-half hour entertainCemetery.
we are financially Virginia Schwettman, ment(there was never a
Friends may call at
equipped if and when hostesses, took care of dull minute) callgti for
the funeral home after 6
the Legislature granted every detail. Even I won seven women to come to
p.m. tonight
us the school, was head- In one instance — the the stage with him,
(Wednesday).
ed by then county school picture of me and Velvet Leslie, bounded right up
superintendent, Robert and made by Jim Rec- there, wet hair stringing
E. Broach and Prof. tor, sports editor for the — she had just been
J.G. Glasgow, a math L&T made me look swimming — and got
teacher in the county. younger than I am. He most of the attention.
There were copies of-aYromised to make a When he asked,each if
tests made out by the copy for my files.
they were married,,and
state for eighth grade
And another honor
came to Leslie, a cute
examinations and for
for Murray
little thing, -Are 'you
The funeral for Will
teachers' certificates —
We just might get too married?" she quickly
Hardy Davis was today
all held in the cour- big for our britches — answered, "Not yet."
at 11 a.m. in the chapel
thouse and many of getting these honors. The house roared. Each
of the Filbeck and Cann
them I helped to give This one is more far- participant was taken
Funeral Home, Benton.
and grade.
reaching than the local back stage a:nd given
The Rev. John Stringer
A request
golf tournament
it's variegated scarves and
officiated.
Many of you have told national! Murray High instructed to return to
Burial was in the
me that you remember School is the only school front stage and do her
Union Ridge Cemetery.
experienceb' in taking in Kentucky included in Interpretation of a
Mr. Davis, 70,
those exams, and in the National survey for "come hither" dance.
Lakeland Wesley
teaching under Mr. excellence. Our school Leslie gave her idea of a
"Village, died Monday at
Broach. Will you call me will be among the others come-on dance. The
11:36 a.m. at the Maror write me about an oc. in the Washington, D.C. crowd loved her.
shall County Hospital,
casion or event that you recognition event, Isn't
I saw Jo Fielder
Benton.
remember so that I can this something?
across the hall. Mr. and
A cousin, Mrs. Barinclude it next week?
I have a
Mrs. Ivan Mayfield and
bara Sins of Hardin,is a
Maybe' you remember
new friend
three other couples
survivor.
our teachers going on
At our age when con- were in attendance for
He was a veteran of
the train to Louisville to temporaries are leaving ,the over-night party.
World War II and a
attend a Kentucky us and the list of friends
retired photographer
Education Association grows shorter, it is imHospital patients
and court bailiff in
meeting. It was during portant that we acquire
In the hospital At I
Catlettsburg.
World War II when new friends. I made one write this are: Mrs.
last Friday when a Goldie Cole and Vernon
group joined the Far Roberts. There are
Land Travel Agency in others, of course, but
a tour for senior citizens these, I know and
and went to Paducah on visited.
Friday;
were overnight
charge members for the unemployment and benefits.
Spring Cleaning
guests of the Executive
legal services they use. disability benefits.
"We feel the 5 percent Inn; and attended the
If you want to get a
"District 12 (in IlDistrict 29 miners had is very reasonable," he
Jim Nabors show. My good grade on keeping
linois) has done this in been receiving the ser- said.
roommate was Mrs. things in order Murray,
the last two months or vices at. no charge
-Distriet • 29, is- the -Robeft J. Anderbon,-- finistryour spring duelSo," Hayden said. "We beyond their regular union's second largest
Hamlin. We knew in ad- ing before summer
see other districts dues. Now, Hayden district, and one of those
begins, June 22.
preparing to do the said, the district will most seriously hurt by vance who would share
same, thing. We're just claim 5 percent of the the recession. At least 60
falling in line."
benefits won by miners- percent of the district's
Hayden said commis- who use union legal ser- members are laid off
Western Kentucky State Fair
sion was approved vices to obtain them.
and paying minimum
Hopkinsville, Ky.
'nearly unanimously"
The fee is much less dues of $1.50 a month.
last week at the District than that charged by
Hayden said the ser29 constitutional con- lawyers in private prac- vice fund is acvention in Beckley.' He lice, according to cumulating only about
said the services fund Hayden. He said 'that $10,000 per month, comwas established in „1973 und,er private ar- pared to $16,000 a
to pay lawyers who rangements, a lawyer decade ago. The fund
assist miners in apply- usually takes between receives 50 cents of each
ing for black lung, 17 percent and 25 per- member's monthly
workers' compensation, cent of the miner's dues.

Jack Lovell dies Tuesday Mrs. Ola Bailey, 90 dies
Jack Lovell, 57. Rt. 8,
Murray, died Tuesday
at 6:08 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a
paving contractor'.
Born Feb. 28, 1927, in
Ohio, he was the son of
Charlotte Riley Lovell
and the late Chizziedine
Lovell.
Survivors are his
mother, Mrs. Charlotte
Lovell, Murray; one
sister. Mrs. R.B.(June)
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Union district starts service charges

Snap Shot
Photo

10

lot a GdOd 1009

Featuring

SeciTender
Polynesian
Chicken Or
Our New
Gourmet
amburgers

TAMMY WIN
Tuesday, July 31st
1 Big Show - 8:15 p.m.
Track Chair Seats
Grandstand
Bleachers

STATLER BROTHERS
Thursday, August 2nd
1 Big Show - 8:15 p.m

Limit One Coupon Per Roll
Snapshot Coupon
Valid through 6.2344
Give Us An Hour And
We Will Give You A Lifetime

. 18 00
$8.00
$7.00

An Ocean
Full Of
New Meals
Like Our

PRINT

REGULAR PRICE 1..87 FOR
DEVELOPING ANY SIZE ROLL
AND'17c PER PRINT

Call 753-5957

Come On By And
See Our New Menu

Monday. July 30th
1 Big Show — 8.15 p.m.
Track Chair Seats ..
Grandstand
81

(with this coupon)

NO LIMIT ON PRINTS

Hundred Oaks
Family Counseling
' Service

CHARLIE DANIELS

A rnooth watering array or seafood
&Mecham' fresh troth the Gate laciness
soled bar tend ait you can ebt boatel

$10.95

'Seven Seas
Restaurant
Highway 641 North
7

141

Track Chair

Seats

Grandstand
Bleachers

$600
$6.00
$5.00

$800
Wog
$7.00

(Front Gate Admission Not Included)

Send Self-Addressed
Stamped Envelope to:
WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
P. 0. BOX 325
HOPKINSVILLE, KY. 42240 .
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO
WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE PAIR.
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FOOD STORES

FRUIT VALLEY 100% PURE

ORANGE JUICE

6 pk.

IN GLASS

APPLESAUCE

50 oz.
JAR

MANDARIN ORANGES ...

11 oz.
CAN

HARVEST FARE FANCY

16 oz.
CAN

GOLDEN CORN
HARVEST FARE

STEWED TOMATOES.
PREFECTO ELBO MAC. or

16 oz.
CAN
16 oz.
PKG.

SPAGHETTI
BUTONI Moat or Mushroom

SPAGHETTI SAUCE..

29 oz.
JAR

SALAD OLIVES

9 oz.
JAR

PLOCHMANN'S

SQUEEZE MUSTARD.
COMPARE and SAVE

19 oz.
BTL.
28 oz.
.JAR

APPLE BUTTER
SUNSHINE

12 oz.
PKG.

CHIP-A-ROOS
DAK

TAPIOCA •LEMON •VAN. or

19

ASSORTED FLAVORS

99c
39c
31c
49c
49c
119
89c
69c
79c
129

•
SWEET SUE

24
oz.

CHICKEN n DUMPLINGS.
WITH MEAT

15 oz.
CAN

SLOPPY JOE
REG. or MINI

1001.
MG

MARSHMALLOWS
OVEN BEST

5 lb.
BAG

FLOUR • •
FOR CREAMING or COOKING

13.5
oz.

MILNOT
SUGAR SUBSTITUTE

SO ct.
BOX

SWEET N LOW

ASSORTED FLAVORS
24 oz.
SIZE

DRINK MIXES

124(
43C
45:42
4
SEITZ
4‘,4r

Luncheon
Meat Savings VI

14t

SAFARI
3 oz.
JAR

INSTANT TEA
PRETZEL STIXS or

9 oz.
PKG.

TWIST PRETZELS
ASSORTED COLORS

175

FACIAL TISSUE
GUEST RANCH 2 PLY

Jumbo
R C;

PAPER TOWELS
STAY FRESH with ,•

WAXED PAPER

100 ft.
ROLL

-

60-75-100 WATT

2 pk.
PKG.

LIGHT BULBS

39

•OLD FASHION
•SPICED LUNCHEON
, •CHEESE BOLOGNA
•BEEF BOLOGNA
•JALAPENO BOLOGNA
•PICKLE LOAF
•COOKED SALAMI
•VARIETY PACK

53c
49c
55c
79c
65c

59
4

t
t3C2S1r°
ti

FRESH
--4(

CITRUS BELLE

BEEF

CHEDDAR or MOZZARELLA

11KG._

REG. or BUTTERMILK

BISCUITS

11Jolli

BANQUET CHICKEN

KAHN'S MEAT

KAHN'S BEEF

TURKEY • BEEF•SALIS. STK.

COOKIN BAGS...
RUDY'S FARM

9 1/2

SAUSAGE n BISCUITS...
KAHN'S

REEF N CHEDDAR

1

FRANKS F!,:t.1

89

COMPARE & SAVE

28 oz.

PINE CLEANER

,BTL.

S.O.S.

18 ct.
BOX

SOAP PADS
LIQUID

Gal.
JUG

BLEACH
MR. MUSCLE

OVEN CLEANER ... •

99c
99c
59c

43c
189

19 oz.
CAN

GENERAL MILLS
TRIX 1:07.

69

CHEERIOS
CEREAL 1:07

69

•

Sunshine'

DEW
MT..

Taste the Sunshine Difference

Snack
Crackers

ORANGE
CRUSH

C

239

FRIED
CHICKEN

2 LITER

21c Aai

39c
69c

JUST HEAT N EAT

'
12/ 442ms416-

69c t
s
"

5 oz.
PK G.

1 lb.
.1
PKG

ai WIENERS

:le •

1 79 ig

12 oz.
PKG.

NUGGETS

1 lb. 1
PKG.

WIENERS
s

1102.

FROZEN PIZZA .. sin

8 PAK HAMBURGER BUNS 59'

Aso,
69

CREAM
CHEESE :41:

MR. P's

99c

12
PKG.1

SCHREIBER'S SHREDDED

12 oz.
CAN

LEMONADE

49c

SINGLES

1
,

89c
89c
39c
69c
45c
69c

BORDEN'S LITE LINE

4
4.

PKIIG

-

!
gt E9Y441
QUARTERS
1 lb.
QTRS.

1/2
LTR.

TICKET SODA... • •.

25c
25c
109

89c

LUNCHEON MEAT

Os

3 oz.
BOX

CHOC. PUDDING..

89c

16 oz.
PKG.

39

"Our Name Says It All"

JUNE 25, 1984

SAVE•MCIT

Mon.-Thers.
9-7
Fri. 9 A.M.-I P.M.
Set 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Soo 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

FOOD STORES

1984 SAVE. Art-ST44d

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!,

-

We resitrv• the
right so linsit avontities
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THE LARGEST SELECTION OF FURNITURE IN OUR
35 YEAR HISTORY
' • ..
.
•

FREE DELIVERY

DINING ROOMS
Solid Oak Dining Room Suite
Oval Table, 6 Chairs,
Reg. .$1699.95

'89995

Contemporary Lighted China,
Round Table With Burl Top,
4 Chairs

$75000

Reg. $1,500.00. . . . Now
Nostalgia Oak China
With Bow Glass Front,
Round Clawfoot Table,
6 Chairs Reg. $3,000.00 . Now $
8 Pc. Traditional Oak
Trestle Table, 6 Cane
Back Chairs, Large China

Z•-•'••••24.

June 30th Is The End Of Our
Fiscal Year. We Have Gone
Through Our Enormous Inventory And We Found OneOf-A-Kind, Discontinued
Floor Samples We Are GOing To Move These Before
June 30th, Get Here Early
— Selections & Bargain
Won't Last Long.
4
High Back Rattan Swivel
•

1,5000°

_

Rocker
High back rattan swivel rocker — con
fortable and complementary to any
room. Covered in .decorator twessi
cover.
Reg $299 Value

Now 1/2 Price

Reg. $2,795. ...Now $ 1

,39500

$149

-••••rcr
,

50 In Stock
Asst. Styles
& Covers

25%
To 50%

Save

SWIVEL
ROCKERS
Velvet Cover
• Asst. Colors
14 To Sell
Reg. $199.00

$7700

MISCELLANEOUS
-H

BEDROOMS
3 Pc. Solid Cherry
Triple Dresser & Mirror,
Cheston Chest
Tall Poster Bed
Reg. $1,999.00. . . .Now $99995
4 Pc. Antique Pine Triple
Dresser Hutch Mirror,
Chest On Chest, Spindle Headboard,
2-Drawer Nite Stand
Reg. $1,589.00 . . . .Now
4 Pc. Honey Pine
Dresser Hutch Mirror
Chest Panel Headboard,
Nite Stand
Reg. $1,049.00
. Now
Beautiful Carved Large
Chest On Chest 6-Drawers,
Dark Oak
Reg. $600.00

4T.II

SLEEPER
SOFAS

LAMPS

Roll Top Desk
Traditional Style, Pecan Finish
Reg. $899.95
Now $450"
-Large-Oak Lane' Cedar Chest'
Reg..$479.95
$20000
3 Pc. Set Bookcase Wall Units
Reg. $1,399.00
Now $700
Pecan Curio Cabinet
Glass Shelves With Light
Reg. $399.95
-Now $20000
Gun Cabinet Anti. Finish
With Lock 10 Gun
Reg. $499.95
..
Now $20000

Lamps
250 To Sell
Starting At

$1500

*

LAZY BOY
RECLINERS
6 Colors
To Choose
From
Only 15 Chairs
To Sell

188"
Reg. $325.00

SOFAS
Save

50% to
70%
150 To
Choose From
Starting At

$29900

4 Piece Conversation Set
38" settee, a straight chair, a spring chair and a round cot
fee table, all 4 pieces

One Low Price $ 1 8800

ALL SALES FINAL* ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE*

•

$79500

$52500

30000

Now $

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE
Largest
Selection
In West. KY:
Meadowcraft &
Homecrest
JI

25% to
35% off
LEE'S
CARPET
Remnants
& Ends
Of Rolls
Assorted Colors
& Sizes
Up To 22'
In Length
Save Up To

70%
NO LAYAWAYS

Thurman's
FITRNIXERE
•

101 N. 3rd

FREE-DELIVERY

4.1
.

8 1$1
001.„..„....,:„..„
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Kentucky squad brings back 3-2 record

Europe tour more than basketball to Johnson
By JIM RECTOR
fatherlor the first time
Sports Editor
ever."
For a junior in high
Stewart Johnson, a
school the trip to Europe two-time
All-Ohio
was a dream come true. Valle
y Conference
For Calloway center at
Murray State
County's Jamie back in the
mid-1960's,
Johnson, his recent left the
states several
European tour offered years ago
to play pro
more than just a chance basketball
in a Euroto play basketball.
pean league. His imJohnson was selected pressions of
his son's
from the First Region to abilities
were- relayed
play for the Kentucky by Jamie:
Junior All-Star basket"He said I reminded
ball team which return- him of himself
when he
ed from Europe late was my age,"
Jamie
Tuesday night after said. "It was
a lot of fun
playing five_ games in a—playing in front
of
week against foreign but boy was
I nervous."
competition.
Jamie, a 6-4 center,
Besides the traveling, played his
best games of
Johnson was also able to the tour with
his father
share some valuable watching
from the
time with his father, sidelines,
including
Stewart Johnson, whom scoring
in double
he hadn't seen in six figures and
blocking
years.
three shots in a 99-80 vic"The,whole- trip was tory over
the West Gergreat," the younger man natio
nal junior
Johnson said this morn- team. The
Kentuckians
ing prior to leaving for a improved
their record
team camp in Union to 2-0 when
they
County with his defeated
the same
Calloway County High squad, 83-71,
in the seteammates."We played _-cond contes
t of the tour.
some tough teams over
there and I. got a chance
to play in front of my

•

Johnson had eight
points in the second
game.
Against a division
champion U.S. military
team stationed in West
Germany, the Kentucky
All-Stars accepted their
first defeat, dropping a
76-74 decision on a
25-foot shot at the
buzzer.
-the -ether -- twogames the Kentucky
travelers defeated the
Iceland Junior Nationals, 92-89, then lost
in overtime, 114-110, to
i -Iceland adult club
team. In the last three
games Johnson scored
19 total points.
According to All-Star
coach Eddie Ford, who
played with Stew
Johnson for two years at
Murray State, the Kentucky squad played very
well despite the lack of
high scoring
individuals.
"We didn't have
anyone shooting 20
points a night, but that
was because we tried to
play more team ball and

au

we tried to play as many
players as we could
every game," Ford
said.
About Johnson's play,
Ford had some constructive criticism to offer, "Jamie played well
in Europe, but if
anything, I hope he
learned he needs to be
more aggressive and
-more -intense. He has
the potential 'but he
doesn't always take advantage of it. He's got it,
but he just doesn't get it,
if _you _ know what I.
mean.
"Stew (Johnson) and
I discussed it and we
both agreed he has the
potential to be a great
ballplayer, but he's got
to get his mind right.
He's got to realize

basketball is a very in- Johnson said
with a
tense „game and it takes smile, "He's
pretty
a lot of quickness and a good. He
beat the
lot of personal dedica- daylights
out of me,
tion to be the best player... that's for
sure."
possible."
While the main intenJamie said his father tion of the tour
was to
offered several fun- expose the
Kentucky
damental tips during athletes to
basketball
their brief reunion.
competition in other
"He taught me some countries, the tour
prov_ things about dribbling ed to he
a lesson in
left-handed, and about -cultural
exchange as
being more aggressive well.
under the boards. Plus
As Jamie observed,
he told me to not hold "It was
very different
back, to not be afraid (from the
U.S.) in a lot
about putting up a shot, of -the place
s even
and to be my own type of though most of
the peoplayer."
ple we were around
The elder Johnson spoke Englis
h. I was
helped demonstrate glad of that
because I
some of his techniques can't speak
a word of
in a one-on-one pickup German.
•
game against Jamie.
"We passed through
As the younger Conti
nued On Page 2-B

•

Keeping up with Joneses
hard for tournament field

Jerry Jones and his sons tied for first place
daughter. Velvet, - a in the third flight with
'member of the Universi- 42s with Eddie Maste
rs
ty of Alabama girls' golf and his team two
team, were the winners strokes back in third
Sunday of the Father- place.
Children Scramble at
The scramble was a
.the Murray Country Father's Day event at
Club with a five-under. the club.
par 31 for the nine holes
played.
This was one stroke in
front of Larue Balrrier
and his sons. Three
strokes
ck in the
champiothip flight
were Red Howe, Jr.,
and his two daughters
and Clyde Adkins and
his two sons,, tied with
34s.
Insure both your car and
home through us with
Three groups tied for
the State Auto Insurance
first place in the first
Companies. You can get
flight; Jerry Grogan
a substantial reduction in
and his sons, Bill Fanyour premiums with our
drich playing with a son
Auto/Home Discount
package.
aud a daughter, and Don
and Larry Robinson.
Call us for a moneyThey posted even-par
saving quote.
36s.
In the second flight.
there was a five-team
Purdom,
tie for first place, all
with four-over par 40s:
Thurman
Bob Diers and son,
& McNutt
Dwain Gibbs and
Dan McNutt
daughter; Howard SteeSouthaide
ly and daughter; Bill
Court Sq.
Rayburn and son and
753-4451
Don Johnson's team.
L$tate Auto
Raz Villanova and
Insuranc•Companies 4
Pete Waldrop and their

•

HOW TO
SAVE MONEY
ON YOUR
AUTO AND
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE.

CALLOW AY CON NECTION — Jamie Johnson,
a member of the Calloway
County High School basketball team, represente
d the First Region along
with Marshall County's Barry Goheen in a recen
t playing tour of Europe.
Johnson (left in both photos) and Goheen played
for the Kentucky Junior All.
Stars, coached by former Murray State star Eddie
Ford (bottom photo,
seated right). These photos were taken during the
exhibition game between
the European touring team and the First Regio
n All-Stars.
r I
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Certificate No:
OWiN

FIBERGLAS

Every Car in the Corral is Priced
at $190000 or Below.
All prices are on the windshield. Come
on down and rope yourself a ba'rgain.
Hwy. 641 South

Murray, Ky.
•

783440

Limited Warranty on Roofing Shingles

•
Limited Warranty
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation i-OCF
rants to the original co
that its roofing shingles
factunng defects that w
Shingles This warranty
ranty period commence
gle application and expi
period applicable to,the
Remedy
Should the Shingles be o
mg the warranty period.
the prorated reasonable c
the Shingles up to these
Maximum repair or replac
replacement costot the d
labor(exclusive of metal
work). if the Shingles have
twelve months If the Shin
twelve months or more. t
cost will be reduced bta
the number of months elap
divided by the original warr
repair or replacement requir
of such repair or replacem
lion of OCF
A monetary settlement as d
only remedy available to the
shingles

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

ir.11 rl I 1.1. rrdirri

01

:7:(1

Come on down
to Dwain Taylors
Corral!

ficir

Sale
hi
ng
le
s
Owens/Corning

Wind Resistance
Shingles classified as "Wind
tant to wind damage at wind v
hour (Beaufort Scale No 9)
years alter installation
Alt Shingles containing a stri
asphalt must be subjected to
days before full sealing will occu
fall or winter may not seal Until t
gles which do not receive diretl
exposed to adequate surface
seal This is the nature of Shing
under such circumstances is not

$22.95

Per Square

753-6450

Murray
4th St.
Sou
th
500
•

ic vary from slate to state

FIRE R(ILAS
20 year warraniy
20 year watra0/
year .ill'ranty

(240 months)

(240*months)
I— months)

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION
Residential Rooting Division
Fiberglas Tower. Toledo, Ohio 43659
Dap 0$ inimmetion

•

Sat.
Mon.-Fri. 7-6;

as a rooting base

1,1,11/1

'

6
z
.313,

or
ickmativ:\tt sworthy
Lumber Co. Inc.

or coatroom or DINA(

111riV
4,

a
a

Warranty/
Yea
r
Purchase
you
r
Classic Plus/20
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Knight picked "em right

Olympic hoop team well represented in NBA draft
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
If you were wondering about the caliber of the
U.S. Olympic basketball team that Coach Bobby
knight has under construction in Bloomington,
Ind., the National Basketball Association draft
should ease your concerns.
Of the 16 finalists for the Olympic team, eight
were eligible for the draft. All of them — Michael
Jordan (Chicagol, Sam Perkins (Dallas), Alvin
Robertson iSan Antonio 1,, Lancaster Gordon
(Los Angeles Clippers I. Leon Wood
(Philadelphia), Tim McCormick (Cleveland and
traded to Seattlel, Jeff Turner t New Jersey).
and Vern Fleming Indiana ) — were selected in
the first roundhy the NBA Tuesday, scooped up
in the first 18 picks. •

That is a ringing endorsement by the pros of
the talent Knight has assembled to go for the
gold in Los Angeles. Add to the NBA eight the
Olympians who were not available in the draft
like underclassmen Chris Mullin, Pat Ewing,
and Wayman Tisdale and you get some taste for,
the kind of team Uncle Sam will field in LA.
It Might have been even better.
Sam Bowie of the University of Kentucky,
picked by Portland as the draft's No. 2 player, is
just the sort of multi-talented center who would
have suited Knight's kind of game. The scouting
report is just about perfect. Over 7 feet tall.
Unselfish. A good passer. A hard worker. No
discipline problem. He fits the profile.
Bowie, however, will not be in LA because he
passed on the Olympic Trials."My Main concern
is that people understand I didn't skip the trials

because I'm unpatriotic," he said. "My heart is
with the team and I support it. But I had been
through a lot. There was a two-year ordeal with
my leg and the death of my father."
Bowie was an Olympian in 1980 when the U.S.
boycott kept tlifteam at home. By 1984, though.
his view of basatball had been altered and playing in the Olympics was not quite as important as
completing his degree requirements. So he went
back to school after the season.
, The stress fracture of Bowie's left shin began
to develop in the summer of 1981 after his second
season at UK."It was a gradual thing that seemed to build slowly. It was no particular play, no
particular time."
Then, as he tried to solve the leg problem,
Bowie's world was jolted again.
In August of that year, his father. Benjamin.
died. "He was 45," Bowie said, a touch of
sadness in his voice. "A cyst on his lung burst
and he died from internal bleeding."
Those two events changed Sam Bowie's
perspective, his view of life.
, "When I went to Kentucky, I thought I'd play
two years and then turn pro, Bowie said. "But
the leg and my father's death — I think those
things matured me."
He worked hard to rehabilitate his leg and
went after his degree in communications, supported by his mother and his coach, Joe B. Hall.
He, earned his diploma and his recovery was
complete enough to make him the second player
drafted, right behind Houston's selection of
Akeem Olajuwon.
"I am sound," he said. "That area (of the leg)
won't be injured again. The bone graft is like
welding two pieces of metal together."
The Trail Blazers sent him through- seven
hours of tests and were convinced.
"I waited when they said 'Sam.' I almost expected them to say 'Perkins.' When they said
'Bowie,' I said, 'Hey, that's me,' and I went up
there."
And as he was congratulated and interviewed
on television, Bowie took a moment for a personal message.
"Ma," he said, "We made it.-
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tournament, the Ladbrokes bookmaking
firm made the two top
seeds the most pro- '
hibitive "favorites since
World War II, with odds
of 4-11 for McEnroe and
1-4 for Navratilova.
Tournament officials
announced, meanwhile,
that Yannick Noah of
France, the seventh
seed, had pulled out of
After announcement the tournament, which
of the draw for the All- starts Monday, citing an
England Lawn Tennis "abdominal strain."

The easy-on shine. 14 oz. paste or
oz. liquid. #121441216.

Cont. From Page 1-13
France and toured East
Berlin for a day and it
was really strange
there. The buildings
have cameras set up ti
watch everything and
the people didn't have
the freedom we have
over here. I sure was
glad to get out of there."
The touring 'team
spent one night in a
European hotel and the
rest of the week the
players were guests in
individual homes.
Jamie described the
European architecture
as "old and all bunched
together," and his impression of the opposite
sex was summed up in
one phrase, "all the
girls over there had
hairy legs, yechh."
While the games were
played under the fast-

Sears

1
1

paced international
rules, Johnson said he
enjoyed the difference
and the receptive fans
were a novel
eXperience.• "
"Mere weren't a lot
of big crowds over there
because basketball isn't
such a big thing to them.
Soccer is their main
sport. But the crowds
that came to watch us
cheered for both sides.
That was hard to believe
but it made us feel
good."
Johnson may continue
his travels this summer
as the Kentucky Junior
MI-Stars are trying to
schedule a trip to Las
Vegas, Nevada. The trip
would take place during
the end of July and
would feature games
against teams from
across the nation.
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WIMBLEDON,
England (AP) — John
McEnroe will meet
Australia's Paul
McNamee ,and Martina
Navratilova faces
fellow American Peanut
Louie in the opening
round of the Wimbledon
tennis championships,
according to the draw
for the tournament.
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CREASON ENTRIES — Five Murray youth attended the recent Creason Tennis Tournament in
Louisville, a statewide competition, and three of
the five advanced to the quarterfinals in their
respective events. Ellen Hogancamp (kneeling
right) and Mike Wilkins (standing right) both
made it to the quarterfinals in singles. Wilkins
and Jon Mark Hall (standing left) advanced to
the quarterfinals of the boys 18 doubles. Allison
Carr (kneeling left), Hall and Shawn Parker (not
pictured) all were eliminated in the second round of their age group singles.
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Three down, one to go for Carl Lewis

,

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- The U.S. Olympic
Track and Field Trials
are proving no tribulation for the amazing
Carl Lewis.
In the pressure packed tests during
which the slighest error
can cost an athlete an
Olympic berth, sprinterlong jumper Lewis has
confidently - and spectacularly - nailed down
spots in three events on
the U.S. team.
"Three down and one
to go," a smiling Lewis
said Tuesday night after
he'd long jumped 28
feet, 7 inches; fourth
best ever outdoors to
win the trials final.
Earlier in the day, he
blazed to a 19.84-second
clocking in a qualifying
heat of the 200 meters.
That was the second
fastest ever in a 200 not
run at high altitude, topped only by his 19.75 of
last year. The .world
record of 19.72 was set
by Italy's Pietro Mennea in the high altitude
of Mexico City.
Lewis had won the 100
meters Sunday in 10.06
to earn berths in the
sprint and on the
400-meter relay team.
Now, only the 200
semifinals and final on
Thursday, following a
day's break in the trials
today, stand between
him and the chance to
realize his dream of
duplicating Jesse
Owens' four gold medal
performance in the 1936
Olympics.
"Carl feels pretty confident now with just one
more (final) coming
up," said Joe Douglas, a
track coach who is
Lewis' manager. "I
think the key to his performances here has
been relaxation; he
seems able to relax
despite the pressure."
Lewis' talent and versatility also received a
tribute from another
quarter while he was
competing Tuesday.
The Chicago Bulls
selected Lewis, who

Alternate
games
established
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Olympic-bound Carl
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Detroit
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Toronto
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61.0.
the long jump pit. He
EtalUmore
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qualified for the SumBoston
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477 17
New York
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446 19
mer Olympic Games by
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422 20%
leaping 28 feet, 7 inches
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to win the Olympic
California
36
32
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Trials final Tuesday.
Chicago
32
34
485
3
Minnesota
32
Lewis has qualified for
34
485
3
Seattle
33
36
478
the Olympic Games in
Oakland
31
37
.48-6Kansas City
events with
28
35
444
at,
Texas
30
38
.441
another shot left in the
Tuesday's Games
200 meter dash. The 200
Detroit 7. New York 6
Milwaukee 6, Toronto 5
meter finals will be run
Baltimore 9, Boston 7
Thursday.
•
Cleveland 7. Minnesota 4
AP L a serphoT6----Texas 4. Cantornia
Seattle

earlier had been picked
by the Dallas Cowboys
In the pro football draft,
on the 10th round of the
National Basketball
Association draft':°
'
"Soccer's next," he
quipped.
Lewis' p-ather
remarkable -peformances Tuesday were
only part of an impressive show enjoyed
by the Los Angeles Coliseum crowd of 21,081.
Two American records,
including one that had
stood for a decade, also
fell.
Winner Earl Jones
and runner-up Johnny
Gray each were timed
in 1 minute, 43.74
seconds in the men's
800-meter final, shattering the record of 1:43.91
set by by Rick
Wohlhuter in 1974.
Chandra
Cheeseborough won the

WARSAW, Poland
(AP) - Communist nations boycotting the Los
Angeles Olympics have
set dates for 34 sports
competitions to be held
in eight countries as an
alternative to the Summer Games, a Polish
sports official said

women's 800 meters in a
national record of 49.28,
bettering the standard
of 49.83 set by Valerie
Brisco-Hooks just 10
&Lys earlier. Brisconooks also ran faster
than her old mark,
finishing second in the
final in 49.79.
In other highlights,
Kim Gallagher took the
women's 800 meters in
1:58.50; gold medal
favorite Greg Foster
won the men's
110-meter hurdles in
13.21; Karin Smith won
the women's javelin
with a throw of 200-9;
and Paul Cummings ran
a 27:59.08 to win the
men's 10,000 meters.
In the men's 800, the
19-year-old Jones beat a
field that included
seven -time national
champion James Robinson. Robinson finished
fourth to just miss an
today.
No events are
scheduled between July
28 and Aug. 12, the dates
of the Los Angeles
Olympics, said Jerzy
Sta.ron, spokesman for
the General Committee
for Physical Culture and
Sports.

Olympic berth, although like the 400 any better
his time of 1:43.92 was than I did before. I think
identical to that of third- the 400 is a painful
place finisher John Mar- race."
shall. Another acHigh-hurdler Foster
complished veteran, said he was elated to be
Don Paige, finished fifth , a member of the U.S.
in the extremely close
Olympic team, comrace.
menting, "If I get a
"I concentrated on the
world record and a gold
American record. Fm
medal, I wouldn't ask
just happy to get the
for anything else."
record and I'll try to do
In the men's 10,000,
better in the Games," former miler Cummsaid the unheralded
ings outdueled Craig
Jones, a sophomore at
Virgin on the final lap.
Eastern Michigan
Virgin, plagued by inUniversity. "Being jury and illness during
unknown was to my ad- the past two years, was
vantage. The British
clocked in 28:02.27.
runners will be the
Cummings, who was
favorites in the Olymgrinning even before the
pics and I would like to
finish, said, "I looked
go in as the underdog
over my shoulder with
again."
120 to go and I knew I
Cheeseborough, had it. I had reason to
unlike Jones, didn't
smile."
have a record on her
mind, and in fact
doesn't even like the
event in which she
rewrote the national
mark.
"I wasn't going after
the record; I was more
concerned about just
winning," said
Cheeseborough, who
prefers the sprints and
hopes to earn a
200-meter spot on the
U.S. team. "I still don't

8. Chicago 2
Kansas City 6, Oakland 2
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee Cocanower 5-6 o at
Toronto I Alexander 5-2,
Karusas City I Gubicza 3-61 at
Oakland (Krueger 4-2,
New York (Shirley 1-1 o at Detroit
I Petry 10-3o. Ono
Baltimore (Boddicker 8-5) at
Boston Boyd 1-4,, on
Cleveland I Comer 1-01 at Minnesota (Viola 5-7). In I
Texas (Hough 6-6) at California
'Zahn 8-3
Chicago I Hoyt 6-6, at Seattle
I Langston 4-5 o, In
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Minnesota
Milwaukee at Detroit, ( n
New York at Baltimore_ n
Toronto at Boston. In
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37
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Tuesday's Game
Montreal 6 St Louis 3
Philadelphia 6 New York 4
Chicago 4. Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 11 San Fra.neisco
Cincinnati 10. Los Angeles 4
San Diego 2, Frouiliiii 6
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco o Robinson 3-7) at
Atlanta o Barker 5-6
St Louis I Andu)ar 10.6, at Montreal I Palmer 2-2,(no
Philadelphia ,Carlton/I-3, at New
York Darling 6-3). In)
Chicago I Trout 7-31 at Pittsburgh
(DeLeon 3-4), In
Los Angeles 'Pena 7-2) at Cincinnati o Russell 2-8, In)
San Diego I Lollar 5-5 at Houston
Madden 11). In)
Thursdays Games
Philadelphia at New York
Chicago at Pittsburgh. on)
Los Angeles at Cincinnati In)
San Francisco at Atlanta, In
San Diego at Houston, Ino
Only games scheduled

AL Leaders
AMINUCAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1150 at halal. ;infield,
New ' York. .348; Mattingly, New
York, 340; GBell, Toronto. .332;
Upshaw. Toronto, .326;'Engle. Minnesota, 324; Yount, Milwaukee,
RUNS: DwEvans. Boston. 50,
Moseby, Toronto. 47; Ripken,
Baltimore, 47: Trammell. Detroit,
47; RHenderson, Oakland, 45.
Whitaker. Detroit. 45.
ROI: EMurray. Baltimore, 60:
Rice, Boston. 55, Kingman.
Oakland. 52; LAP-arriah. Texas,
49: ADavls. Seattle. 47
HITS: Garcia, Toronto, 87;
Trammell. Detroit, 83; Mattingly.
New York, 82: Yount. Milwaukee.
82: 4 are tied with 78.
DOUBLES: Garcia. Toronto, 17,
Teufel,- Minnesota. 17. GBell.
Toronto, IS; LAP-arrish, Texas, 16;
Mattingly, New York, 16; OBrien,
Texas. 16, Trammell, Detroit, 16
TRIPLES: Moseby. Toronto, 9:

.Collins, Toronto, 7, Owen, Seattle,
7; Upshaw. Toronto. 8; . RLaw,
Chicago. 5.
HOME RUNS
Kingman,
Oakland, 18. Armas, Boston, 16;
Kittle. Chicago. 16; ADavis. Seattle. 14: EMurray, Baltimore. 14
STOLEN BASES RHenderson.
Oakland, 28: Garcia, Toronto, 26;
Pettis. California, 24, Butler,
Cleveland, 22, Collins, Toronto, 17.
PITCHING I 6 decisions) Lopez,
Detroit, 6-0, 1.000, 2.83 , Leal, Toronto, 7.1. _825, 279, Caudill, Oakland,
6-1, 857, 260, FILJackson. Toronto.
6
:1, .867. 3.13; Clear. Boston. 5-1,
.833, 4.68, LSanchez, California. 5-1,
.833, 1 63
STRIKEOUTS: Witt, California,
83; Morris, Detroit, 76, Niekro,
New York. 76; Stleb, Toronto. 74;
Leal, Toronto. 73
SAVES; Quisenberry. Kansas City. 17: Caudill, Oakland, 14: Hernandez, Detroit, 12; RDavls, Min.
nesota. 12. Stanley, Boston, 12

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1150 at bats) Gwynn
San Diego. ,.379: Francona, Montreal. 346, Washington, Atlanta,
341. Brenly• San Francisco. 327,
RRamirez Atlanta. .326
RUNS Matthews, Chicago. 46,
Samuel, Philadelphia. 46; Gwynn,
San Diego, 45. Wiggins. San Diego,
44, Raines. Montreal, 42. Schmidt,
Philadelphia. 42 .
RBI
Durham, Chicago, 50.
GCarter, Montreal, 50; Schmidt.
Philadelphia. 48, JDavis, Chicago7
47, Jelark San Francisco, 43
HITS Gwynn, San Diego, 92,
Samuel. Philadelphia. 87,
RFtamirez. Atlanta. 83, Sandberg,
- Chicago, 82, Francona, Montreal.
74, Raines. Montreal, 74; Wynne,
Pittsburgh. 74
_
TRIPLES -iarnue.l.
Philadelphia. 10. Sandberg,
Chicago. 9; Cruz. Houston, 7.
Gwynn, Sasv. Diego. 7. McGee,
StLouls, 5. McFteynolds. San Diego.
5.
HOME RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta.
15, Schmidt, Philadelphia
15,
GCarter. Montreal, 13. Durham.
Chicago, 12, Marshall. Los
Angeles, 12
STOLEN BASES Wiggins San
Diego 3.3, Samuel, Philadelphia,
32, Redus, Cincinnati, 30, Dernier,
Chicago. 25. Raines. Montreal, 21
PITCHING 16 decisions.
PPerez. Atlanta. 7.1. 875. 4.57.
Soto, Cincinnati, 7-1, 875, 231,
Mahler. Atlanta, 5-1.833,1.81, Lea.
Montreal. 11-3, .786, 2.92; APena,
Loa Angeles, 7-2, 778, 2.15; Lynch,
New York, 7-2, 778. 2.81; Ryan,
Houston, 7-2. 778, 1.83.
STRIKEOUTS' Valenzuela. Los
Angeles, 101: Gooden, New York,
96, Ryan, Houston. 94, Soto, Cincinnati 83, Carlton, Prdladelphla, 76.
SAVES. Sutter
StLouls. 16;
Holland, Philadelphia, 15;
Gossage. San Diego. 13, LeSmith,
Chicago. 13, Orosco, New York, 13.

Eastbourne
Tennis
EASTROURNE,
England (AP) - Martina Navratilova, Chris
Evert Lloyd and Zina
Garrison - the three
top seeds - all advanced to the final 16 of the
$170,000 Eastbourne
women's tennis
tournament.

iouth 12th Street 753-8971
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If the closest you'll get to
the Summer Olympic Games in
mom Los Angeles Is your TV set....

Olympic
ACCESS'
Is created for You!

Over half the world's population 25 billion people in 120 nationswill be watching on television as
the 1984 Olympic Games open in
Los Angeles
19840LYMPICACCESS is the finest
guide for viewing the often
confusing and always complex
OLYMPIC events on the TV screen
It covers every sport of the 23rd
Olympic Games with page-by-page
summanes of the critical information
on what to watch for rules, tips on
strategy, facts, equipment,
records, techniques, trivia and
schedule of events
Find out why white-tipped gloves
are worn in boxing, when track
races are run in lanes and when
not, how cyclists play cat and
mouse during a race
19840LYMPICACCESS will put you
behind the scenes during the
games and provide you with a
valuable general sports
encyclopedia long after the final
gold medal of the 23rd Olympiad
has been awarded
19840LYMPICACCESS contains
full-color original illustrations
including 85 equipment drawings.
50 diagrams of playing fields, 81
sequence drawings of actiosin
progress. 25 site maps. 36 World
and Olympic Record charts
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Henderson school
wants dress code

Showtime
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By BOB THOMAS
"Sta 'rrek III: The
or Spock"
Searc
should
tremors of
ecstatic joy through the
hearts of the world's
Trekkies. Its the most
definitive of the three
movies, -the closest to
the spirit of the classic
Ttr series.
At the preview in
Westwood Village, enthusiasts cheered the
names of the cast
regulars, all: still
vigorous 16 years after
the first voyage of the
Starship Enterprise.
The audience expressed
delight throughout the
screening, especially
when the good - guys defeated the infamous

••••••••

_
Klingona.
pilots the battle-scarred Another confrontation: brief but important role.
The "Star Trek" Enterprise home Kirk's son (Merritt
Although he appears
veterans dominate the without his long-time Butrick ) is on a land ex- on screen only at the
action — William partner Spock, now en- pedition on the doomed beginning and the end.
Shatner, DeForest capsuled on Genesis.
Genesis.
Nimoy's presence is felt
But is Spock really
The convoluted plot throughout. As director
Kelley, James Doohan,
George Takei, Nichelle dead? If so, why does may confuse non- he retains firm control
Nichols, Walter Koenig his voice speak through Trekkies, but the com- of the characters he
— without the distrac- the disturbed McCoy plications are easily knows so well, while not
tion of guest-star turns. (Kelley)? Spock's solved: a ray gun zap- neglecting the special
Missing from most of father, Sarek (Mark ped here, an ec- effects mandatory for
the movie is Leonard Lenard), urges Kirk to toplasmic transfer theatrical entertainNimoy, but that's what bring back his son's there, the acting is fun- ment. Much credit is
the movie is all about: body. Torn between damental space-movie also due Harve Bennett,
the frantic search for friendship and duty, earnestness and who wrote the script and
Spock before self- Kirk defies the Shatner is equal to his produced with loving
destruction of the newly authorities and laun- heavy load, even pro- care.
made but faulty planet ches the Enterprise on viding a few misty-eyed
"Star Trek III" may
the search.
Genesis.
moments.
seem too mechanical for
Admiral Kirk
Now Kirk is on a colliJudith Anderson ap- some tastes, but there is
Shatner) is the central sion course with Kruge pears as the Vulcan high something nice about
figure of "the search for -(Christopher Lloyd), priestess, her first film seeing a movie that
Spock," and he is a leader of the evil, ripple- role in 14 years. She con- stresses the values of
much-troubled man. He browed Klingons. tributes majesty to the friendship, loyalty and

good deeds.
Rated PG; some excitement, but no rough HENDERSON, Ky.
language or sex.
( AP ) — Schoo 1Superintendent Bill
————
Rideout wants a dress
Motion Picture of code for teachers to
America rating keep them from dressdefinitions:
ing like students.
G — General au"If we're going to get
diences. All ages people's respect, we've
admitted.
got to look profesPG — Parental sional," he told the
guidance suggested. Henderson County
Some material may not Board of Education in
be suitable for children. proposing the code
R — Restricted. Monday.
Under 17 requires acThe,dress code would
companying parent or forbid blue jeans and Tadult guardian.
shirts, and require men
X — No one under 17 to wear dress shirts and
admitted. Some states ties. Women could wear
may have higher age 'dress slacks.
restrictions
The proposal says a
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dress jacket "is considered more professional, but is not required or expected."
Board member Jenny
Ball said she had received a call from a woman
who said the tie requirement for men was not
necessary to present a
professional image.
County High"principal
Howard Crittenden said
most of the male
teachers at his school
already wore ties.
The board is also considering Rideout's proposal to eliminate a requirement that students
wear belts with pants
that have belt loops.
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Your Individual Horoscope

MISSION TEAM — Nine members of the University Church of Christ will
leave Saturday, June 23, for Freeport, Grand Bahama, Grand Bahamas
Islands, on a seven-day missionary effort. The missionaries not only will be
conducting Bible studies, but will be attending the 14th Annual Caribbean
Bible Lectureship with Willard Ails of Murray as one of the speakers. Those
going are, from left, front row, Laura Nelle Cochran, Ophie Lee Steele,
Rachel Hendon, Dorothy Grogan, back row, Wayne Williams, Lilly
Williams, Sharon Steele, Martha Ails and Willard Ails.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20, 1984

FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 1984

— - Frances Drake

What kind of day will tomorbetween the lines.
row be? To find out what the
CANCER
stars say, read the forecast
{ June 21 to July 22)
given for your birth sign.
A partner requires much of
you. New insights come about
ARIES
a domestic project or a family
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erk4
member. Be practical in
A career idea as presented
career matters.
is not clear. Make a major
move today. In the partner= --LEO-( July 23 to Aug.22) a411
ship area, you'll have success.
You're effective in speech or
TAURUS
writing, but others may be
(Apr.20 to May 20)
somewhat vague. Follow your
There's a loophole in an
conscience in career dealings.
agreement, probably related
VIRGO
to financial matters. Be alert
Aug.23 to Sept. 22
and you'll catch it. Be tactful
You'll get to the bottom of
with friends.
things regarding a work matGEMINI
ter, but personal relationships
(May 21 to June 20)
may seem bewildering today.
Friends tempt you to spend
LIBRA
beyond your means. You may
1•4-*
(Sept. 23 to Oct.72) za-L-454
be uncertain where you stand
Today, you're better with
in a relationship. Read

PAGE 5-B

abstract questions than dayto-day realities. An air of
uncertainty affects work and
home interests.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nlielr
Though you're able to concentrate on ttdngs that truly
interest yob- you may
daydream on the • job. Pay
heed to details.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov.72 to Dec.21)
There is no easy money for
you today. Stay clear of getrich-quick propositions. Group
activities are happily accented.
CAPRICORN
Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Once a job plan is revised,
it's clear sailing. A relative
and you are on different wave

lengths. Tolerance is needed.
AQUARIUS
.4.7
f
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "`""'
You may miss important
squibs of conversation now. It
may be the things that people
don't say that are important to
pick up on.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
Money easily skips through
your fingers now. Extravagant tendencies are very
marked. Concentrate on
domestic affairs today.
YOU BORN TODAY will
succeed best in some artistic
or literary vocation. You have
a strong philosophic bent and
may be drawn to religion and
education. Because you're
serious in outlook, you're
given to bouts of depression.
• •-•
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Warren County grand jury looking for source of fumes
Assistant Com- carcinogenic, or cancer- east the immediate
danger posed by the
monwealth's Attorney causing.
The grand jury had fumes.
Jo Ann Coleman said
Mrs. Coleman said
she hoped the investiga- been scheduled to distion can help head off band Monday but decid- she became aware of
"the potential for ed to extend its term to the danger after hearing
disaster" created by the deal with the hazards evidence from several
experts, including
fumes, tentatively iden- posed by the fumes.
"The grand jury in- Western Kentucky
tified as explosive and
tends to stay on this Un1,m0csity hydrologist
situation (until Nick Crawford and Rod
something As done) to Raby, a supervisor in
clean up and alleviate the hazardous materials
the problem," she said. division of the state fire
While the grand jury marshal's office.
Crawford said he had
has no authority to
order government of- prepared a report for
ficials at any level to the grand jury, which
Every
launch or pay for an in- began hearing
Friday Evening
vestigation and cleanup witnesses Tuesday.
6:30 p.m. Formerly Old
Crawford and Raby
of
the source of the
Country Store Almo
fumes, Mrs. Coleman began investigating in
—Consignments Token
said she thinks grand late March alter
Fri. 1:00-5:00 p.m.r e4u_eata and_ Western_lientucky _Gaa

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) --A Warren
County grand jury is
colIncting information
from experts on the
possible source of
chemical fumes that
have been seeping into
some homes.

Murray
*
*
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recommendations will
carry some weight.
Mrs. Coleman said
she had not ruled out the
possibility that the investigatibil will fekTiltlii
criininal indictments,
but its first priority is to

have been detected in
other homes and in
Bowling Green stormwater drainage
drywells — at nearlyekplosive levels, according to testing
equipment.
Crawford said it's
possible the fumes are
drifting up around 450
feet from Lost River
Cave, through which
Lost River winds for
miles directly beneath
the city.
He said liquid
chemicals accidentally
or intentionally dumped
anywhere in the Bowling Green area end up in
Lost River and can
become trapped, releasing fumes that drift -up--,
representatives and ward through sinkholes,
area fire officials decid- drywells and porous
ed they needed help in limestone and earth that
tracking down the make up the
source of heavy fumes underground structure
AK the bilffellient ar one of the area.
home.
Crawford and Raby
Since then, fumes said they think gasoline

• Wal-Ma•t Se,ls for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for

LiAss • Wal-Mart Sol

that has leaked out of
service station storage
tanks and is -now
floating on top of Lost
River is probably the
biggest source of the
fumes.
Crawford said tens of
thousands of gallons of
gasoline have seeped into Lost- River over the
pastfew years and
much of it may still be
trapped in underground
pools.
NEW YORK (AP) —
The world's oceans have
risen over half-a-foot in
the last century, according to the U.S.
GT:illogical Survey:
l_r_e s h water
glaciers continue to
melt from the warming
trend caused by carbon
dioxide in the earth's atmosphere, scientists
predict- sea -levels may
rise as much as 15 feet
in the next 100 years.

ENLISTS IN NAVY — Marla Bailey, daughter
of Lynn White, recently enlisted in the Navy's
Delayed Entry Program, according to Petty Officer First Class Dave Conner of the Navy
recruiting station in Murray. She enlisted for
four years wilkziguaranteed training as a hull
maintenance Technician which does ,the
metalwork and carpentry necessary to keep all
types of shipboard structures and surfaces in
good condition. Bailey, a 1983 graduate of Murray High School, will report for active duty on
June 25. She will attend basic training' at the
Naval Training Center in Orlando, Fla. Upon
completion of basic training, she will attend the
Navy's Class "A" School for Hull Maintenance
Technician, Philadelphia, Pa. The Navy's
Delayed Entry Program allows an individual to
enlist in the Navy and not report for active duty
for up to 12 months, Conner said.
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Educational Foundation decides to wait
FRANKFORT, Ky
-( AP - Members of the
board of directors of the
Kentucky Educational
Foundation have decided they should determine their reason for
being before they start
spending money they
don't have.
In only its second
meeting, the board took
little time to approve
two projects costing
some $25,000.
Later, however, that
approval was rescinded
until the board
members can get a better handle on why the
foundation was created.
Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald formed the
foundation with the idea
of giving private individuals, groups and

businesses a way to
donate money - taxfree - for education
programs beyond what
the state provides.
Board member Jane
Emke of LaGrange
wondered whether the
foundation wasn't "putting the cart before the
horse" by approving
projects this early.
"I'm uncomfortable
having voted on
something when I'm not
sure what this organization is supposed to be
yet," she said.
Mrs. Emke said important questions such
as the mission of the
foundation and how it
would raise money
should be answered
before projects are
approved.

"lf we know what we
want to do, I'm confident this group can get
it done," said G. Ted
Smith, a senior vice
president of Texas Gas
Resources Corp. in
Owensboro who was
selected president of the
foundation.
One of the most Important items covered
was the formal application for tax-exrmpt
status from the Internal
Revenue Service and
designating a bank to
hold money raised by
the foundation.

Staff members from
the Department of
Education who are
assisting the foundation
said several project proposals have already
been received.
But board- members
were undecided among
themselves where the
foundation should go.
Several members said
special emphasis should
be placed on training
school administrators to
be good managers.
"If you have a good,
strong, capable principal or superintendent,
you're going to have a
The task of raising good strong school,"
money was considered said L.L. Leatherman,
so important that all 19 an attorney with the
members of the founda- Leuisville firm of
tion were placed on the Greenbaum, Doll and
committee dedicated to McDonald.
that task.
But Joseph Phillip

Attorney says parents' estate is worth less
than reported; fate of frozen embryos unsure

BEATING THE HEAT - David Darner, 11, of Danville found a-way to cool
off during this hot and humid weather. David and a group of his friends
decided that the solution to the heat problem was a lawn sprinkler. Many
local and area youths have found the same type enjoyment here in Murray
and Calloway County.
AP Laserphoto

Missiles approval is doubtful
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Reagan--dministration probably
wilLnot grant Kuwait's
request to supply
Stinger antiaircraft
missiles to help it defend itself in the Persian
Gulf war,a White House
official said Tuesday.
"I'd steer you away
from thinking Stingers
will be in the final
package," said the official, speaking on the
condition that he remain
anonymous.
Kuwait's foreign
minister, Sheik Sabah
Ahmed; Said in Kiftvalt
City A-Monday that his
country wanted the
shoulder-fired Stingers
only for self-defense and

would not used them
against Israel.
"I hope there will be
no objections in the U.S.
Congress," Sabah said.
"Some people think we
want the Stingers in

order to fight Israel. But
we want them only in
self-defense."
Kuwait already has
U.S
:-supplied Hawk antiaircraft missiles.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Michael Rios, a Los
- A Southern California
Angeles contractor who
couple whose deaths
Is Mario Rios' son by a
raised questions about
previous marriage, is
the future of their two
the only surviving fami"orphaned" frozen emly member.
bryos left an estate of
Ms. Horwitch said the
about $1 million, far less Rioses
died without
than the $7 million
leaving wills, and
reported in Australia,
neither she nor Michael
an attorney says.
Rios was aware the emMario and Elsa Rios
bryos existed until hearhad participated in a
ing of them in news
"test-tube baby" proreports.
gram at Queen Victoria
"I was very surprisMedical Center in ed, and
I can say that
Mellyourne, Australia,
my client was certainly
before they died in a
very much surprised,4'
plane crash in Their
she said.
native Chile last year.
The Rioses wgre part*
Adding to the legal
• owners of a firth called
and ethical questions
RGR Associates .Inc.,
about what should
which specialized in
become of the embryos, developi
ng low-income
frozen since 1981, is the
rental housing.
question of whether the
According to acquainembryos could be heirs
tances, the Rioses each
to the couple's estate.
had a child by previous
Attorney Laura Hormarriages but wanted
witch said Monday that
one together, the Herald
reports in Australian
Examiner reported. In
newspapers have 1978,
Mrs. Rios' 10-year"grossly exaggerated"
old daughter, Claudia,
the worth of the estate.
accidentally shot
"Altogether, they pro:
herself to death while
bably left about $1
handling a pistol.
million, of which
In the test-tube proMichael Rios is the exgram, eggs from Mrs.
ecutor and sole heir,"
Rios were fertilized with.
she told the Los Angeles her
husband's sperm in
Herald Examiner.

Aluminum acquistion anticompetitive
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Justice Department said Tuesday the
proposed acquisition by
Alcan Aluminum Ltd. of
most of Atlantic
Richfield Co.'s
aluminum assets would
be anticompetitivp,
In a written statement, the department
said that as now structured the deal would
violate section 7 of the

Clayton Act, which prohibits corporate deals
that might substantially
lessen competition or
tend toward monopoly.
Under normal circumstances, the department would file a civil
spit_t9 _Moe* such a
merger, but Assistant
Attorney arneral J.
Paul McGrath, head of
the antitrust division,
said the companies had

Redeem this

sAllgillE

MONEY SAVING COUPON
at any store
selling this product.
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Cinnamon
Toast "
0'.
Crunch.
A CRISPY SWEETENED 2- GRAJN CEREAL
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3-Pc. Slip & Groove-Joint Plier Set
Includes 6 & din slip-mint 10-in groolde joint ;1 1,er,,_.
Each is drop forged chrome plated With vinyl grips 8955
Quantitiesiiiiited

Murray Home & Auto
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Murray. Ky.
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the
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when
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OF THE MONTH

"

DATE

I Sa
ve
tioN Cinnamon Toast Crunch

TOOL VALUE

40,18!
r
,

ommummimmumesim
I A652 I MFR COUPON I NO EXPIRATI 1

HARDWARE STORES

No Caffeine,
No Artificial
Colors,
No Artificial
Flavors,
Just Clean
Refreshing
Taste.

A DELICIOUS
CEREAL JUST
POPPED UP!

New Cinnamon Toast Cruncti is the first
cereal sprinkled with real cinnamon and
sugar for the delicious taste of
homemade cinnamon toast. It's a
,-.4100k
411111111109wiro.
cereal your whole family will love! comr,

.71aWatite

SWHEA
V
E
2
5
c
N

agreed to postpone closing the deal until their
officials meet with him.
McGrath said the
companies requested
the meeting to discuss
an unspecified proposal
Intended to resolve the
department's concerns
about the deal.
Alcan is headquartered in Montreal;
Atlantic Richfield in Los
Angeles.

OM NI*

a laboratory container,
and one fertilized egg
was implanted in her
womb. However, she
suffered a miscarriage
10 days later and the
other embryos were
frozen so doctors could
try another implantation later.
Australian officials
say the embryos will remain frozen in liquid
nitrogen until a decision'
is made on whether to
revive or destroy them.
Anti-abortion groups
have called on the state
to appoint a legal guardian to protect the
embryos.
"It is a legal problem
no one has ever faced
before," Ms. Horwitch
said. "Nobody is quite
sure how to proceed."
Ms. Horwitch said she
intended to contact Dr.
Carl Wood, head of the
Melbourne medical
center's in-vitro fertilization team, to
discuss the matter.
"I am not prepared to
say that the embryos
should have an interest
in the estate," she said.
"Certain legal questions
will have to be determined by a court."

Smaha, president of Chi
Chi's Inc. in Louisville,
said More emphasis
should be placed on
making it more attractive for the students
themselves to perform
well in academic
endeavors.
The peer pressure of
the kids these days is
against activity in the
classroom," he said. "If
you have straight A's,
you're square. The attitude of students has to
be changed to make
them want to excel."
The foundation board
established several
committees, whose
members will be appointed later„ to take
-care of"he -detail matters in preparation for
another board meeting
next quarter.
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Feds set new rules for loans

•

KISSING -.Mrs. Nancy Reagan kisses1 •S. Ambassador to London Charles H. Price II while
President Reagan kisses Mrs. Price at London's
Heathrow Airport Sunday as the Reagens were

First_ lady
postpones

about to fly home after their visits to Ireland and
the Normandy beaches and the economic
summit.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

visit to home

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

WASHINGTON • API
- Nancy Reagan .has
postponed her visit to a
home for abused and
neglected children in
Las Vegas. Nevada,
because IS
experienc.-.
ing an outbreak of
chicken pox.
- The first lady was to
have - visited Child
Haven: which makes
use of the foster grand• parent program she has
promoted, on Tuesday.
In a news release,
Mrs. Reagan's press office announced the
cancsllation, saying the
visit had to be postponed
•-to a late' date, due-to
• an outbreak of - would
you believe - chicken
pox at the facility.':.

Hog market
report listed

Stock Market
Industrial Average..
Air Prodtfcts
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs 8t Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
14UpOnt

Ford
G.A.F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
'Care American

-9 i
41% unc
29 - 14
1678 . • +
2714 +
24 N
. 1314 - 15
451, -12
36 _14
17% -is
6314 -3$
33174
2878

- 14
'
3
4

2478

-

634

-

NEW YORK I AP I A new interpretation of
federal accounting,rules
might force some of the
nation's major banks to
report dramatically
lower profits later this
year, particularly those
with loans to Latin
America.
Earlier this week,
Manuacturers Hanover
Corp. said it expects its
second-quarter profit to
be 13 percent below last
year because Argentina
Is late paying interest on
the $44 billion-plus it
owes foreign banks and
governments - more
than $1.3 billion to
Manufacturers alone.
A more conservative
interpretation of 'accounting procedures by
federal regulators takes
effect with the third
quarter of the year, but
some banks and bankholding CO-mkt-Mei are expected to implement
the new accounting procedures in the second,
April-to-June, quarter.
The action by the
Federal Reserve
System and the Comptroller of the Currency
was welcomed by most
bankers and sent bank
stocks upward Monday
after weeks of decline.
Under the new,

I B. NI
102/
1
2 -%
Jerrico
151
/
2 -1
/
2 Federal-State Market News.Service
J.C. Penney
52% -% June 20. 1984
Purchase Area Hog Market
Johnson & Johnson
• 3178 -1,42 Kentucky
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Kmart
29% -1/4 Receipts Act 560 Est. 550 Barrows_
Sows stgady .- 50 lower
Mary Kay'Cosm
1114 -1,8 &Gilts steady
decline on wgts over 500 lbs.
Penvvalt
354 + 4 US 1.2 21141'40 lbs 852 00-52.501ew 52.75
35t.00.52.00
Quaker Oats
62% -% US 2 200.210 lbs.
351.50-52.00
ITS 2 210-250 lbs.
Sears
-,
30 -1
/
2 IS
$50-50I.50
2-3 250-270 lbs
Stuart Hall
no trade Sows
338.00-40 00
US 1.2 270-350 lbs
Texaco
$39 00-40.00US 1.3300-450 lbs
U.S. Tobacco
340.00-40.50
35% -% US 1.3 450-500 lbs
339.50-42.00
lbs
Wal-Mart
38% -1
/
2 US 1-3 500-650
$35 00 19 (91
US 2.3 300-500 lbs
Wendy's
16% -1
/
2 Boars 832.00-3500
A.L. Williams
10 unc
C.E.F.r1-0,37

stricter interpretation
of accounting rules,
banks will be required
to place Argentine loans
on a "non-accrual"
basis as soon as they are
90 days overdue, which
is the way most loans
are handled. The rules
havfkbeen relaxed in the
past for Argentina*:
When loans are accruing interest, banks include the interest due on
the loans in their profit
- even before the interest is collected. Ordinarily, loans are
declared to have nonaccrual status after 90
days of non-payment,
meaning interest can be
counted toward earnings only when it is
received in cash.
Under the new rules,
Manufacturers
estimated that it would
be reporting $25 million
legs in second quarter
earnings - or about 26

percent of its projected
earnings.
Manfacturers, the nation's fourth-largest
bank-holding company,
said if it receives no interest payment from
Argentina before June
30, it would have to
place about $735 million
of Its $1.3 billion in loans
to that nation on nonaccrual status.
Thus the company's
earnings will be able to
reflect only interest actually paid by Argentina, the company said.
If no interest
payments are made,
Manufacturers said its
second-quarter profit
would be reduced by
about $35 million from
what it expected, to $60
million.
Argentina is seeking a
loan from the International Monetary Fund to
help with its credit problems but the country's

government and then
IMF are at odds over
the degree of a fiscal
austerity program that
the IMF insists must be
Imposed as a condition
for further lending.
Argentina, like some
other less , developed
countries, including
Brazil, Mexico and the
Philippines, began borrowing _heavily in the
1970s and early 1980s
when worldwide demand. for their exports
dwindled, even as their
appetite for imports
rose.
Total loans to the
developing nations from
international commercial banks,• governments and multigovernment authorities
such as the IMF, totaled
more than $810 billion at
the end of 1983, according to the World Bank,
-up from $766 billion the
year earlier.
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Key Sale

r---

Buy a key at regular price get
a spare key for a penny Be
safe and save Get extra keys
now, At our Key Department

1965 Ford
Nice
$1214

DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR 0 LET

Rickman-Norsworthy
Lumber Co. Inc.
500 S. 4th
Murray
753-6450

641 S. Murray

753-2617
a

Is
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WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476 •
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CARLOS BLACK JR. PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th Street

Murray, Ky.

In Business for 24 Years

GLIDDEN PAINTS
Floor Cow? ir ing

YOU CAN BE A REAL
WINNER TOO!
Guarantee Your Weight Loss And Join The
Winning Team At Nutri/System
- Nutri/System was just for me. It happened at a time
when I needed sorttt..feinforcement for myself image.
Everything was planned for Me so that I didn't have
to go .to a lot of trouble with food preparation and
I knew I would be getting the right nutrients. I had
more energy and feel better than ever.

TOILET IRMO
OF MUMMY, KY.

Painters employed at our company
pictured from left to right: Boyce West,
Eugene Dick, Bing Gallion, Dennis West,
Johnny Williams. Together our painters
have 70 years of experience, averaging
14 years each.
We paint residential, commercial, industrial and do sandblasting. No job is
too large or too small.
We have reasonable prices and a full
line of insurance.
Ccal us for a free estimateon your next paint job.
759-0839 or 753-0845

•

*ENJOY DELICIOUS MEALS
•NEW BUDGET FOOD PROGRAM
•NO CONSTANTLY COUNTING CALORIES
'
NO STRENUOUS EXERCISE
•NO DRUGS, NO INJECTIONS
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE, NO-OBLIGATION CONSULTATION

BRING A FRIEND AND SPLIT THE COST!

50
%
Located

SAVE

ON EACH PROGRAM

in the Dixieland Center in Murray, Ky.
(Behind the Shoe Barn — Next to Buckingham-Ray)
Open Mondays 11:00-6:00 p.m.
Coll or stop by
•

1111•10.0

ell

nutri/system

'weight loss medical centers

OFTEN IMITATED — NEVER EQUALLED

.41
•
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Computers are opening new world
for the disabled and handicapped
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Business Machines' Computer
Boyer, a programmer who
Margaret Pfrommer, a
Programmer Training for the
makes computer software to
quadriplegic, is a university, Severely Physicall
y Disabled in
help the disabled, said he had
researcher in Illinois. John
Gaithersburg, Md.
suffered discrimination himself.
Boyer, who is deaf and blind,
IBM is considered one of the
"That's why I started CHPI,"
runs his own company in
leaders in helping the disabled
he said. "I wanted to show that it
Wisconsin. Dennis Dolan, robbadapt to computers. Working
is profitable to hire the disabled
ed of his sight by diabetes at age
with state and local agencies,
to work with computers."
25, is a sheet metal workerIBM has helped establish a netBoyer, who is deaf and blind,
turned-computer programmer
work of computer-training
is the firm's president. To help
in California.
centers for the handicapped in
him operate a computer, he uses
They are among a growing
28 states over the past 10 years.• a device that moves across
the
number of severely disabled
Executives of private comscreen and translates visual inpeople who — with the help of inpanies work with the centers to
formation into tactile
novative computer aids and
provide guidance and develop
characters that the sightless
special training — have been
curriculum. About 80 percent of
person can "read" through the
able to fashion fulfilling careers
the centers' more than 1,200
fingers.
out of what _ were once con__
graduates have been placed in
His vice president is Michael
sidered hopeless lives.
jobs.
Reece, a 30-year-old computer
"This progress has provided
Villarruel of the Trace Center
programmer with cerebral
the handicapped with a means of
estimated that about_2% million
palsy who uses a mouth stick to
being more interactive — not ondisabled people are able to comtype on a computer terminal
ly with society, but also with
municate and work today
keyboard. The firm has three
themselves in terrns of becombecause of computer
other part-time workers; Boyer
ing a productive member of
innovations.
hopes to expand to 20 full-time
society," said Francisco Villar"Most gains have come within
employees within a few years.
ruel of the Trace Center on Comthe last five years," he said.
The company was started with
puter Access for Handicapped
"but the real emphasis has been
a $20.000 grant from the city of
Individuals' at the University of
In the past two years with
Madison and last year had sales
Wisconsin in Madison.
microcomputers and voice synof
only about $2,000, mostly to
The Trace Center spurs
thesizers" that transform comschools.
research into, and commercial
puter symbols or written words
production of computer aids for
Ms. Pfrommer, a consumer
into audible, artificial voices.
the disabled, such as a portable
advocate and research associate
Donald McIntyre, a computer
voice synthesizer that can be
it Northwestern University in.
buff and chairman of the
powered by a wheelchair
Chicago, manipulates the cursor
geology-department-of Pomona
battery.
on a screen with a series of sips
College in Claremont, Calif.,
The -disabled are also finding . was able to use
and puffs on a device +similar to
his computer
outlets for their creativity in the
knowledge to help his son Ewen, a drinking straw.
field of computer programming, 22, a quadriplegic cerebral
Dolan, whose world was shatpalsy
which relies on mental rather
tered when he lost his sight five
victim. McIntyre customized a
than physical agility.
years ago, uses a "talking compersonal computer program reAn,estimated 36 million
puter" to work as, a program
quiring few keystrokes to permit
Americans — about 16 percent
analyst for Syntex Corp. of Palo
Ewen, who has limited use of his
of the population — are afflicted
Alto, Calif.
arms, to do his homework and
by handicaps ranging from mild
run a small bookkeeping service.
"This technology is like the
to serious, said Mary Lou
on the side.
of the Old West," said
six-gun
Breslin of the Disability Rights,
Now, Ewen's parents are
52-year-old Thomas Shworles of
Education and Defense Foundaworking with the United
Chicago, who retired four years
tion in Berkeley, Calif.
Cerebral Palsy Foundation of
ago as a medical sociologist and
Of that number, 7.9 million —
San Bernardino and Riverside
counselor and now heads a conor about 3.7 percept of _all
elounties to look into the
sumer group devoted to helping
-Americans — are severely
possibility of setting up a small
the disabled.
disabled, said, Miss Breslin,
business to employ several
whose bout with polio lefl her a _similarly disabled persons.
Shworles, who maneuvers his
quadriplegic with only partial
Boyer,of Madison, Wis., is one 'wheelchair With a breathuse of her arms.
control switch since a muscle
step ahead.
"The personal computer and
He started his own company, disorder left him a
the microchip are a revolution
quadripledgic, explains: "It
Computers to Help People Inc.,
for the handicapped to hold
puts the weak and the strong,
in May 1981 to prove that the
jobs," added Irwin, Kaplan, corthe meek and the,aggressive on
disabled are worthwhile and
porate manager of International
a par."
loyal workers.

or. +

Tips are.offered
to home mmers
N.C. 1AP — With new
home construction and
home resales on the "
rise, millions of
Americans are preparing to pack up
everything they own
and move.
-Linda Vannoy moved
687 employee families of
R.J. Reynolds Industries in 1983. She
says that, if properly
managed, family moves
can -be survived and
,e-ven-enlo-yeet. - Her tips for movers:
...Get valuable
belongings appraised
and photographed.
....Collect all medical,
dental and eye glass
records and prescriptions before- leaving
town,
..-Pack your old
telephone book — you
may need it to clear up
details after you move.

4-H volunteers
- still growing
in number,

00°..

••

•

WINSTON-SALEM,
N.C. IAPP — More than
2 0.0 0 0 persons
volunteered their time
during 1983 to the 4-H
program.
A recent-informal poll
of a sample of the
volunteers indicated the
average adult 4.-1-.1
volunteer lives in a town with a population of
morzio_or less is between
the ages of 31 and 50, has
volunteered with 4-H for
almost 13 years, and has
personally trained 53
other 4-H leaders.
The poll was,taken of
4-H volunteers attending a training seminar
sponsored b'y R.J.
Reynolds Industries
Inc

NO SWEAT — Matt Stys, 12, of Dormont, Penn., dunks his 'lead at the
Dormont Pool last week while trying to escape temperatures that
hovered around the 90 degree mark in the Pittsburgh area. Many local
and area youngsters are doing the same thing here in Murray and
western Kentucky while out of school for the summer.
,•I•A
AP Laserphoto

YOUR OWN BACKYARD VACATIONLAND

_

and Taste a Year
of Sunshine in
Every Sip
100% Pure,
Naturally Sweet,
Naturally
Delicious

Pools-All Shapes and Sizes.Free •Estimates.Chemical Deck Equipment. Pool Accessories and Games.

SPAS
AND
HOT TUBS
.

Fit through.any
standard door.
Indoor or Outdoor
MEMBER

MEMBER
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NATIONAL
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SAVE

Ahme Ground Pool-1i of all Sizes

CUSTOM POOLS AND SPAS
.6The Professional-Pool Builder- a ---. •

Now Building Pools in Murray and Area.
Built-Over 400 Pools in West Tennessee and Kentucky to
49011536-4705 Da)
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Store Hours
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WIN YE $2,000
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

Each of these items is required to be readily available for
a sale in each Kroger store except as.specifically noted in
this ad.If we do run out of an advertised item,we will offer you your choke of a comparable item,when available
reflecting the same savings,or a Raincheck which will entitle you to purchase the advertised item atthe advertised price within SO days.Limitone vendor coupon per item.

Win Free Groceries For A Year
At Kroger!(A $5,200 Value)

TER

U.S.D.A. Grade
Holly Farms

Items and prices in this ad
effective June 20 thru June 26th in:

Murray, Ky.

whole

None sold to dealers. Limit right reserved.
Copyright 1984. The Kroger Co.

Guaranteed
Fresh
Guaranteed
Tender
Guaranteed
Flavorful

GRAin FED

Fryers.
Limit
Three

Total Satisfaction Guarantee

lb.

Every cut of Kroger U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef you buy
at Kroger is guaranteed (TENDER;FLAVORFUL and FRESH)for
your total satisfaction. If you are not satisfied, Kroger will
replace your item or refund your purchase price.

USDA Grade A Holly Farms

Fryer Path

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain,Fed Beef
Cry-0-Vac

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Boneless Beef
Brisket

Cube
Steaks

Whole or Shank Half
Fully COOked

Genuine Ground Chuck or

Ground
Round

Good Anytime

Serve IN Save
Wieners
12 oz.
pkg.
SERVE N SAVE LUNCHEON MEATS
U.S.D.A. Choice

S1 29
Mr'
turkey

Leg 40

Turkey
Ham
pound

Lam
b
pound

1

$189 $169

Fryer Breast
Quarters
lb.
—Pick if the-Chia Combination Pack

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

it

/Asst 7-11 lb Avg-Pork Chops-lb Si PP

Whole Sirloin $199 Pork
Tip Roast
Riblets
lb

8 Oz. Potato Fish
Sticks or Reg. Sticks or r
7 Oz. Fish Fillets

Family Pak
Country Style Sliced

Slab
Baco
n
pound

Gorton's
Prod
ucts
each

12 oz
pkg.

5129

lb

•

$3.791

Circle B
(2 lb. pkg. $1.92;

Fresh Picnic

Pork
Saus
age
pound

Pork
Roas
t
pound

$199 99c
79c

lb.

Sliced
Bacon

Pork
Steaks

Tennessee Pride
Pork Sausage
SAUSAGE PATTIES OR LINKS

--

1201 PKG

51”
-

- 602. Reg. Or Smoked
Breast.8 Oz. Pastrami
or Smoked Turkey

Mr.
Turk
ey
each

-

---

King Cotton

John Morrell Golden Smoked Whole

Corn
Dog
s
1802. pkg.

Boneless
Ham

5169

1
6
9

I4
9

lb.
OSCAR MAYER PEG OR YIYICI. SLICED BACON

Pond Raised Whole

Fresh
Catfish
189

Jumbo Meat
or Beef

Reg. or Beef
Bologna or Salami

Wilson
Fran
ks
Pound

John
Morr
ell
1202. pkg. - each

FILLETS

Fox Deluxe
Pizza

C

10 oz.
pkg.

LB 52 99

LOUIS RICH CHOPPED NAM

802 PNG 51 19

its a
in the
Bumper CrOP

Kroger Garden
California white

California

Red
Peaches

California
Red or

Seedless
Grapes

Red
Nectarines

Blue*
Plums

Mak,.
Potatoes

each
Plidta

vifte er

-sweet
Corn

arm PKII S

91-1

P

15 lb

Fresh
Blueberries

r

pound

Turkey
Drums
ticks
Pound

$2" 49c

pound

$349 Peppers

00

bag

Italian Sweet Jumbo

Nerd Crop

in The Hush

Steak
Thin
s
14 oz pkg

Fresh Cucumbers Of

U.S NO 1 Genuine

Honeydew

Meaty Turkey
Wings or

39
$
99' 1

lb.

Texas 6 Sire

Cost Cutter
(32 oz. pkg. $4.29)

"Row after row of
freshness at down
to earth prices

New Crop'South Carolina

Pound

LB S 229

All Varieties

$139

lb

5129

Family Pak

(2 Lb. Pkg

$13
8

Kwick Krisp (lb. pkg..$1.59)

49c

5109

lb.

lb.

lb

U.S.D.A. Grade A Holly Farms

- Holly
Hams

Family 5199
Pak

$109

Mixed

pint

$139 Red
Onions%

• Floral
Shoppe
Gebera
5 Incn $59
Daisies
g
DOT
Flowering

•

ogabrairan

lb

59c

T I Plants

6frich
Dot

404:111.-411111

-

• -4

,
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ODDS CHART I ill( hvi „bm •

More Than $600,000
In Cash Prizes Available•
More Than 240,000
Instant Winners!

)1111, .1, v 111
1. 4
7.7.1-176...••...T-jaci. 1,1 I AV.

ePLAY

l ro e

MAWR
05
Milt S

V
P :43

1

•7

000.5500
'
T4C
3G
llf
aarni
2S

1 .44 1 53 )9 1

''231J'
1.44 1 1 100

000SsOR
/6
ToCKIFTS
'666 ,
,m ,
.
1
5 900

MO

140

..r. S)407 , 1. 6 4.6

5.
, 3205

3'9

I'.'4 1

..., , 609

20

7941

5'.'

16 724

1 471

1 /117

1 54,

644

10

1 59S

s..'

I 347

• 5,

644

5,.'

321
30

11 14

.... 311S

5

'7233

I 04

/75

1..1

60

...,

1

24 7 002

I'.'

SS

..."

s

I..'

3

50

1 445

4 3

5 4r5

14

•
167 355
1 45

TOTAL

'

•

• HOME AND FAMILY •
2-Pack C or Cr Cell or
Single 9-Volt

Clairol Hair Color

No purchase
necessary.See
complete details
at participating
Kroger stores.

000S FOP

w..
..•1•U ••

,00

•

$289

Nice 'N'
Easy

.
1f a

IlIT
AMIF
°N1
41CC

44 , 1 .45 103 21A

62000

, I OW

• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS •

..T (.••••,.

Duracell
Batteries

each

$1
6
7
c hyoolcuer

Mennen Deodorant

Kelm No. 61 Oscillating

Speed Stick
stick
Triple Protectloo Toothpaste
4 or
Aqua FresIs 50,LabelOff 6 tube

Sprinkler

each $
4
97

CP 155 24 Exposure VR100

Kodak Film

each $257

LOOK FOR THE GREEN TAGS

KRAFT ITALIAN ORES
OZ

LOOK FOR THE NEW COST CUTTER SHELF TAGS

i2

9002

throughout the store. They mean more savings for you.

EXPIRES 04 30 64

With green-tag items.
We pass special savings from our suppliers

8W

di

BONUS BUY

rectly on

you! co Krogering for the best of everything including the pric

4

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Kroger
Mtn. Dew,Pepsi Free, Diet or Reg.

Kroger 1/2%

Pepsi
Cola

Low-Fat
Milk

•

8 $129

16 oz.
bottles

PWS
DEPOSIT

plastic
gallon

Cleans & DiSld!eCts

Kroger

Pine-Sol
Liquid

Tomato
Catsup

15 01
btl

2-Ply, 92 Count,
77 Square Feet

Bounty
Towel
s
single roll

$179.

85c 59c
Mild Detergent

Ivory
Liquid
220z $1135
Armour

Armour
Chill
1507. can

CornedBeef
Nash
150z.can
VII19

$
1
03

vim•

HOT FOODS

lb.

Kitchen Fresh

shredded or Chopped

Cole Slaw

$109

Kellogg's
C-3PO's

13 oz
box

$195

Kraft

Sandwich
Cookies

Dill
Slices
32 or.jar

Kroger
Buns
1202. pkg

Real
Mayonnaise

24 oz.
pkg.

994: 99c 59c

Country Club

"Our Dairy Best"
Kroger

Ice
Milk
gal. ctn.

Cottage
Chees
e
2402. tub

2

$119

$129

Chunk Tuna In Oil or Water

Breast0'
Chicken
6/
1
2oz.
can

6
3
1

32 oz
jar
Sundae Style

Kroger Flavor Soft

Kroger
Yogur
t
8 oz. tubs

Pork and
Bean
s
16 oz. cans

894: 299
for

Mountain Grown

Folger's
Coffee
1 lb.
can-

$269

Boiled Ham

Kraft

Country Oven

Grape
Jelly
18 or.jar

Pound
Cake
1607.pkg

99c

$149

All Natural Mild Flavor
Old Fashion Colby Longhorn

Cheddar
Cheese

9
2
3
lb
lb

$199

$2
99

lb.

Cook-Out Favorite!
Old Fashion- Sliced Fresh

Fresh

American 3 lbs$499
Cheese
"
LESSER QUANTITIES lb. S2.59

Lemon
45100,
Fried Pies for

b
re

Apple
Pie

3 89t
for

Birdseye

I

each52
29

Sandwich
Buns .

Cool
Whip
8 oz.
tub

59c

In-Store Made Pecan Covered

Cheese Balls

•299

lb.
Choose from:Portwine,Cheddar,
Bacon,Jalapeno, Green Diamond

Grade 'A' Wishbone Golden

Fresh Baked

Fresh Baked
9
b.9

1 lb.
pkg.

Breakfast Cereal

10 Ct. Hot Dog or
12 Ct. Jr. Sandwich

iird

BBQ Ribs
S369

7

FleiSChniann'S

Corn Oil
Margarine

12 oz.
pkg.

Kroger Hamburger

97% Fat Free

Bak
err
,Islie-,P
.

dozes

$129

Big Value

btl
With Beans

99c

Kroger
Cheese Food

59c

Large Eggs

Kroger

Barbecue
Sauce
18 or. bottle

dozen

Market Basket Grade AA

320t
btl

Individually wrapped Singles

Large
Eggs

89c

12-Piece

Fried Chicken

INCWOES:
3 BREASTS,
3 WINGS,
3 THIGHS,
3 LEGS,

only
Available 11 A M til 8 PM Daily

59•10-49.4.44444.49444544.,

•

940

•

• .

•

.

'at

•

•

•••••
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• LESS

AT PAY LESS * Ft Y [FCC AT :AY IFSS • PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY l_FSS • PAY LESS .• PA1

• PAY LE

We Reserve The

PAYLESS DR
GRAND OPEN

Uunnt,tie,

4S01

11(
O
.
•

IN7‘1114:5:V1

>4

"WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD ON OU
PRESCRIPTIONS" WHY PAY MORE? PA

•A
I 44 A

1205 Chestnut
(Beside Dennison & Hunt)

r-

calr"m;71.

•
MEND

94O
vedc.m0tic

••
=
1
1

Northern By Sunbeam
Pocket Pistol Professional

.0"

1200 Watts Lightweight

Sale $
•
No. 1889

!
01

1;95
•

Cover
Girl
Marathon
Mascara

marathon
mascara
••• ••••••
Me

R

le

1

99c

Sale

Ar

F
9
ti
a)

AT •

.::•••••• •

MRINISIMIINGAIMSAL oesm

Lass

S •PAY LE

'

Sale

-.xvixasar

Aritdc,d

1

1111110ABLE TS S GRAN'S E•
04.0 CO

ce.-- •••

Norwich
Aspirin

Payless
Aspirin

Fast pain relief.
5 grain
250 Tablets

Sale

•

Size 72"x30" 59725
Sole $277

AT PAY LESS •PAY LESS AT PA

•

Sterlite Plastic
Jumbo Square

40

Dri-it

Sale

I-Aid
...,. Mix

Kool
Drink .
26 C.. 74

'Tt-ffrz!
11St::

$

,

.

2 Ply Fits Up To 26
Gal.
Value Pack Box of 40
No. 6TS4OP
Sale

Flavors

Assorted
Unsweet
2 Quart
Makes 2
Pack of

R0151
KILLER

Deflect-O-Air
Deflector

RidABug
Home

•

Spa
Mai
Circ
10 o]

:
re
11
1 1
.7:-•
:
L
;I 1
-- •.1,

-

actig

89

matAM.

97

Sale

III
S.
DURACELL

32 oz.
With
Sprayer
Sale

39

$1 19

COMPARE
AND SAvE

-

,

‘\‘‘

V.
••.

insect
Killer

Ant
Killer

AAA)\

."..
11111
$9
•
, •

a

11 oz.
Can
Sale

Held In Place By
Magnets, Adjustable, 10" to 14"

-10 •••

re".
.

• .• •.‘
POWERFUL

CLEAN
SUPER VALUE

UniversalDress Bag

Duracell

Rinso

No. 8255

Detergent

Suit Bag

42 oz. Box

No. 8254

Sale Your $227
a
Choice

li,

No•

Alkaline
Battery
Size AA
Pack of 4
No. 1500E14 $

99c

$
INevco
Grease Set
Sale

9

17

Grease Can With
Strainer, Salt
8. Pepper Shaker
No. 1191
wIlas
nirSIUN AND MTNCR +a

„

"

•• •
".•

•

•

I V

-•••.!•avt.

PURL , 04
4
41111

'
•
C.`„O+

Le Pot
Replacement Bowl
10 Cups Fits Most Automatic Coffee
Makers.

Auf-t—s
••••

Box of 250

Vaseline
Intensive
Car Lotion
15 oz.

•
•

$
L SS

•

Dimension
Shampoo
11 oz. Liquid
5 oz. Concentrate Tube
Sale Your Choice

'199 $176
•

Quality
Baby

Shampoo

4

16 oz.

YNLESS AT PAY LESS 4WAY LESS AT PAY

Fi

Clairol
Nice N' Easy
Shampoo-In
Hair Color

In
aa.

$288
,

-

•

"Nt

ci-

ta-7,••

om,-••••••••••••••••

11 1
tr..

•

$S PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS A

,-

r •

t2

D

461

. t's

A

lSale

• v.
.44....A

1

irol
al Net
isible
-Sprat

CI

No. DNF-10 Sale$

• •:••••

Sale

Z1F

Puffs
Facial
Tissue

• A

16 oz..

MIT ZIT.10 OZ.II Le.14S41

7%,LIlay

Vaseline
INTENSIVE

Pure
Petrc
Jelly

PETROLEU
IraysIELLY0::,

I.

•

nvelopes
Quarts

•

r•-•
•

'
$68

Handi-Bag
Trash Bags

Braided
All Purpose
Clothesline

ant

12 Hour Relief
40 Tablets

aim

Sale134

99
Sale $2

Antihistamine/
Nasal Decongest

$ "I 88Each

2/49c

No. 1042 45 qt.

Drixoral

Fast action 12 oz.
Riopan Plus Anti Gas
12 oz. Sodium Free

50 Ft.
No. 00130

Wastebasket

TNT
Roach

No. 99

Sole Your
Choice

• I.

Itiopan Antacid

26

$

49c

Soft, Med.
or Hard
Bristles

•

•

SO Ri

No. 4626
Plastic Stripes
No. 5626
Large Box of 50

Pure 5 Grain
Bottle of 100

98

SYSTAIINSO.AC-t-111

Band-Aid
Brand
Sheer Stripe

Dr. West
tuMil Tooth
Brush

$ 1 49

O.

12 Nay
of
Hay

Aspirin

142,
.1 '114/4, R110,

Inflatable
Sun Tanner
w Mattress- No.

50 Packets

-'41WWEIN111'

DRIXO

Sale

Equal
Granulated
Sweeteners

Sale

ASPIRIN

MEM

awberr

794

Sale

100% LITothan• FoamHeavy Vinyl Cower

Family Size
6:4 oz.

Limit 2

Preserv

7

+WM!'

No. 1575
Sale

ee PL
es

Jambor

Beautiful Instdnt Color Pictures. Just
Aim'And Shoot

$596

- Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste
Sale

•'•••

Peach, Str.
32 oz. Jar

Velcro
Kid-Nap Mat

77

•

•

•

From A to Zinc
100 Plus 30 Free

' nilwart,,,,

159

Sale

STRA
-

Kodak Champ
Kodomatic Instant
Camera

High Potency
Multi Vitamins

Special
Handles
Gives
Comfortable
Grip For Pouring
$
S. Carrying
No. 3094
Sale

4

•

riA

.Centrum
Rubbermaid
One Gal.
•Decanter

ak Hair Dryer

1

'

••••

•

4

DOC
Y cr

WE CAN TRANSFER ANY VALID PRESCIPTION (APPROVED BY YOU
YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION FILLED AT
DRUG STORE. CHECK OUR LOW! LOW! PRICES AND SEE WHY WE Fl
PRESCRIPTIONS THAN ANY DRUG STORE IN WESTERN KY.

r

-I

•

*. •

••••••
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• PAY LES A

LES • PAY

PAY LE

A

• A

LE S T PA

$200 Gift Certificate
Ak $100 Gift Certificate
lip PRIZES
Kodak Tele-Ektralite
Pocket Camera No.
Value $49.95 AJ60A

Sale
Through
Tuesday
June 26

f LESS
DOCTOR)
Y CERTAIN
.1 MORE

II

•
A FREE
Quartz Watch
Will Be Given
To Each
Person With
A New Or
Transferred
Prescription

Anchor Hocking
Good Time 24 Pc.
Party Set
No. 3100/266-A
Value $20.00

Oster 10-Cup
Automatic Drip
Coffeemaker
W/Thermo/Cafe
No. 656-506 Value $60.95

4111rName
Address

PAGE 54:-

• PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS • PAY
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7—

Come In And Register For Over $500
Of Gift
Certificates And Gifts- To Be Given
Away
Sat., June 23rd — Need Not Be Prese
nt To
Win.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 19/214

ITT Desk Telephone
Touch Pushbutton Dial
No. 2500 Value $45.95

Tel. No.
Register On Or Before June 23rd
Payless Drugs of Murray

City

•

No. 8008

•

.-

Sale
)
1 1s/1486/T1
DMdecl Dish vr/Cover

•V

ee Pure
es

bo
;erii
1, str,

-- Gran Prix Stereo -

•-

Sunbeam ,
1Smoker Grill

awberry

. Jar

9c •
•

368 Sq. Inch Cooking Area,
Adjustable 2 Position
Cooking Inch Grill

-

Edison Breeze Box
Cassette,Ployer •20 Ina' 2 Speed
Anchor Hocking
With Earphones, High Performance. 4
,
1 Portable Fan
Microwave $3 , Reluxe
Feather
Weight
Stereo
47
No. 204021
Accessories
Headphones.
No. PM486/T1 Divided
Dish With Cover
No. PM481/T1 Vertibity Pan
With Cover

Sole

No. 3035 Sale

749

1

$1788iik`
Si

MINN.

12 hour

Pay Lass

Hey

••••••••
1•IT.1 •••••

I

••••••S.

nine/
Dngest

Regular
Strength

Payless
Multi Vitamins
With Iron

ant

elief

Pain Relief
Without Aspirin
100 Tablets

Bottle of 100
8
•

Koo

41)

Sale

Sale $276

Wink

ssorte

Flavors
-enecl
fnvelopes
Quarts

Sale

Norwich
Glycerin
Suppositories
Jar of 24

Slim Fast
Diet Meal In
A Glass

$118
•

$549

Sale

Sale

Lilt

57c

60-75 or 100 Watts

Regular, Gentle,
Super

2 Pack Sale

$ 1 89

Sale

24 oz. Bottle

$895

No. 2344 Sale

37

Sale $

Bic
DisposabiefF,
Lighter
Adjustable
Mime

3/

79c

Sale

Anchor
Hocking
Beer
Wagon
Mug

Box
Of 12
25
Pens
$3.00
Value
Sale

Wooden
Spring
Clothes ti
Pins
Li

Sale

Three In One Style

For hot or cold
beverages
Qt. Battle
No. 430
Sale

Standard
Light Bulbs

Deluxe
Home Perm

Nevco

Bag of 50
No. 27-50

By Sunbeam
Curling Comb III

Hersheys
Chocolate Syrup

10 Oz. Bag

Sylvania

Helps keeps your kitchen grease free
No. 2199

59c

Northern

Campfire
Marshmallows

Chocolate Flavor
16 oz. Powder

69

10 oz. Bag

•

Borden

Aladdin
Thermos
Bottle
Nevco Large
Splatter
Screen

•••

';•••

•••••••••••

.•

Sale

h‘owApa.t.oviS

I-Aid
MIX .

nsweet
Quart
ekes 2
ack of

89

Wie mar
eAV
LPSE

Tylenol
Tablets

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

II

SlinWa
audi
St
Din MSAL IN•A•

Magid

Viva

q.

Paper Towel
Jumbo Roll

69

Snuggle

Faber
Castel!

Fabric
Softener
-

33 oz.

Assorted Colors
By St. Mary

Ballpoint
Pen
Blue No. 7623

6

Sale

12 oz. No. 1152

Wash Cloths

Sole

Sale

99c

3/$1
The Shove Thal Sows

•

•
GE.12" Tough Cast

Electric Skillet

Secret

Cl
Fi
In

Head &
Shoulders
Shampoo •
Regular or
Conditioning
7 oz.
•

Lim

PIP

$ 1 48 t

Sale
LESS AT PAY- E

Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant
Regular or
Unscented
1.25 oz.

• P Y LES ATSAY LE

Johnson
baby Oil

New Gillette
Bic Disposablea
Foamy Gel

For Baby & You
10 oz.

Regular, lime,
Sensitive Skin

$119

-Sal.

PAY LESS

•

Silver Stone Premium
Non-Stick Surface.
High Dome Lid For Extra Capacity

Sale
T PAY LESS • PAY 1SS

Pack of 5

6

Sale
AY ESS•PAY LESS A

Sale

-.4k'

PAy

58
8
2

SK45 $

Shavers

,v
.111
+4`

ESS •PAY LE

E ' • PAY L

C:3
\.

•
,

,

r

\
‘4.

•'

-

v•

•

•

,.
•

•

."

•
• •••••;--

••

'
de

,•

A
•••1
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Moms May Opt for Abortion If Adoption Records Opened
DEAR ABBY: On "Hour Magazine," you told Gary Collins that
you were not certain,of the number
of states that permit sealed adoption
records to be opened.

of thousands of-birth mothers who unplanned pregnancy will never
see this national push to open the be disclosed is to opt for an
records in the remaining states? abortion.
Provisions can always be made for
* ••
medical information to be made
available to the adoptee, but to tell a
young woman now that her name
DEAR ABBY: I've never written
will be revealed in 18 years could before, but after reading the letter
drive many straight to the abortion from "Needs Your Help".—the
clinics.
mother who returned her adopted
Efforts are being made in our baby because she wasn't meant to
state legislature to try to get a bill be a mom—I had to thank you for
through to close the loophole in- telling that woman that she was not
advertently created in order to pro- a failure, she should be applauded
tect the privacy of Pennsylvania for her courage and integrity.
birth mothers.
How many kids do we see on the
CONCERNED IN Fkk_BURGH streets today who were unwanted
--r
and neglected by uncaring parents?
DEAR CONCERNED: Other None of us asked to be born; who
states where birth records are needs resentful, hostile parents to
opened without the mutual con- boot?
sent of birth parents and
Please tell "Needs Your Help"
adoptees are Alabama and that if she had kept her baby, she
Kansas. In Pennsylvania (and would have been a failure. Her
eventually in the remaining 47 uncomfortable,angry feelings would
states), at issue is whether or have been transferred to her child
not adoptees have the right to and her husband in the years to
know the identity of' their come, warping her marriage and
natural parents, even if the any sense of family.
parents do not wish to be
Unfortunately, I speak from exidentified.
perience. I was an adopted child
I personally feel that only if who wishes -I had been left in the
all concerned parties want to orphanage. After many years of
meet should a meeting take counseling, group therapy and
place.
psychotherapy, plus thousands of
As it *stands today-sand I am --- dollars-for same, I !earned thrft the
not condoning it—the only way confusion and bad feelings I turd
a prospective unwed mother can came from a mother who did not
be absolutely certain that her want to be a mother. My adoption

Abby,there are several states that
permit the violation of confidentiality promised the birth mother at
the time she signed the adoption
papers. Can you imagine the terror

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Ocean
4 Vehicles
8 Float
12 Everyone
13 Two-toed
sloth
14 Toward
, shelter
15 Falsehood
16 Sponsor
18 Mountain
lakes
20 Zest
21 As far as
22 Cheer
23 Wife of
Geraint
, 27 Aeriform fluid
29 Measure of
. weight
- 30 Classify
31 Article
32 Pismire
33 Dance step
34 Babylonian
deity
35 Begin
37 Vessel
38 Hurried
39 Stop
40 Evil
41 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
42 Country of
Asia
44 Command
47 Conferred
51 French for
"summer"
52 Dillseed
-s
53 Gaelic
- 54 Scbed. abbr.
55 Dampens
56 Changes
color of
57 Deface
DOWN
1 Seasoning
2 Lamb's pen
name

3 Warns
4 Drinking
vessels
5 Collection
of facts
6 Climbing
palm
7 Twilled silk
fabric
8 Forest
wardens
9 Mihammedan name
10 Persian cap
11 Golf mound
17 Engaged in
19 Japanese
drama
22 Decay
24 A continent:
abbr.
-25 ktentai image
26 College
official
27 Long, deep
Cut
-_
28 Pilaster
29 Explosive:
abbr.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
11 H AT
A
A L.
G ot
E
ER
RI ,
O R
A
A D A
A
AM
A
AL
A
A LE
A
S
P A
A
D
a TIR E tIft—E,R
E
A
S A L
30 Shop channel
32 Painters
33 Seed
container
36 Baseball div
37 Cupboard
38 Buy back
40 Bundled
41 Owner's
risk:
abbr.

A

A

E

s,

43 Symbol for
ruthenium
44 Poems
45 Girl's name
46 Hind part
47 Cry of crow
48 Single
49 Openwork
fabric
50.Compass
point

$200 for hrik
limericks about
brushing teeth

CHICAGO

▪

ien't 1.14kurn.40.,

,at.s4c6/141 ,,d7777it
f4gizi
4chtv-e, eL4
Live fa,gq.,
(Th
)
C

Al'

By Abigail Van Buren
was not a "blessing," and the only
tie I have to my adoptive family is a
legal document.
I wish there were more people like
"Needs Your Help." After my
experience, I have no intentions of
becoming a parent. I had a vasectomy at age 35 just to make sure.
THREE CHEERS FOR
ORPHANAGES
•••
CONFIDENTIAL TO EXPLOW HORSE: If a man treats
his wife like a thoroughbred,
she won't turn into an old nag.
* *•

7- SHE DOESN'T
REMEMBER BECAUSE
WAS ASLEEP'

,
C 1964 United Feature SyndscaleJeC

YES, BLIT NOW
YOU'RE TOO B6
FOR THAT

NOT
NECE%ARILY

10
1 4 *N8Liso
lo

NEW YORK (AP) —
The tooth fairy is out
$200 after four New
York students rhymed
their way to victory in a
limerick contesf designed to boost brushing,
pummel plaque and
deter decay.
The winners in the
state Dental Society's
fourth annual limerick •
c9ntest each will
receive a $50 U.S. Savings Bond and a framed
certificate. This year's
theme was "Smile.
America. A healthy,
smile brightens
everyone's day."
Among the thousands
of rhymes submitted by
elementary and high
school students was this
winning entry, from
Robert C. Schuster of
Half Hollow Hills High
School West in Dix
Hills:
"There were two
young boys from Duluth
Who searched for the
clinical truth.
Brtished their teeth
every day,
While at home or

in this country can begin away
And each found the
at an unnatural angle. to decrease," Gudas
ultimate tooth!"
can cause a number of says.
injuries.
"After long periods of
stress, the feet become
less able to counteract
the pressures of gravity," he adds. "and these I .•L egal
1 .1..egal
-abnormal pressures
transmit the force upward toward the legs.'
knees, back and spine —
parts of the body quite
susceptible to excessive
stress."
People involved in
Sealed bids will be received at the
medicine and sports
office
of the Calloway County Board
have begun to realize
of Education, P.O. Box 800, 2110
the effects of excessive
foot shock, notes Gudas,
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
, who also serves on the
42071, until 10 AM,Tuesday, July 3,
Dr. Scholl's Foot Health
1984, for furnishing milk, bread, ice
Council, and a number
cream,
chips, crackers for the
of new products are be1984-85 school year to the cafeterias
ing -designed to
neutralize these effects,
of the Calloway County Schools. Meat
such as a shock bids for August & September, 1984,
absorbing shoe insert of
will
be received at this same time.
ru,bber polymer
Conditions
and specifications for
material.
bidding may be picked up at the
We can anticipate
that as these products
Calloway County Board Office. School
are' improved and
authorities reserve the right to reject
perfected, the number
any or all bids and waive any irof sport-related injuries

much as two to five
times total body weight,
notes Dr. Charles J.
Gudas, clinical professor of surgery in the
orthopedic section of
surgery, University of
Chicag45.
"Although the human
foot is a fery- effective
natural shock absorber," he says, "excessive sho-ek, especially when it causes the

—

Excessive foot shock.
when sustained over a
long time by runners.
joggers or other
athletes, can contribute
to a number Of injuries
to the feet,, legs and
lower "ba6k, according
to a foot specialist.
Jumping and running
on hard surfaces /Silts
enormous pressure on
the feet and knees — as

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

INVITATION TO BID
- Issued By
CALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION

Best selling
books listed

YOU NEED A NAME,FELLA.
LET'S SEE...U
WHAT PO YO
NAME A ROBBER CHICKEN?
RRRRR

Best seller .books for
week of June 17 as
released by Time
magzine were as
follows:

FICTION
1. "Full Circle,"

THEN IT COULONIT BE
RIGHT...TOY DOWN <
ANO TO THE LEFT

-Tr—
BUT WHY 15
HIS SAG HERE !
2

TELL ME IF
THAT BALL
Ts(AT
TEE GET
TOO HEAVY

-10

•A,t1 HIT ME
20 YEARS
'AGO,,YOU
HAVEN'T
AGEP,,
UST AS
YCUNG„
NOW,

• .

Sealed bids will be
received at the Office of the Food Service Director, Murray
City Schools, 9th &
Poplar Sts, until
10:00 AM on Tuesday, July 3, 1984,
for furnishing the
following items to
the cafeterias of the
Murray City Schools.
Meat,
Milk,
Bread, Crackers,
Chips
Bid forms may be
obtained from the
Office- of the Food
Service Director or
will be mailed upon
request.

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

'Danielle Steel
2. "The Walking
Drum," Louis L'Amour
3. "The Aquitaine
Progression," Robert
Ludlum
4. "The Ha)," Leon
2 .Notice
Uris
5. "Deep Six," Clive
Cussler
6. "Heretics of Dune," Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
Frank Herbert
showroom from
7. "Book Without A
Name," Kit Williams
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
8. "...And Ladies of Tues., Thurs., Fri.
the Club," Helen,.
PURDOM
Hooven Santmyer
MOTORS, INC.
9. "The Witches Of
Olds-pont.-Cad.-Bulck
Eastwick," John
Updike
10. "The Wheel Of
Fortune," Susan )4 AND G Complete
Glass Co. All types of
Howatch,

IIIRTHDAY Parties at
1890's. A clown to play
games with. Balloon
prizes, Ice cream cake
and the mess stays
here. Call Memories
753-9555 or 1890's, 7533604.
5. Lost and Found
17 MONTH old lost
"Security Blanket"
small 6" brownish gray

well worn "Teddy Best
in Walmart Parking
Lot, center area, Monday, June it3th, 12 noon.

If found PLEASE call
753-1 329 anytime or
762-6121 7:30-3:30.
.6. Help Wanted
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$1 6,5.59-$50,553/year.
Now Hiring. Your area.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-8155.
LICENSED Journeyman Plumbers, top pay
for qualified workers.
Stop immediately.
Kamex Const., 725
Burnett, Paducah, Ky.
442-8070.
MONEYMAKINC
books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company._. "Dept.
A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky. 42076.
OPENING for de,
veloped mentally disabled male in Hud Subsidised Group Home in
Mayfield. Write
Box 296: Mayfield, Ky.
42066 or call 247-1983 for
Sally Nesler or 247-5396
for R.C. Rickman.
POSITION available for
EXECUTIVE
SURETART, must
ha. typing -and shorthasid skills, able to
meet the _public well.
Forward complete resume to P.O. Box 888,
MurraSt, KY Om:

glass

repair and reNON-FICTION
placement work. For
I. "Eat To Win," Dr. car home or business,
auto glass, plate glass,
Robert Haas

2. "Wired," Bob
Woodward
3. "Powerplay,"
Mary Cunningham
4. "The Nightmare
Years," William L.
Shirer
5. "Past Imperfect."
Joan Collins
6. "The Fire From
Within," Caries
Castaneda
7. ''MOtherhobd," Erma Bombeck
'8. "First Lady O'rom
Plains." R-o st•ly n n

evict 9. "Natalie." Lana

•
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regularities in bidding.
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IF YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR THE GENERAL
islE5 OUT PLAYING

NI
011

foot to strike the surface

2.Notice

7A LITTLE TO
THE
LEFT

6

In

Foot shock may add to injuries

o

REMEMBER WHEN I
USED TO FALL ASLEEP
WATCHING TV, AND
YOU WOULD CARRY
ME TO MY BED?

Stunts win

Dean)

Wood
10. "Nothing ,Down."
Robert Allen
(Courtesy of Time,
the -w,eekly
newsmagazine)

window glass, glass
table tops, and mirrors,
store fronts, storm
doors and windows,
patio door glass and
screen. Also store fixtures: stand, racks,
displace cases, shelving. Made to spec.- M
and ,G Glass. 753-0180.

CURRENCY
COLJ.ECTION
From 1861
(1st issue)

P.O.

Large gold and •
seism certificates
U.S. Notes, Federal
Reserve Notes. Small

*otee. • Emergency
Issues, Fractional CurNino, Grades to Gorn
Uncirculated. Also
coins from 1842 up.
753-3132

_
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OVERT! EMENTS

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

38

Pets -Supplies

41

Public Sales

46

Homes for Sale

49

Used Cars

53

Services Offered
53 Services Offered
JOINER'S Tree Service. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
.
ROOFING. Hot Work,
Fri. & Sat.
15 Years
Shingles. All Kinds. Call
Around old Taylor
Experi
for
ence
free estimate. 5023 BR brick ranch. 2 car
Store
328-8934.
attached garage with
References
Go out 641 South to
LAWN Mower and tiller
opener. Beautiful corFree Estimate
repair. 3 miles south on
Midway, turn right on
ner lot. Living room,
121. See Wayne and Kim
dining L, eat-in kitchen.
1828, keep on 1828.
Wilson, 753-5086.
dishwasher, stove, 50 Used Trucks
Come to sharp turn
- LEE'S CARPET
pantry. Family room, 1969 GMC Truc'k
34 ton, CLEANING. Murray':
go straight, 1st
fireplace, 2 full baths, with topper Also
Frozen Brine
will only professional Car.
stereo system, patio. mow lawns Call
house.
signs.
Follow
753Shrimp
pet Cleaning Company
heat pump, central air. 0604
Clothes, misc items,
with over 12 years
Hand Tamed
759-1005.
1973 CHEVY Cheyenne
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
continuous local service 1106DY'S Welding,
furniture,
7 ROOMS, 1 4 baths, Pickup, automatic
Cockatiels
nice
20. Sports Equipment
, p.s.,
using the most powerful Fabrication, Lawn
gas
heat
in
2 BR, fully furnished,
town.
Good
glasswar
e, children's
p.b.. air, nice. Call cleaning system made
PET PEN
Mower, Tiller Repair
CYPRESS Garden central air, carpeted,
location. Possible ow- 753-8124 or 753-9181
1101 Story Avttoys,
Hundreds of satisfied and Sharpening, Orjewelry.
combination water ski, new furniture. Call
ner financing. Make
1977
V.W.
Van.
4
speed.
repeat
759-1322
custome
rs. namental Iron, 753-5668.
Dick Pope Jr. indorsed, 753-5209. Shady Oaks.
Cancelled in case of
offer. 753-2798 or 753AM-FM, 7 pass., very
Licensed and Insured. MURRAY Satellit
ski belt, rope included,
0180.
e
BR trailer, 11.j miles
rain.
good
9. Situation Wanted
condition,
We
move
$3,650.
the
furniture
Sales Prices start at
used 6 times. Call SoUth 641. $150 month.
AgOUT 1 mile south of 753-8824.
free.
Free
estimates,
24 $1,650 and up Installa41. Public Sales
EXPERIENCED 436-2330.
New Providence, in753-6156.
1978 DATSUN Pickup, hour service, 753-5827.
tion included. 753-9263
teacher will tutor REMINGTON 870, 11 2 BR trailer,
cluded is a good electric
2 miles
33,xxx
actual
LICENSE
miles,
D Electrician or 753-3875 Also do
students. 762-2751.
cook stove, refrigeraga. pump. Remington 22 East of Almo. Call
excellent paint, new
for
residential and repair work
tor. air conditioner and
TEACHER interested cal. rifle. 16 ga. double 753-3279
topper,
YARD SALE gas
In tutoring students for barrel, 1932 Winchester MOBILE Home
heater. Call spokes, new white commercial. Heating NEED work on your
rental,
new
radials. and air condition, gas trees? Topping.
492-8316.
Thurs. 8-?
summer. 753-6834 after pump. Call 489-2355.
prunlow as $95 and up.
new stereo, new fog installation and repair, ing,
5p,m.
shaping, complete
_
Fri. 8-12- - • -- BEAUTIFUL Modular Lamps with push bar, Phone 753-7203.
Riviera Ct., 753-3280:------ - removal
and
more. Call
home, 1,680 sq. ft. living excellent
Musical
TEACHER will tutor 2 2
NICE 2 BR trailer near
condition. 759- MASONARY Work, BOVER
Gates borough
'S TREE
space, 3 acres with 130 1084.
students after school or $1,300
5 PC. Drum Set. Murray. No pets. 489brick,
block
and
stucco,
SERVIC
Subd.
2011
E for
ft. well. Across road
in the summer. For Must sell.
1979 FORD Pickup foundation repair. No fesaiti-nat-tree ProWilling to 2611.
from Miller Golf Course
care.
details call 753-7129.
Brookhaven Dr.
truck, 34,xxx miles, job too big or too small. 753-0338.
take reasonable loss.
on East 280. 139.950.
WANT Job caring for Call before 5p.m. 759- 29. Heating and Cooling
excellent condition. 498- Call 901-243-4104 ask for ODD
Books, lamps, drapes.
job specialist.
Come and see.
anYone hospitalized or 4622.
8650.
Danny. Free estimates.
adding machine, bicy
ceiling fans, electrical,
COZY home on senic
homebound. Have
1981 CJ7 Jeep Loredo,
cle, tevolour blinds.
For
Sale
Used
Air
plumbing, fencing. You
Olive St. includes aptransportation and re- 23. Exterminating
p.s., p.b., automatic
Avon collectibles, name
name. it, I do it. You
Conditioners 34,000
pliances and large lanferences. 3 years extransmission, 6 cyl..
brand
clothing
and
buy, I install. You
dscaped yard, bricked
perience. Willing to
BTU to 5,000 BTU
hard top, tinted glass,
much more In case of
Call Your
break, I fix. Call 436BAILEY'S FARM
patio. Call 753-3913 after
work 7a.m„ to 4p.m
Guaranteed
24,000
miles.
17.500.
Call
rain,
held following day
2868.
Local Professionals
Monday through FriLUMBER
753-9218 after 6p.m.
DILL'S ELECTRIC
O'DELL'S Reday. Also will do house
FOR
13.m. Full. Time Real
For all your
frigeration and Air
cleaning. Call 753-7129
753-9104
Estate Service, contact 5 1 . Campers
Sale. Slide Proout building needs
Condition Service
;
;
io
n4n_
Kopperud Realty, 753ie
c
jector, typewriter, 43 Real Estate
759
1099
Cleaned and repaired
1222. We currently have 1971 COLEMAN Popup
ean your nouse
screen, trunk, Rogers
Corner of Industrial Rd
Hwy. 280. 753-7275.
over 160 properties for Camper, $850 firm. Call
Have excellent re30 Business Rentals
Silver, coffee mills, oak
STROUT
753.0619.
sale.
ferences. 759-1762.
telephone, glassware,
REALTY
FOR Sale by owner, 2 1971 STARCRAFT, PAINTING, interior
WILL mow lawns in city
frames, estate odds and
753-0414
BR home', 1 bath, sleeps 8. awning, poles, and exterior. By the job
limits. 753-2798.
Mini
TOP HAT
ends. Thursday, 7-6,
Lou Ann PhWpot 753-6843
Murray's only Home
fireplace, central heat good condition. 753-6538 or by the hour. Re1117
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
after
ferences
Warehouse
4:30p.m.
by
request.
CHIMNEY
Circarama
SWEEPS
..
10. Business Opportunity
and air, Iocated Lri
owned and operated
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1079 JAYCO Mini Motor Call 437-4221 or 437-4534.
country,
perfect
Storage Space
for
Pest Control Service
'Chimne
7,000 SQ. Ft. Commery Cleaning
1912 Coldwater Road
newly wed or retired Home, 23 ft., fully self ROOFING, Painting,
cial block buildingk on 1
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Free Inspection and
Repair
F
.or Rent
contained, sleeps 6. Concrete Work. All
couple.
For
appointacre pave parking lot.
1502) 753-0186
Estimates
Chimney Caps
ment call 489-2750 or fully equipted, 1 owner. types of construction
753-1492
Located .5 miles west of
Any-time
18,xxx miles. Call 753- work. Free estimates.
759-4527.
Free Estimate
Murray on Hwy. 94.
JOE L KENNON
Quality Work. Herb
Thurs., Fri.
110ME FOR SALE IN 5447 after 4p.m.
20% discount for
$30,000 with financing 24. Miscellaneous
Broker
5 CAR Shop, 1 mile
GATESBOROUGH. 21' TRAVEL Trailer. Harris, 474-8839.
Licensed & Bonded
available. 435-4526.
and Sat.
senior citizens with
ATARI 800 computer outside Murray. Call
Custom built, 3 BR, 2 Coachmen, excellent STEARNES Tree ExSATISFIED WITA with 48K. Disk drive, Mickey Pierce, 759-4845
fixed
income
8-5
condition. Phone 474- perts. Complete tree
bath,
with
beautiful
YOUR PRESENT T.V. monitor and soft after 5p.m.
8825.
90 1 - 6 4 2 1 3 1 1
sorjury specializing in
1522
landsc
aping.
Kirkwoo
ASd
WORK? Make a new ware. 759-1084.
$450 FOR month rental
tree beauty and treatSUMABLE LOAN.
Soon to open in
31
Want to' Rent
CLothes
life with Shaklee. Good CLEARANCE SALE
income property for
52. Boats -Motors
(Men,
ment. LicenSed, bonded
FIXED RATE. Owner
Murray
income, Bonus Car, and Tillers. 5 h.p. Briggs WITH
sale.
$24,000.
Call
753Ladies
and
Option to buy,
relocating. Call 14 FT. Fiberglass Fish- and insured. Paris,
travel can all be yours. and Stratton engines, modest
5842 or 436-2411.
2 BR house in or
ing
901-642-184
Boat
759-4787.
Children
and
0.
trailer.
),
40
toys,
Call J.K. Ashby En- chain drive, $229.99. near Murray.
FOR Real Service in
P.O. Box
140USE, about 1 mile h.p. Evinrude motor. TREEWORK, complete 56 Free Column
terprises at 753-6899.
Real Estate, Contact
Wallin Hardware, 2228, Puryear, Tn. few antiques, lots
753-7160.
removal, topping or
South of New Providence,
business for Paris.
Kopperud Realty. 711
of misc.
38251.
included is a good cook 14 FT. Semi-V Polar. trimming. E x - 4 MALE puppies to give
sale. Profitable and EXTRA nice 15x15
Main. We work at your
stove, refrigerator, air craftAluminum boat. perienced. Reasonable away, 6 weeks old. Part
well established. Inter- storage building, built 32. Apts for Rent
convenience. Phone 753Husky Malamute. Call
conditioner and gas hea- $200. A topper for a rates. 753-0211.
ested persons call 753- like a house, insulated
1222.
1 BR furnished, lease
ter. Call 492-8316.
short wheel base Ford WILL do painting and 492-8586
3604.
LISTING; Residential,
and wired for electric- and deposit. Adults
truck. 753-8059.
1;171Zriii-offer 1
remodeling. Very re• 57
-173
Wanted
Investment, FmHA,
ity, $2,000. Call 759-4579.
only. No pets. Call after
living room and family 14 VT. V-Bottom Fish- asonble. 20 years ex•
1 1 . Instruction
Land,
Lake,
Commerci
al.
GLASS Panes, 18x1
4p.m., 759-4756 or 753room with wood burning ing Boat. trailer, Minn- perierice. Call Bill, 436Farms. Murray
PRIVATE guitar lesson inches, 50 cents. Mess. 9208.
stove, dining area, 2 Kota trolling motor, 2326.
Calloway Co. Realty,
also Bass and Banjo. age phone after 4p.m.4... BR furnished
Lawrence Depth Fin- WILL haul white rock,
apt and 3
753-8146 or Ron Talent, bath, eat in kitchen,
Chuck's Music. 753-3682.
753-9844.
BR furnished apt. Close
utility room, furnished der. Call 489-2355.
sand, lime, rip rap and
753-9894.
GOOD used riding to University. Call 753on two large lots with 1976 f6 FT. open bow Ski masonary sand, coal,
Parts manager
14. Want to Buy
mowers, starting at 3134.
lots of trees. Also Boat with 70 h.p. motor, dirt, gravel, fill sand.
44. Lots for Sale
WANTED to buy: Har- $250. Call 753-8201 or 1 BR furnished apt.
storage shed. Call 474- new deck mount trolling Call Roger Hudson,
for local firm.
5 LARGE adjoining lots 8038.
dwood timber. Call come by Murray Rental Available now. $150
motor, completely 753-4545 or 753-6763.
wiweekender trailer,
and Sales, 200 East month. Water fur753-0338.
,equipted. *2,900. 753Excellent fringe
0.8 mile from Cypress
Main, Murray.
nished. Couples only.
4402 after 5:30p.m.
47
Irrioaton-Rasi
15. Articles for Sale
Motorcy
cientiol
cles
Springs Marina on Ky.
OAK and Hickory No pets. 753-5980 or
100 yds. off 94
benefits. Send
1977 HYDRA sport Bass
CAMPBELL WELL
Lake. Other lots 1973 CB 175 Honda.
firewood, $25/rick de- 753-1203.
Boat, all extras. Call
DRILLING
West on 783
available. (9011 electric starter, good
livered. 436-2778.
resume to P.O.
McKenzie Tn
1 BR unfurnished. 2 BR
753-5116 before 5p.m. or
CRYTS USED
686-9391.
C•11
condition, $350. 753-7189.
Collect
PROCESS MAIL! $75 furnished. Lease and
753-454.4 after 5p.m.
901 362-3671
AURORA one to 10 197'7 SUZUKI 750, nice,
Of
OFFICE
per hundred! No ex- deposit. Adults only. No
Box 1040 N,
1979 4 H.P. Chrysler
901 352 5704
acres wooded Kentucky $1,000. 753-7443 or 489perience. Part or full pets. Call 753-9208 after
motor,
low
hours.
Ideal
Free
Estimates
FURNITURE
Lake area, from $3,995, 2256.
Murray, Ky.
time. Start im- 4p.m.
for a Day' Sailer, $300.
nothing down, from $39 1979
mediately. Details-send 1 BR unfurnished apt.
1016 Jefferson
750 HONDA, good 753-7804
month, for home, condition.
self-addressed stamped with fireplace, apAfter 6p.m. JON Boat, $150. King
Paducah 442.4302
mobile home, free in- 436-5519.
envelope to CRI-N41, pliances furnished.
size bedroom, $500.
Desks. chairs and files.
formatio
n
phone
Mr.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL Lease and deposit re1979 HONDA XR75. Honda 350, $80. Boat,
W.
have
electric
Shell
1-800-521-4
996.
33495.
Thurs., Fri.
quired. 436-2484.
good condition, $275. trailer and 50 h.p.
typctwrit•rs,
adding
CORNER lot near Blood
RAILROAD Ties, $3.00 2 BR duplex, 720.
753-8056.
Johnson. $300. Call 759- and Sat.
machines, folding tables,
River,
well
and _septic..
and up.. Call .753-2905 or Sycamore, -Murray:- 492CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
bookcases, print fifer.
1980 -750 XS' Y-amaha, 9678.
' 13:10-5
Call
474-8038.
435-4343 or 435-4319.
8225.
two drawer and four
excellent condition, low ONE owner, 14 ft
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
LOT In Keniaria Lake
121 North, 1 mile
SAWDUST for sale. 2 BR duplex with cardrawer cabinets. New
mileage, cruise, far- Runabout. Aluminum
•
OVER
Shore Heights on - ring,
Shoemaker Lumber port on Stadium View
items, small wood desks.
west of Stella
saddle bags. Hull, walk through
•
Marguerite Parkway.
20 YEARS
Co., Hwy. 22 North, Drive. central 'heat and
trunk, matching windshield, glove
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
Truck topper, ceramics,
EXPERIENCE
75x145 ft., water. elec.
•
McKtrizie, TN. 901-352- air, all appliances.
helmet, $1,500 or best pocket, speedometer,
RAISED PANEL DOORS
boy name brand clothes
available. By owner
18,000 BTU 220 amp. Air 5777.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
offer. 753-0856.
50-horse
carpeted, deposit reJohnson
motor.
$750. 759-4637.
size 38, bedspread,
Conditioner, Kenmore SQUARE and round quired,
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
no pets. Married
1980 CB 750F Honda, All in A-1 condition. Call
1/17=7"77
drapes, toys and odds
Electric Oven, Wood bales of Timotti5, Hay couples
CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
e -ET-T
acus
753-1659 after 6p.m. for 11) CUSTOMKITCHEN
•
preferred. Call
BUILT FURNITURE Er FURNITURE REFINISHING
Exterior Doors, 40" GE for sale. Can be picked 753-1799
cabin on 100x70 lot. 300 excellent condition 435- further informatio
and ends
after 5:30p.m.
n.
▪
COMPETITIV
E PRICES Drop Cy & Soy Our Display •
yds. from lake with 4326 or 435-4158.
Electric Range, 36" Gas up in field or delivered.
2 BR unfurnished in
•
Range, Storm Doors 435-4229.
access. Has water and 1980 HARLEY David- 53. Services Offered
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
Panorama Shores. Ap753-5940.
electricity. Must sell son SLS Sportster, 1978
and Windows. 753-0315 SATELLITE
Service, pliances furnished, has
•••••••••
•••••••••••••
Choose the hest for
11,500 or best reasona- Yamaha YZ 400, Call
after 6p.p.
system repairs, tune- garage and utility
ble offer. Call 492-8814.
your Special Wedding
2 COITCHES and chairs ups, upgrades and new room.
489-2355.
• No children or
$55 and $35. Baby bed, sale. Tri-State Satellite pets. 436-2484.
We have invitations
1981 HONDA GL506
45. Farms for Sale
$65. Other baby items. Sales, 315 Tyson Ave.
napkins, etc
Interstate, extra nice.
FURNISHED 2 BR
10 speed bicycle, $35. Paris, TN. We repair
17 ACRES, Ideal build- Must sell, make offer,
CARTER STUDIO
downtown apt. $185 per
Call 759-1738 or 759-1755 anyone's satellite
ing location, 6 miles out Call 437-4171
300 Won 753 8298
month includes heat.
Fri.,
June
22
after 4p.m.
on 121 North over 1000
nrstem. 901-642-5361.
Available July 1st. 7539 am.-?
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1421 Forrest
AMANA Frost Free TRI-STATE Satellite 4937.
feet highway frontage,
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
upright freezer, One Sales. 11 ft. system
also 2 bedroom house 48. Auto Services
Outland School Rd.
SMALL
neatly-Dyersb
fururg, TN.
Step baby car seat and completely installed,
with good well. 9 acres CAR Batteries, 24 Whirlpool. 21 years exJust off Hwy. 280,
seat cover, high chair, $1,785. We service what nished 1 BR apt.
new pasture. Call 753- series, 36 month perience. Parts and ser(901) 285-2925
Located 100 S. 13th.
east of Hwy. 94.
port-a-crib. 753-9339.
3604.
guarantee, $27.99; 60 vice. Bobby Hopper.
we sell. Home: 901-64222 ACRES, beautiful month guarantee. Bob's Appliance Service,
COBRA Base Station, 0 2 95 Office: WANTED 1 or 2 male
Something
for
country, excellent horse $37.99; 27 series, 36 202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
Atari 5200 with 2 games. 901-642-5361, 315 Tyson roommates to share 3
everybody.
BR, 2 bath house. Call
753-8886 (home.
barn and outbuildings. 2 month guarantee
Electric fireplace. Fruit Ave., Paris, Tenn.
759-9312
after
5p.m.
ponds, completely re- $32.99; 60 month BLOCK Building.
wood vanity. 759-1983.
6'x4' sliding glass.
basements. garages.
modeled home. $51,900. guarantee, $39.99
PORTABLE Dis- 6, 32"x3', aluminum 33.Rooms for Rent
Call owner 489-2525.
Wallin Hardware, footing, floors. drivehwasher, 70 watt Sansui glass windows, 2 32-x4'
ways. Also brick work,
Paris. TN.
Receiver turntable and window screens for all. ROOMS for college
students. Boys or girls
46 Homes for Sale
GOOD Reconditioned large or small jobs. 24
speakers. AUanta wood Call 436-2330.
753-5561.
Auto Batteries. years experience_ 753stove. Call 489-2355.
WATER Heaters. Elec3 BR, Brick home, guaranteed' $i5 ex- 5476.
WHEEL horse riding tric, double heating ROOM for rent.
formal dining room and change. Call 753-3711.
ELECTRICAL and
Fri. Only
mower or Massey elements, round glass Washer, dryer, kitchen
living room, 2 baths,
Plumbing. over 30 years
Fergerson 12 h p Will lined tanks, 5 year facilities. $95 per month
a.m.-6
8
p.m.
den kitchen, double car 49. Used Cars
including utilities. 753experience guaranteed
sell one. 753-6215
guarantee, 30 gal.,
garage, central heat
Turn at John's
Free estimates on re5842 or 436-2411.
$109.99, 40 gal. $119:
50
and air, woodburning 1967 JAGUAR XRE quest. Call anytime.
16. Home Furnishings
Saving Center, 2
Coupe,
rebuilt
engine.
gal. $139.99. Wallin 34 Houses for Refit
stove, assumable loan.
436-2218.
34 ROUND Walnuf Hardware.
miles
on
Roy
Located 3 blocks from new tires. excellent
condition.
$9,000
Phone
dining table 'with claw WHEEL Chair, 2 2 BR . house in quiet
University on dead end
Graham Rd
All
feet. 489-2808.
months old. $600 firm. neigh-borhood. For
street. Priced to sell in 753-6323 after 5p.m.
Aluminum Service Co.
more
informatio
kinds
Call
n.
of
odds
&
Call
753-0547 before
BABY Bed, youth bed,
mid $60's. Call 759-4626 1969 FORD Galaxy 500.
753-7791.
Referenc
Aluminum
and vinyl
es
excellen
conditio
t
n.
ends, small furbassinet, high chair, 5p.m.
after 5p.m.
required
68.xxx miles. 474-2744.
siding.
Custom
couch, single bed,
trim work. New Orleans on a Busman's Holiday
niture
THREE
bedroom
items
Brick
nice 2 131
maple table and chairs 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
References.
Call
home, 2 baths. Located 1974 DATSUN 610 SkaWill Ed
unfurnish
ed
home.
DeJune 29-July 2
gen, $925. 753-9371.
753-5292.
813 Bagwell, Mid $40's
Bailey.
753-0689.
1975 ALL electric. 3 BR, posit required. $200 per
1975 GRAND Torino
753-7238.
Call
Orleans
New
is always exciting and this year
2 bath, $7,500. Call after month rent. Call 753Elite. best offer. Call
For Sale
it is even more so because it's Fair Time!
9829.
5p.m. 437-4257.
753-8295
after
5p.m.
1 to 1 /
GENERAL HOME
1
2 -bag mortar
1077 14x65 EXTRA nice
OUSE for rent in
1977 CORVEITE. black REPAIR. 15 years ex- Come with us on a "Busman s Holiday, the semixer, gas powered,
2 BR trailer. Located in Hardin. 759 1417.
cond of our new series of very affordable bus
on black, t tops. with perience. Carpentr
y.
also 283 Chevrolet
Fox Meadows Trailer VERY nice two BR
extras, sharp. *7.500
tours.
CAR "1-1F-REO
car male memo
concrete
plumbin
,
g.
motor and transmission
Ct. -Completely set up home, large yard, gar
753-9317.
Day 1 -Leave Hopkinsville, drive straight
roofing.
siding.
NO
w /underpinning, den, stove, refrig., 8
both in good condition.
1977 PINTO Runaout. JOB TO SMALL. Free through to New Orleans, arriving late evening
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
awnings .and central miles SE of Murray.
Call
after
3:30
automatic, wtth air
estimates. Days 753heat and air. 759-1983.
Day 2£ 3-Two days for you to enjoy the fair
References and deposit.
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
759-1405.
Call 753-8124 or 753-9181
6973, nights 474-2276.
Call 492 8594
and see New Orleans
JOE iSonney1 McKinDay 4-Leave New Orleans, drive straight
ney Appliance Service
36. For Rent 0c, Lease
through to Hopkinsville.
All makes and models
DAILY
SILVER
GOLD
&
PRICES
APPROXIMATELY 6
Authorized Service on
Price:'$215.00 per person based on double ocGold
Solver
1982
Chevy
acres
farmland to
Montgomery Ward Ap- cupancy (include
s bus, lodging, 2 day ticket to
Closed
rent \
osrlAlmo Kirksey
Closed
pliances
i.
ibLocated
at
Csprice
4
Dr.
fair)
Road 753-1281
George
Yesterday 368 25
Hodge
and Son
Yesterday
8 49
Diesel car, loaded
Used Furniture Store
Opened
Opened
38. Pets-Supplies
with equipment,
753-8506 or 492-8704
Today,
371 25
861
Today
AKC Boxer pups.
$3,950.
4
to
For **observations;Information
Up
300
Up
12
Champions.hip
choose
from
'Aluminum and Vinyl
Compliments of:
bloodlines, fawn and
siding and Aluminum
brindles. have shots.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
Garrison
Complete irrigation systems and parts.
trim for all houses' It
Call before 9.30a.m. or
Ruth Blackwood, Tour Representative
JEWELER
S
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Hose tow, cable tow, or center pivots
Motor Sales
stops painting'
after 6p.m. 435-4232.
203
S. 8th St.
753
7113
For small or large jobs
Diuguid Dr
Jack tAcnier
AKC Registered, _Tiny
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-4094 day or night
. Toy ‘Poodle.---puppies
Murray753
6000
Hours: 10-8 Dolly. 12-S Sunday
753-1873
577.9933
•
Call 502-753-2827 after 5:00 p.m.
NON Smoking mature
older lady to keep infant
in my home August
through May, 7a.m. to
330p.m., Monday
through Friday. Call
Linda Purcell, 753-8233
SALES Pro, Prestige
manufactor seeks 4
sales represenUves. We
offer challenge, independence, high earning potential, incentive
and benefits management opportunity
flexible hours. Call
443-6460 between
8-10a.m, for interview
appointment.
TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 to $500
weekly. 753-0232
anytime.

BABY furniture, good
condition. 759-1165.
DINING Room Suite,
solid wood w/6 chairs
and buffet. Also 275 gal.
fuel tank. Call 7534401.
MOVING Sale. 2 brand
new full beds, frames
and headboard, couch,
chair and matching
rocker and ottoman,
coffee and ends tables,
stereo, dining table and
chairs, telescope, 12
speed bicycle, vacuum.
1307 Robertson Dr. 7531890 after 5p.m.

10x50, CONCRETE drive,
carport and porch,
carpeted. 121 out of
Coldwater on Sandlack
Road. 436-2828.
1981 WINSTON Mobile
Home, 14x65. Located in
Fox Meadows. Call
753-3786 or 492-8807.
TRAILER and 3 acres
wooded lot for sale. Call
759-4588 or 753-7637.
TRAILER and lot for
sale, 34 miles off 94
East at Roberts Subdivision, second trailer
on the right. V. Brittain
Rt. 3, Box 1050.

CHIHUAHUA puppies.
AKC male and female.
Also 1(1 month female
Pit Bull. 901-782-3268.
PEG'S Dog Parlor. An
breed dog grooming.
75 3 - 2 9 1 5 , Peggy
Gardner
3COTTIES silky
Dachshund puppies. 7
weeks old, AKC Registered. 901-648-5697 or
901-264-5053.

Neighborhood
Yard Sale

3 BR 5 ACRES, new
carpeting, paint, all
appliances Garage,
large work shop. shed.
Fruit trees, berries
Must sell. $5.000 below
appraisal 436-2181

1979 MGB Convertible,
green with khaki top
753-7224
1980 DATSUN 200 SX.
all extras, priced to sell
Call 527-7725.
1981 HONDA Accord
SE. 37,000 miles. Local
oole-owner. 753-3621 or
753-4818.

ROOFING!

436-2999

YARD
SALE

Wed & Thurs.
June 20 & 21
8 am.-?
A-14
Fox Meadows

roR

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

SMALL

- Yard
Sale

WANTED

Starts
Thurs.
Morning

BIG
YARD SALE

Onurrs

Yard
Sale

al

.V

Econom Motors, Inc.
Engine
Rebuilders

Two

Professionally built
90 day-3,000 miles
guarantee

Yard Sale

Check Our Prices!
We Will Deliver!

Let's Go To The Fair!
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Anyone can play: Pick a theory,candidate
statgs. it could be a Hispanic or
a black.
To provide for party unity
with the Yuppie generation of
well-to-do young voters, he could
reach into rival Gary Hart's
crowd:
For charisma, candor and a
high-achievement track record,
he could reach into the halls of
business - or Chrysler Corp. for an entrepreneur such as in
Lee Iacocca.
The game is a lot like poker. If
you don't have an inside theory,
bluff it. Few will know the
difference.
Think Mondale wants a twof

WASHINGTON AP) - It's a
raging political parlor game:
Pick a theory and guess who
Walter F. Mondale will
nominate as his running mate.
Anyone can play, and in
Washington, almost everyone
does.
For conventional balance, the
liberal Minnesotan might go for
a more conservative
Southerner, or perhaps an East
Coast ethnic.
For historical impact or
dramatic effect, Mondale might
turn to a woman.
To broaden the Democratic
Party and attempt to increase
turnout among minorities in key

a

WEDNESDAV,

Rep. Geraldine Ferraro of
New York, a woman. and
Italian.
Sen. Dale Bumpers of Arkansas is a favorite with the Yuppie
crowd and a Southerner to boot.
Mayor Henry Cisneros of San
Antonio, Hispanic and a Texan.
Then there is the raw power
theory:
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen of Texas, a
conservative Southerner.
Iacocca, big business
charisma.
Dianne Feinstein, widely
known and highly regarded
mayor of San Francisco.
And, of course, Hart, proven
vote getter and symbol of unity.

Mondale is interviewing Ms.
Feinstein and Bentsen at his
Minnesota home this week.
And at the Mondale headquarters, attorney Nikki
Heideprien is pullivg together
polls, charts and statistics to
determine how a woman would
help or hurt the ticket. She will
try to determine how many
voters a woman would attract.
how many would be repelled and
how it would help Mondale pick
up electoral votes.
Kathy Wilson, president of the
National Women's Political
Caucus, says "There are some
30 million unregistered • women
who can make' up for the good

Man selected to replace Trudeau
knows his government, business
business world.
- He also has blue-eyed, silverhaired good looks, combined
with a back-slapping personal
style that makes his brand of
politics a striking contrast to
Trudeau's flamboyant manner
but untouchable privacy.
"Turner's so smooth, he's
never made a mistake anybody
can pin on him," Brian
Mulroney, the leader of the opposition Progressive Conservatives, said in 1972. "He's the
Liberal dream in motion."

OTTAWA• 4 API- - John
Turner. who broke with Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
nine years ago, has waited patiently in Canada's corporate
boardrooms for the chance to
move into 24 Sussex Drive. the
prime minister's residence.
He won that opportunity
Saturday when he was elected
head of the Liberal Party and
became Trudeau's successor.
Turner, 55, comes to the job
with experience in top government jobs an success in the

Jogging editors always
finishing Itear the back •

•

•••••
.

NEW YORK (AP) It should come as a surprise to no one I know in
this business that when
It comes to jogging,
editors' 'are near the
very back of the pack.
They finish. if at all,
statistically among the
tfrofessions just a puff
and a faint heart beat
ahead of ftisurance
brokers and public relations types but miles
behind attorneys, administrators. students
awl educators, who lead
the field.
Jogging editors, if any
exist, are distinguished
by the green eye shade
they substitute for a
sweat band and their absurd inclination to slash
and shorten anything
put in front of them,
which gives them the
Rosie Ruiz approach to
a marathon course, cutting out all the colorful
stretches to find a shortcut to the finish line.
A regent AC. Nielsen
survey -concluded that34 million Americans
run or jog at least once a
year, which doesn't
sound 111[4 very often.
There can't be many
editors among those jog-

mulligan
stew
HUGH A.

MULLIGAN

ging millions, judging
from the computer
study the New York
Road Runners Club
recently undertook of its
21,696 members to find
out who they are and
what they do. Accountants and bankers close
strong behind the front
running attorneys, administrators, students
and -educators.- Compuny presidents,- board
C hairmen and
publishers were far
back in the pack, but
still a lap or two ahead
of the editors.

counterpart as treasury
secretary.
When both men left government service, Shultz became
president of the international
engineering and construction
As the new party -leader. giant Bechtel Group Inc., and
Turner will take over the reins Turner became a board member
of government when Trudeau and legal counsel for Bechtel's
formally steps down, probably Canadian subsidiary.
in about two weeks.
Turner was born in Richmond,
International affairs played England, with his mother the
almost no rote in the leadership daughter of a Canadian miner
campaign, but Turner is ex- and his father a British jourpected to improve relations with nalist. His father died when
John Turner was 2, and Phyllis
the Reagan administration.
Turner and U.S. Secretary of Turner moved her family to OtState George Shultz are said to tawa, where she was a governhave become close friends about ment economist during World
10 years ago when Turner was War II.
He attended the University of
finance minister and Shultz his

old boys who won't vote for a
woman and who would probably
go for Reagan anyway."
Robert Strauss, former chairman of the Democratic National
Committee: "I hear two things.
Should we take a business pee\
son like Iacocca or should it be a
woman?"
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, DColo., co-chair of Hart's campaign, said that if Mondale offers the Number 2 spot to Hart,
he will have to accept it.
"With the debts he's got and
looking to 1988, I don't see the
logic in turning it down," said
Ms. Schroeder, dean of the congresswomen and frequently

British Columbia, won a Rhodes
Scholarship to Oxford, and
studied law at the Sorbonne in
Paris.
He went to work for a law firm
in Montreal, where he won a
seat in Parliament in 1962.
Turner and Trudeau were both
ministers in Prime Minister
Lester B. Pearson's government
and both campaigned for the
leadership in 1968 when Pearson
resigned.
Trudeau won and made
Turner his justice minister, then
finance minister. Turner quit
the Cabinet in 1975, for reasons
never publicly explained by
either man, but widely reported
to involve both differences in
economic policy and a clash of

mentioned herself as possible
nominee. "It's not so much
whether he'll accept, but
whether he's given the choice."
Judy Goldsmith, president of
the National Organization for
Women,told Mondale last week
he won't-have to worry about the
South if he picks a woman.
"There is no man on the ticket
who will galvanize the women of
this country like a woman," she
said. "All the numbers say that
is the magic, winning combination. Anything else will make it
difficult, and it's difficult
enough in 1984 running 'against
the consummate actor."

personalities.
After resigning his seat in
Parliament the following year,
Turner built a prosperous prilclice as a corporate lawyer , in
Toronto.
In a recent interview in the
Canadian n'trAusweekly
Macleans, Turner said that he
would make quick changes once
in office.
While promising to cut the
government's budget deficit,
Turner has said he would not
reduce programs for the disadvantaged, unemployed, ill or
aged.
"I am a mainstream Liberal,"
he said. "I believe in free enterprise with a heart, a mixed
economy with a social net."
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Best selling records listed
nest-selling records of
the week of June 17 base d.o n Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
- 1. "The Reflex,"
Duran Duran
2. "Time After Time."
Cyndi Lauper
3. "Let's Hear It For
The Boy.': Deniece
Williams
4. "Oh Sherrie," Steve
Perry
5. "Dancing In The
Dark." Bruce
Springsteen
6. "Sister Christian,"
Night Ranger
7. "The Heaft Of Rock
& Roll." Huey Lewis
and the News
8. "Eyes Without A
Face,- Billy Idol
9. "Sump." Pointer
Sisters
- - --

Ted Hale
Owner

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of June 17, based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1. "I Got Mexico." Eddy Raven.
2. "You've Still Got A
Place In My Heart,"
George Jones
3. "Mona Lisa Lost
Her Smile," David
Allan Coe
4. "When We Make
Love,f' Alabama
5. '`Denver." Larry
Gatlin and the Gatlin
Brothers Band
6. "I Can Tell By The
Way You Dance," Vern
Gosclin
7. "Why Goodbye,"
Steve Wariner
8. "Somebody's
Needin' Somebody,"
Conway Twitty

Free
Estimates

Hale's Sealing
Driveways & Parking Lots
Phone:
502-753-5258
or
502-753-6501

Rt. 8 Box 516
Murray, Ky.
42071

ompare our ta$te.
Compare our price.
Now you have a choice.
If you think your present low-priced cigarette offers satisfying taste,
wait until you try New Doral. It's a rich blend of our quality tobaccos,
so the flavor is consistently smooth — pack after pack, carton after carton.
And best of all, the price is comparable to generic cigarettes! We invite you
to try a pack today You'll discover why New Doral dares challenge
any and all low-priced cigarettes on the market..
•

"Make Your Old Drive Look Like New
7 4 Of The
Plus Peptect it At Less Than /
Cost For A New One."

Waming: The Surgeon General Has Determined
TIM Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your -Health. ,

Available in limited areas only.
14 mg "tar" 09 mg nicotine av pet cigarette by FTC method
•

4,

V
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st to Coast & we can help `J
Blacks Becker

10W40
VALVO LINE
MOTOR OIL

19" TOOL BOX
Fits under seats in most vans
and pickups. 303-1291

olemon

BLACK &DECKER
Vs" ELECTRIC DRILL
Double insulated. U.L. approved.
Model #7104: 314-1025

CASE OF
12 QUARTS
766-1309

6
Tax re-seer

Blacks Decker

TURNER
2-PC. TORCH KIT
U.L. approved.
311-5847

.$51

CASIO SOLAR
CALCULATOR

Colemu,7,,

SUPER OSCAR &
1-GALLON JUG COMBO
Great for summer picnics. Includes 24-quart
cooler with urethane insulation and 1-gallon
beverage jug. 620:3327

Trerrsi'm
•smsm

BLACK & DECKER
51/2"CIRCULAR SAW

1.1

Model #7300; 314-3641

Four basic functions, memory
calculations, percentages,
square roots. Runs on 1101,
228-1046

sissio
an

WD-40
PENETRATING OIL

$2

Penetrates and frees binding
parts..Will not oxidize. 9-oz.
aerosol. 723-4180

6-VOLT
LANTERN
BATTERY

alisb
MEMOREX
dB SERIES

465-1808

LATEX GLOVES
Small, medium or large.
104-4379. 4387. 4395

MEMOREX

MEMOREX
60-MINUTE
RECORDING TAPES
Bag of two. 209-0942

DJSPOSABLE
BUTANE LIGHTER

MEN'S TUBE SOCKS

MEMOREX

White with assorted colorful
striped tops. 23" high. Pkg. of
3 pair. 611-0555

622-1022

CHICAGO CUTLERY
21/4" PARING KNIFE
140-7006

HAND PRUNER
Compact, yet powerful
with cushioned handle
for comlort. 480-2690

PAIVASONIC•

6" SLIP JOINT PLIERS

PANASONIC AM/FM TABLE RADIO

Satin finish. 304-0193

Features slide rule tuning
and 4" dynamic speaker.
203-0880

Bag of 100.
161-4726

EACH

-13010
TURTLE WAX
The hard shell
finish cleaner and
wax. Choose
paste or liquid.
721-1840, 1907

VACUUM BAGS
& BELTS
Fif most vacuum cleaners.
222-1307 thru 1695
Vacuum Belts.
222-1737 thru 1901 $1.00

FLUTED
COFFEE
FILTERS

1.0

$4

MIRRO

"MY CURL" DRY CURLING IRON
Features include 3 position switch, chrome plated
barrel and clamp,swivel cord, safety stand and
signal light. 160-3075

4 Pi

MIRRO 8" SAUTE PAN

-- •--

For quick and even cooking. Easy to clean
Silverstone interior; polished exterior. 120-1854

•
4 FOR
DRY ROASTED
PEANUTS
REPLACEMENT BLADES
Fit most lawn mowers with Briggs
8 Stratton engines. 18 to 22.
482-1054, 1062.1070, 1068, 1096

Groat for parties or munching!
8-oz. far. 170-3208

$ 50
6-VOLT FLOATING LANTERN

•

CW
.DI

Battery not included. 465-7300

II Lifigifils

LIFESAVER CANDY
.

Only 10 calories per piece! Choose Assorted,
Wild Cherry, Wintergreen or Peppermint.
170-2000, 201.8, 2026, 2034

•

TOTAL HARDWARE
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SET OF 2

PIZZA PAN SET
117-1347

2

SET OF 2

COOKIE PAN SET

2

CAKE PAN SET
117-1354

117-1339

GOURMET
POPCORN
30-oz. jar.
170-3354

100-6535

ELECTRIC RANGE
REFLECTOR PAN
104-1805

$3.00

$5

137-0535

16-0Z.
CHOPPER

137-0519

137-0576

MICR
BAC(

119-37

137-0550

POPC

SALT& PEPPER SET

103-3208

137-1541

RANGE SIZE
SALT & PEPPER SET

12-0Z.
HONEY &
SYRUP
SERVER

BENT SCISSORS
16-OZ. MEASURING GLASS BATTER & 8"
142-3755
SCRUB BRUSH
CUP 137-1525
MEASURING BOWL
32-oz. 137-1533

ANGLED
CORN
BROOM

12-02.
NUT MILL

I-SET OF 2

107-29:

137-0501

t+vo..1
rArk,

TWIN CITY
CORN
BROOM

METAL DUSTPAN

100-6519

WHISK
BROOM

100-6923

100-8044

NAIL BRUSH

ONE-WIPE
354" x 11/e"
DUST
NAIL BRUSH 103-2325 101-9702CLOTH

50c

504

PARSONS
LEMON
AMMONIA
CLEANER

TURKEY
FEATHER
DUSTER

101-2079

103-2309

2 FOR80C
IRONING
PYREX PIE PLATE
COVER & PAD SET SERVING BOWL
Size 10 x 11
/
2". 131-0887
41
/
2" round. 129-6557

102-5089

100-8317

200-FT. OF
1-OT. COVERED
HOUSEHOLD TWIA MICROWAVE
DISH
101-9900

LETTI

8" Warr

MOTF
BALL!

115-181

119-3804

as
2 FOR
VACUUM BELTS

$1
4-0Z.
LIQUID WRENCH

—1 723-3851

222-1737 thru 1901

8-0Z.
ARMOR-ALL
PROTECTANT
721-6039

1A1OBC
FIRE
EXTINGUISHER
W/BRACKET

COMB.
WRENCH
SET
Sizes ¼ thru
54".725-3453

735-0416

$14

$13

FULL SUSPENSION
DRAWER

Easy to install.
303-3305

5-PC.

AUTO
AIR FRESHENER
703-1073. 1065

4

$20

14-PC.WRENCH SET

DOUGLAS
CORDLESS
HAND VAC

SAE or metric.
725-0459,0467

WASH 'N WAX

ALARM CLOCK

721-4588

DIGITAL CLOCK

221-5036

LCD display, five
functions. Portable
'
installation. 708-0773 -

Antique white case.
24341104 - • -

3 FOR
Daisy
TEFLON THREAD
SEAL TAPE
428-3545

3 FOR $1
TOILET BOWL
DEODORANT

8-0Z.
RUBBER
MALLET

413-0795

300-2466

STANLEY 16-FT.
POWERLOCK TAPE
302-1169

2-MAN
VINYL BOAT KIT
Includes air pump and
oars.638-9530

DAISY PELLETS

$1
JUMBO PACK OF
DAISY BB's

605-4027

605-3540

2

BOX OF 500

ROUND POINT
SHOVEL

14" RUBBER
TIE-DOWN STRAPS
497-4275

161 x T'h x 7"d.
303-1275

311-0988

KESTER
VA

rubber shoes, waders and
hip boots. 617-1805

Adult size. Coast Guard
approved. 638-8359

KILLS

$45

MICE

POST)10LE
DIGGER
483-8975

490-4124

vroam000N• APAIECIICAN

$4

satillkida

3-PAK

/
4"SAW BLADES 20 DRAWER ,
7-71
Includes one each:
PARTS CABINET
combination rip, crosscut
and plywood/paneling.
313-2511

303-2562

PKG. OF 5

PAPER VACUUM
FILTER BAGS
316-5321

FOLDING
STEP STOOL
276-3225

_

10/
1
2"HIGH •
UTILITY STOOL
276-5428

HANGI
PLANT

SOUSE PRUE

2-0Z. d-CON
MOUSE PRUFE

LIFE VEST

$1
11" dia.
494-089E

14

1/4-LB. SPOOL
SHOE GOO
SOLID WIRE SOLDER Repair kit for all types of

2-pc. 6action. I

d-CON -dCON

47" long handle.
483-4586

TOOL BOX

GARC
CASTI

e0aStut
TOTAL H

BUSHli
.22 RIF
605-6071

I
5

0/Ck0
/1/
(WITH
REBATE)

MR. COFFEE
GLASS DECANTER

MICROWAVE
BACON RACK

3-PC.
SCRAPER SET

Sale Price $5, less Mfr.
Rebate $2 - Net Price $3
161-4544

119-3796

104-7430

16-0Z.
MEASURING CUP
105-1796

8-0Z.
MEASURING CUP

50C
KETCUP
DISPENSER

MUSTARD
DISPENSER

105-1788

104-9188

104-9196

BARBECUE
GRILL BRUSH
11 1/2"
POPCORN BOWL
107-2933

GRILLPOPPER

272-5927

1-LB.
DIET SCALE

For the camper, 8130s or
fireplace. 272-5646

109-0984

2-QUART
DECANTER

44-0Z. OBLONG
SUPER SEAL
FOOD SAVER

107-3055

106-2538

ELECTRIC
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER
U.L. approved.
272-6008

WHITE
BATH SCALE
300-lb.capacity.270-8014

3Mtet

50V
12" WIRE
WHIPPER &
BEATER

rE

LETTUCE SAVER

387

8" diameter. 106-2421

CLOSET
CEDAR PINE
FRESHENER

3-PC.
SERVIN SAVER SET

257-5009

50c

14" x 7"
CUTTING
BOARD

111-9684

13/
1
2-0Z.

115-1901

104-7372

FOLDING
STROLLER

104-8438

674" PEELER

PLASTIC
CEREAL BOWL

104-9360

107-2982

r Choice

li

lEACH

MOTH
BALLS

PUMIE SCOURING
STICK OR
BBO GRILL BRUSH

115-1810

SH

272-5869 5927

39-FT.
REWEB
KIT
Assorted
colors.
273-1701
thru 1743

OVEN
THERMOMETER
109-5660

PLASTIC
HAND! CARRIER

MAXIMUM/
MINIMUM
THERMOMETER

Assorted colors. 108-3575

13" OVEN MITT

109-1453

106-1852

10
TO ASSIST OUR CUSTOMER FRIENDS..
We extend Coast to Coast Stores liberal Rain Check PoSby
This circular is prepared by Coast to Coast Stores, Central OrganuatIon for
us* by 1150independently owned and operated stores located in 30states We
are not responsible for inadvertent or accidental errors In the printing of prices
and descriptions, and we reserve the right to correct printing errors

$19
ATARI PHOENIX
CARTRIDGE
227-1288--

We carry thousands 01 popular items In our store and make a sincere effort to
maintain good inventories of all our merchandise including advertised
products ON THE ADVERTISED SPECIALS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES Occasionally, however, you may find an item shown in
this circular that is temporarily unavaltabto Also. became of oar store size or
geographic location,there may be some Hen% which tee co not normally Carry
To serve your needs we will be pleased to order any item jicit In stock and have
It in our store at the earliest possible dite On such occasions we will provide
you wIttsa -ltainChiFek" guiranleeMg Pie sate price.aria notiflyou when the
Horn is received

$16

KRACO CASSETTE
ADAPTER FOR
8-TRACKg

SOUNPESIGN
MINI PHONE,
Features re-dial and mute
keys. 210-7415

212-0244

Numcwic

5

GARCIA
CASTING ROD
2-pc. 6-ft. medium light
action. 640-2168

G.E. MINI
DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

irmNASONIC MINI
STEREO CASSETTE
-W/HEADPHONES

203-4031

ATARI
VIDEO OLYMPICS
GAMECARTRIDGE

211-1409

227-1310

3

$15

UNISONIC
CALCULATOR-PEN WATCH GIFT SET

$
6
NUMARK
FEATHERLITE
STEREPHONE —

CASSETTE CASE
Padded vinyl-casseUe
case with snap cover.
205-1217

228-2101

' 204-1051

$3
90-MIN. CASSETTE
RECORDING TAPES
Pkg. of 6.209-0066.

Un4sonic
OC10177R
ECID:=7

$12

21" BOW SAW

$4 A $10

480-4985

IAPS

SOLAR
CALCULATOR
Credit card size. 228-1095

ATARI
ATARI' UNISONIC
AIR & SEA BATTLE CHECKBOOK
GAME CARTRIDGE CALCULATOR

KRACO TRIMLINE
PHONE
Desk or wall mounting.
210-5500

227-1302

$20
G.E. AM/FM
HEADSET RADIO
207-1801

228-2085

ge!=1

$29
G.E. DELUXE
AM/FM PORTABLE
CLOCK RADIO
207-1876
MEMOREX

BUSHNELL 4X
.22 RIFLE SCOPE
HEAVY WEIGHT

605-6071

-

PRODUCTS, INC

JUMP ROPE
BRICK
(500 Rds.) 635-0631

.E

4

REMINGTON
THUNDERBOLT
.22-CAL. AMMO

KITCHEN TOWEL

TIRE SEAL
Seals small punctures in
any bicycle tire.

3 fl. OZ.

865-2877

607-4587/50 Rounds

$3

EACH

Gingham pattern assorted colors. 17 x 28".
106-1795

MODGET
2 FOR 1 ADAPTER
210-8231

MODGET
JACK ASSEMBLY

2-4-6 HOUR BLANK
VIDEO CASSETTE
209-2005

210-8264

PEN
LITE

oast
RDWARE

11U1USIn

$
2
BASEBALL
CAP

JOBE'S
HOUSEPLANT
APIKES
Pkg. 01 20. 492-0641

-

-

1.-

465-6492

Fits every nut and bolt
In your home and car.
725-2976

613-1213

•

•

MULTI-WRENCH
SET

PEN FLASHLIGHT

•

QUARTZ
DIG ITAL
WATCH

CASIO
LADIES'
WATCH

241-1213

241-1023

I --
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$1150
A. 6-CUP SERVIN'
SAVER CYLINDER

$1

6'4" x 5". Almond. 111-1285

111-1293

B. 4-CUP RECTANGULAR
SERVIN' SAVER

A. 3-CUP SERVIN' SAVER CYLINDER

B.7-CUP RECTANGULAR SERVIN' SAVER

4 x 2. Almond. 111-1194
/
10* 51

5 x 4' high. Almond color. 111-1277
x 6 x 2 high. Almond color. 111-1129

C. 4-CUP BOWL SERVIN' SAVER
4 . Almond color. 111-1343
1
6 x 4/

•

111/2" x 7" x 2'/2". Almond color. 111-1202

SERVIN' SAVER CAKE SAVER

C. 5-CUP SQUARE SERVIN' SAVER
4". Almond color. 111-1137
1
2 x 2/
/
73/4 x 71
SERVIN' SAVER
BOWL
0.6-CUP

B. 2-CUP SQUARE SERVIN' SAVER
6'

A. SERVIN' SAVER
10-CUP CYLINDER
7112- x 61/4-. Almond.

C. SERVIN' SAVER 192-QUART PITCHER

13 x 7" size. Almond color. 111-0881

Assorted colors. 111-0659

0.2-QUART DECANTER
4". Almond color. 111-0741
/
WA" x 91

4". Almond color. 111-1350
1
4 x 4/
1
7/

ROUGHNECK•ROUGHNECK•ROUGHNECK

nWAVE• MICROWAVE•MICROWAVE

MICROWAVE e MICROWAVE
'Pew

9

$12

SWING-TOP
WASTEBASKET
111-5757,576.5

ROUGHNECK 30-GAL.
GARBAGE CAN
meat for basement, workshop

$110

Nxstafts191
1 11061110'

4-PC. MICROWAVE
ROASTER/CASSEROLE
lid. casserole, roasting rack,
cooking and storage lids.
119-3838

14ater

‘lollattsismists 00'1

111

'1\\1 \1111111111111111111110

$19

IOW

3-PC. MICROWAVE
ROASTER/CASSEROLE
SET

$25

Incl. 2-qt. and 4-qt. roasters and
lid. 119-3887

or garage. 111-5930

V/WWA:
N6NNw.tntr
"Imu No

$65°

8-PC. MICROWAVE
COOKWARE SET

1-QUART COVERED
MICROWAVE FROZEN
FOOD DISH

119-3846

119-3804

A

-

$7
90-QUART STEP-ON
WASTEBASKET
111-5492, 5500, 5526

LAUNDRY BASKET
2".
1
4" x 10/
/
12" x 241
111-6466, 6474,6482

MICROWAVE
BAKING SHEET

MICROWAVE BACON &
ROASTING RACK

9 x 13. 119-3655

119-3796

GADGETS•GADGETS•GADGETS
a

$6

$350

STEP STOOL

12-QT. BUCKET

111-9908. 9916

Chocolate color. 111-7175

We're Coast to Coast
and we can help you.

$1

$1

SPOON/
SPATULA

MEASURING
SPOONS

Assorteg colors.
111-9353

Hang for storage.
111-9098

$1

$150

MEASURING
CUPS

COOKING
,
/
SPATULA

111-9114

111-9346

_

$1150
$3
CUTLERY TRAY
CARRY CADDY

4.
/
4" x 9" x 13
/
VEGETABLE BRUSH 131

111-7035

8" long. 111-0105

111-6813,6821,6839

$150
PAPER TOWEL
HOLDER

SINK STRAINER

Assorted colors.111-5989

Almond color. 111-5161

Viso
DUST PAN
Medium size. Desert Gold
color. 111-4982
Chocolate color. 111-4974

KITCHEN & BATH•KITCHEN & BATH•KITCHEN & BATH•KITCHEN & BATH•KITCHEN & BATH• KITCHEN & BATH

$4

DISH PAN
111-6045, 6052, 6060„
6086, 6102

TWIN SINK
DISH DRAINER

DRAINER TRAY

SINK MAT

111-4628, 4644. 4651,
4685. 4701

111-3729, 3737, 3745,
3760. 3786

111-5443, 5450, 5468,
5476, 5484

9" x 6"
DRAWER DIVIDER

15" x 3"
DRAWER DIVIDER

111-6904

111-6920

•

E.

•

,

$250

COVERED
WASTEBASKET

LAUNDRY BASKET

VANITY WASTEBASKET

111-5724, 5732, 5740

1114565. 6573,6581. 6599

111-5799, 5815, 5823

COAST TO 0011ff STOWS
Central Center
Phone 753-0604
MURRAY, KY 49671

1

-

$4
TOILET BOWL
BRUSH SET

,
SAFETY GRIP
111-3174, 3182,
eATHTUR MAT
ip4820,2846, 2853, 2876 • 3190,3208
•

i

$3

Open Daily &SI Mid PIN
Sundays Noon-6 PM

LII11

$als IndIng Date Posted In Store
36910

SHOWER
CADDY
1114331, 3349,
3356
JJA '84
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RED
10ZEN
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•

SURING
DNS
for storage.

199

•

SURING
5

114

•

)esert Gold
2
Dr. 111-4974
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